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on ApriL 25, 1974 a group of junior military officers,
designating themselves as the Armed Forces Movement (ura),
overthrew Europe's most enduring authoritarian regime. what

became known as the "revolution of carnations" proved to be

a relatively bloodless occurrence. rf the military action of
Aprir 25 was itserf a peacefur undertaking, the aftermath of
that action was a disruptive and chaotic affair lasting
armost two years. During that time a country so often
ignored by the rest of the world was suddenly thrust into
the international limelight. The military movement, inspired
by vague and often contradictory reft-wing ideals, adopted

increasingly radicar political postures; pushing portugal to

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

the brink of total paralysis.
ultra-orLhodox one at that,
i.n the government of a founding partner of the North
At1ant ic Treaty

revorutionary process intensified, I{estern Europe faced the
concrete possibility that the portuguese communist party
wourd establish a communist dictatorship in the country.
Nowhere in post-war Europe had the prospect of a fuIl-scale
revorution seem more imminent than in post-April zs

Portugal.

A communist party, and an

occupied ministerial positions

Organ i zat i on . ÀS the Portuguese

1-



During the two years that portugal's poliLical forces
battled over the

commun i st

cohesion

di ssolut ion

co1lapse.

movement v¡as i t sel f
of the movement,

under the influence of Leonid Brezhnev and Mikhail susrov,
undertook a poritical offensive designed to bring the
international communist movement together under soviet
tutelage. The groh'ing demand for autonomy vis-a-vis the

future of the country, the international

of the Cominform, appeared on the brink of
The Soviet Union and

Communist Party of

spanish communist party (ecn), the Italian communist party
(pcr) and, to a much fesser extent, the French communist

1n a state of flux. The

Party (pCr).1 These parties took

to autonomy with their criticism

deteriorat ing since the

Czechoslovakia

"normalization"

accelerated by

Santiago Carri

its ruling communist party,

the Soviet Union (CpSU)

in 1 968 and

in that country.

the ideological

The role of the yugoslav, chinese, and Romanian parties inthe process should not be underesúimated. After ått, theseparties, in varying degrees, had challenged the cpsu'shegemony over the communist movernent in the post- 1g4sworrd. However, it is of fundamental importance Èo noticethat these three communist parties are ruring parties.Therefore, the dynamics and motives for their ãlsäent arelargely different from those of the non-ruring parties.
Questions of state poe¡er, and arr that it implí"ã, wereinvolved in the f ormer's charlenge. rn this - vrorx'rr" areconcerned with the non-ruling southern European parties;namely, the Italian, French, Spanish, ana poituguese
communist parties. However, the role of the rúringparties' confrict with the cpsu is given a brief treatmentin Chapter Two of this thesis.
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Spanish and Italian communist parties. The

Communist Party (eCe), under the leadership
Secretary-General AIvaro Cunhal, was a

this move towards greater independence

and the CPSU.

The Portuguese Communist

soviet suppression of the prague spring in 1969. This
demonstration of

principres of proreLarian internaLionarism as understood by

the CPSU and its supporters,

inf inite importance. The pCp,

sma l- 1 and

Europe's poorest nation, suddenly enjoyed a predominance far
beyond what its strength would normarly warrant.2 By 1974

solidarity,

notable exception in

from the Soviet Union

the Portuguese communists benef ited

Party firmly supported the

within the communist and workers' movement. rnside portugar,

obscure party

Portuguese

of its

the Party had, for decades,

myth. The country's oldest opponent of the authoritarian
regime, the PCP created its martyrs and pointed to the ussR

as the ideal society.s rn the aftermath of Aprir 25, 1974

in accordance

proved to be an event of

which had been a relatively

functioning

2 The PCP's estimated strength immediately prior to Aprir 2s
was 1000 to 3000 members, Neir lacrnnés, The communist
+Lt tes 

. g!_ wesÇçrn Europe . London : oxtora uñGTÇPressr 1975, p.40.
s The creation of "party myths" to maintain a high degree ofcohesion is an estabrished fact. The- "cuit ofpersonal i ty" l espec ially the Stal in , Mao, and Kimvariations, is only the most extreme manifestation of thisphenomenon. rn portugar the myths primarily surround theclandestine experience of the party and those "martyrs"that died for the revorution. The idea of a "worker'sparadise" under sociarism is compulsive to many. while
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the PcP vras to translate this image and prestige into
membership, funds, and sorid commitment to revolutionary
change.

whereas the Pcp only emerged from the underground in
1974, the Eurocommunists, with the exception of the pcE, had

been able to conduct their activities in the open since the
close of world war rr. such a long period of crandestinity
naturally leaves a profound impression upon any communist

organization. Yet, if one considers the pcE, a party that
operated underground for over three decades, and compares

its positions to those of the pcp, the differences could not
be more startling. There are a number of reasons that
contribute to explaining this phenomenon, but it must be

emphasized that the internal struggles of the pcp, which was

banned for nearly five decades, was the dominant factor that
accounted for the differences in perspective. specifically,
what would later become known as autonomist and riberal
positions had grave consequences for the portuguese

communist Party when this line dominated the organization.
The "anarcho-liberal deviation", the pcp's designation for
the period during which the political Ìeadership of the
Party advocated a peaceful resolution to the portuguese

these domestic myths preserve the internal cohesion of theParty, the ussR provides the party with a sense ofuniversalism. r have briefly addressed-this question in my"PCP: Anatomia de uma crisè", Bisco (Ho.9, Spring 19gg;pp.58-59). For an interesting aescription'of *tt.t-o""rrr"
ryhgn. these myths are shattèred, see Richard crossman
1"d.)l^TÞ. God That Failed. New york, N.y.: Harper andRow, 1 950.
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situation and the liberalization of democratic centralism,
very nearly rendered the party an inconsequential actor in
Portuguese political 1ife.

"rightist" tendencies such as the "anarcho-liberal
deviation" dominated the pcp, demanded that the organization
become " forged in stee1 " in order to avoid total
destruction. The Portuguese communist party's devotion to a

rigid form of democratic centralism was the result of its
attempt to preserve itself in adverse conditions. simply
stated, without an orthodox democratíc centrarism to
maintain the cohesiveness of the party, the organization
would have disintegrated during the authoritarian regime.

cunhal's defence of democratic centralism in the 1970s vras

the direct result of the party's negative experiences with
the relaxation of discipline in the 1ate 19S0's.

I f democratic centralism was indispensabre for the
maintenance of the Party machine, its ideology and its
acceptance of proretarian internationalism served a

complementary purpose. The PCp was, for the tongest time, an

irrelevant party operating in what frras perceived to be an

inconsequential country. portugal remained unfamiriar to the
outside worrd; knowledge of the country v¡as reduced to its
role as a colonial povrer and its conservative authoritarian
politicar structure dominated by Antonio oliveira salazar.
Proletarian internationarism integrated the pcp into a

Harsh clandestine conditions, during which time
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worrd-wide movement whose declared objective was nothing
less than the liberation of mankind. obsession with such a
noble mission became an indispensable source of the party's
purpose and self-identity. The sacrifices of crandestine
work became srightly more bearabre because "history was on

the side of the party". The security and purpose derived
from membership in a world-wide movement dedicated to such
noble ends courd not be jeopardized by questioning the rnost

prestigious and experienced of all the communist parties,
the CPSU.

The preservation of democratic centralism and proletarian
internationalism presupposed the correct interpretation of
the movement's most important asset: its Marxist-Leninist
ideology. Marxism-Leninism, ât least the soviet version of
the doctrine,

worþ.ing-crass, and the party as its vanguard, to victory. rt
was therefore imperative that it remain as pure as possibre;
distortion and revision would only weaken the communist
movement and disorient the proletariat. The soviet theorists
had created an entire gallery of ideologicar deviants;
including Bukharin, Trotsky, Tito, and most dangerous of
all, Mao. The pcp was dirigent and enthusiastic in its
battle against the domestic supporters of these deviations.
From the PCp's point of view, Eurocommunism was a deviation
not easily distinguishable from the despised social
democracy of the bourgeois second rnternationar. Naturally,

was the guide that would lead the

6-



one also has to consider the fact that ideological rigidity,
like organizational cohesion, was a necessary contribution
to the Party's self-preservation during its years of
illegatity.

I f all of these factors help to explain why the

Portuguese communist Party did not adopt the autonomist road

during the authoritarian regime, one is reft to puzzle over

why this option was not seized after the rupture of April
25, 1974. Of course,

conceptions of the PCP could not have easily been changed as

long as the leadership remained the same as the one that
guided the Party through the dictatorship. I f the leadership
remained intact the establishment of politicar democracy

would not have guaranteed the adoption of a more tiberal
posture by that leadership simply because the nature of the
regime had undergone a change. Any possibility of adopting
the Eurocommunist route s¡as effectively terminated with the

Portuguese revolutionary experience of 1974-7 5 and its
consequences.

the organízational and ideological

on Àprir 2, 1976 the portuguese constituent Àssembly

promulgated the constitution of the Repubric;

institutionalizing profound poritical and socio-economic

transformations designed to read the country to socialism.
The Portuguese communists v¡ere not successful in their bid
for power during the national crisis of 1974-7s. They were

not, however, compretely unsuccessful either. The 1976

constitution created a political order unlike any other in
7-



western Europe. The exaggerated length and detair of the

document outrined a series of measures designed to preserve

what had been attained during 1974-75; the revolutionary
gains vrere considered by the pcp to be the necessary

preconditions of a genuinely socialist polity. The

Fundamental Law enshrined a collectivist economic form of
organization that could not easily be altered. The poritical
system arising from the law of the land also
institutionalized the armed forces as a distinct organ of
government. During the revolutionary process of 1974-75 the

PcP was instrumentar in the realization of mass

nationalizations, Àgrarian Reform, vrorkers' control of
enterprises, and a host of other measures which would come

to be enshrined in the constitution. In the political realm,

the armed forces,

Revolution, vrere constitutionarly invested with the polrer to
preserve the "spirit" of Àpril 25. These poritical and

economic measures, taken in their totarity, came to be known

in the communist lexicon as a "democratic reqime".

Àt this point it is fundamental to note that
conception of a "democratic regime" has Iittle i
with the Western liberal concept of democracy.

"democratic" should be understood for its Leninist
That is, an order superior to bourgeois democracy

the prelude to socialist organization. It is preci
Leninist conceptualization of democracy that
utilizes to define Portugal's political system.

8-
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eternal slogan

be understood

to this day

evolve from a

to revert to a

previous one. a

, the defence of the democratic regime, must

in these terms. Indeed, portugal's communists

claim that the nation has two options to
"democratic regime"

The Eurocommunist parties maintained that late capitarism
was to be

Consequent 1y ,

"fascist" regime far more oppressive than the

autonomist parties to confront this type of capitarist
organization and lead the transition to socialism. Most of

these parties agreed that the sociarist revorution could be

def ined as

accompl i shed ,

institutional

various strategies

to a socialist societv or

for the " formal freedoms"

advocated. Power was to be attained through the ballot box,

state monopoly capitalism.

The PcP has always defined the authoritarian regime as"fascist". This characterization, utilized for emotivepurposes, is erroneous. The regime established by Àntonio
salazar in 1928, and continued by Marcero caetãno after
1 968, wa? conservative, bureaucratic, authoritarian, andgreatly infruenced by catholic sociar doctrine. There isa wide-ranging literature on the portuguese authoritarianregime. works that have been of parÈicurar use to meinclude: Philippe c. schmitter, "The "Regime d'Exception"
That Became the Rure: Forty-Eight years of Authorilarian
Domination in Portugal" in Harry M. Makler and Lawrence s.
Graham (ed.), contemÞorarv Porluqar: The Revolution andits AnteçgÊents. ausEìr¡ rexas: the uñlveffi ot texasPress, 1979. From the same volume, Manuel de luèena, "TheEvolution of Portuguese corporatism under salazar andcaetano"; and Howard J. wiarda, "The corporatist rradition
and the corporate system in portugal: strucÈured,Evorving, Transcended, persistent". elso of interest i;
Howard wiarda, cgrporatism and Deveropment: The portusuese
EIperience. Amherst : University of I'tassactruseFpress,
1976.

9-
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not through the barrer of a gun. As there were various

"roads to socialism" r so there must arso be more than one

model. Thus, the October Revolution, and the type of
sociarism that arose in the ussR, was onry one of many

possibre moders of socialism. Given that the cpsu's hegemony

over the fraternar parties was dependent upon its experience

in the construction of socialism, the rejection of the
excl-usivity of the soviet model meant the rejection of the
CPSU's tuterage of the communist movement. The gradual

di sintegrat ion of the internat ional commun i st movement

seemed almost complete.

It is against this backdrop of communist disintegration
that the Portuguese Revolution must be understood. while the
autonomist parties were rejecting the Leninist conception of
state povrer, and the seizure of that power, the pcp set
forth to demonstrate that Lenini sm cont inued to be

appricabre in the western harf of the European conLinent.
From Àprir 1974 to Àprir 1976, the portuguese communist

Party applied its theory of revolution. Àrlied with the MFA,

more often than not unconditionally,
foll-owed, but rarely ]ed, the haphazard development of the
revolutionary process. The party's behavior, in particular
its bratant disregard for riberal democracy, soon placed the
Eurocommunist's prospects in question. The Eurocommunists,

disregarding the rules of proletarian internationarism,
publically criticized the actions of the fraternal

Cunhal's Party

10



Portuguese Party. rn this regard, the portuguese experience

served to crystallize the issues dividing the communist

movement. consequently, Eurocommunism was abre to define
itserf in opposition to the orthodoxy of the portuguese

communist Party. Herein ries the significance of the
Portuguese national crisis for the Eurocommunist phenomenon.

This thesis will derineate the factors that prevented the
Portuguese communist party from following the Eurocommunist

path. rn Latin Europe the pcp was arone in its rejection of
these orientations. The proceeding chapters wirr outline the
historical, ideological, and domestic factors that accounted

for this develooment.

chapter Two of this work wirr present a brief outline of
the Eurocommunist phenomenon. The historicar development of
the autonomist trend, as well as the accompanying issues,
are varied and complex. Naturarly, it is not within the
scope of this work to provide an exhaustive analysis of the
subject. The stated purpose of this chapter is to provide a

general understanding of Eurocommunism which will place the
remainder of the work within a particurar context.
Eurocommunism is an orientation that brought together a

number of communist parties with simirar, although not
identicalr positions on a number of common issues. The

phenomenon has a specific historicar context and must be

analyzed as such. rn 1988, Eurocommunism is a non-entity.
rts significance lies in the fact that it Ì{as the last act

11



in a conflict between a dominant center and "derived"
parties seeking new expression and relevance through

independence from that center.

Chapter Three of this thesis presents a historical
summary of the Portuguese communist party. rt traces the

Party from its 1921 inception through numerous internal
crises leading to the Party's 1965 sixth congress. rt posits
the notion that the PCP can best be understood today not as

a Stalinist partyr âs is so often claimed, but as a

bureaucratic party inspired by Brezhnev and Suslov. The

chapter also suggests that the PCP attempted liberalization,
the "anarcho-liberal deviation" of 1 955-59, created the

preconditions for its orthodoxy. This factor, combined with
Cunhal's bitter battle against the

profound impression upon the pcp that informed its
resistance to Eurocommunism. The Party's clandestine legacy

is suggested as a factor that contributed to the pCp's

orthodox character,
predorninant one.

The following chapter, Chapter Four, is, along with
Chapter Five, the pivotal section of this work. It is the

author's contention that the theoreticar understanding of

Portuguese society elaborated at the pcp's sixth congress,

held in the city of Kiev in 1965, is the fundamentar element

that prevented the Portuguese communist party from pursuing

the autonomist orientation. cunhal eraborated a notion

but certainly not the exclusive or even

Party's Maoists, Ieft a

unique to European communism at this Congress

12
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"democratic and national revolution". The concept is meant

to denote the duality of the portuguese Revorution: it vras

to be simultaneously democratic and national. This
theoretical formulation, understood as a distinct stage

between capitalism and socialism, lras predicated upon the

characterization of portugar as a "colonized coronizer". rn

short, while Portugar $¡as an exproitative colonial povrer it
was,

Domestically, the "fascist regime" was the terrorist
dictatorship of the dominant classes, the monopolists and

latifundists. The path to revolution vras by v¡ay of a

nationar uprising curminating in the overthrow of the resime

through armed struggle.

in turn, colonized by foreign imperialism.

chapter Five presents the consequences of this
theoretical formulation. since a fulr analysis of the
Portuguese revolutionary experience wour.d be beyond the
scope of this thesis, the chapter restricts itself to a

presentation of the conseguences of that process. r t
deI ineates

transformations that the pcp has labe1l-ed the "conguests of
Àpri1". rt then presents a broad anarysis of the "democratic
regime" instituted by the 1976 constitution. rn effect, the
Portuguese Fundamentar Law formalized the ambitions and

victories of the PCP during the 1974-7s period. The 1976

document "institutionalizes" the pcp in the portuguese

system since the content of the constitution gives

those po1 i t ical and soc 1o-economlc

13



expression to the overall objectives of cunhails party. The

preservation of the constitution, given that the document

enshrines the "democratic regime", became the primary
poritical task of the pcp after 1976. Believing that the
"democratic regime" will progress to a socialist regime if
certain conditions are met, the pcp has adopted a strategy
of protecting the status guo. That is to sayr of protecting
its privileged position, vis-a-vis other sociar and

poritical forces, in the country's political order. It is in
this light that the communist strategy regarding the various
electoral acts after 1975 should be understood.

The following chapter, chapter six, is a general study of
the Portuguese communist party's foreign relations. Like al1
other communist parties, the portuguese communist party was

created as a result of the world-wide impact of the october
Revolution. The comintern, through its agent Jules
Humbert-Droz, attempted to secure the "bolshevization" of
the Portuguese section of the Communist International. Since
its inception the pcp has derived much of its understanding
of itserf, its identity, from this relationship with the
soviet Party. rn its decades of existence the pcp has

remained the unequivocal arly of the cpsu. Nonetheless, it
was the Portuguese communists' support for the soviet
invasion of czechoslovakia in 1 968 that initiated a nevr

chapter in the party's relationship with the CpSU.

14



Adherence to the cpsu's positions regarding matters of
the communist movement ensured that the Portuguese Communist

Party would reap many benefits in Moscow. As a resurt of its
allegiance to Moscow, the pcp became one of the most

infruential of all European parties. rn the eyes of the
Kremrin, cunhal and his party became the principal exponents

of the GPSU's positions in western Europe. This new-found

stature allowed the Pcp to act as the cpsu's spokesperson in
the poremics surrounding the Eurocommunist issue in the
1970s. In turn, the cpsu was generous in its support of the
PcP. rt can be specurated with some certainty that the rore
of the privileged ally aLso alrowed the pcp to collaborate
r+ith the CPSU in its eraboration of policy towards the
Eurocommunist parties. rt would not be until the ascension
of Mikhair Gorbachev to the leadership of the cpsu that the
PCP's perspectives became out of step with the cpsu's "new

thinking" about the international communist and workers'
movement.

The rast chapter of this work will eraborate the
conclusions drawn from the research and analysis presented

in this thesis.

This thesis is clearry situated within the fierd of
comparative politics as a who1e, and comparative communism

in particular. The work approaches the research question
from the perspective of the politicar event. Thus, the
approach utilized in the exploration of the research

15



quest i on ,

suggest s

question at

analyt ical ,

the study of those f a.ctors del ineated above ,

a comprehensive understanding of the matter in

interpretation of the phenomenon

the conclusion of the

À communist party can be

the researcher follows

and therefore, what

consider how the particurar party perceives itserf. That is,
its theoreticar perspective and how this perspective impacrs

upon the project that the party i s undertaking. r t i s

assumed

that i t
labe1;

that a communist party carries with it some baggage

perspect ives may be modi f ied, a

permeates the party and its militants.6

work. The work is
is offered is an

cannot discard even if it denounces

1n quesÈ1on.

three criteria.s
best analyzed and

as the PCI and others have done. whire ideoloqical

Many authors use this approach to the study of communistparties. Two excellent examples are: Eusebio Mujar-Leon,
9p++unjsm enÊ Poriticar ct¡e¡_æ. in spain. Btoómingcon,indiana: tnai.anaG-IEsFress, TgEg; and anthony R.Brune1l, "Parliaments and Eurocommunism: the rtaiianCase", Parliamentarv Àffairs, VoJ_.39, No.3, JuIy 1996.

Tþ. g1amplg of .the pcr may be useful at this juncture roclarify this point. while it may be granted tÉat the pcr
has abandoned the Leninist serf-ãefinilion in its adoptionof Gramsci, it is necessary to rearize Lhat GramËci'sthought, regardress of its inñovations and differences, i;grounded in Lenin's thought. rn addition, there iÁ noquestion that Gramsci identified fulry wiútr the octoberRevorution and its lessons. To draw an ãnalogy from Freud,a communist party possesses a collective -ãonsciousness
that it cannot escape. Even if a communist party attemptsto-reject its past by criticizing a particürar-reader orpolicy, it continues to define itseri in reration to itspast. Perhaps the only communist party that has taken thisattempt to re-define itself to its rogical conclusion isthe Greek Eurocommunist party; whiðh dissolved itserfvoluntarily in order to integrate in the broad European

16
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historical identity
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the Leninist



and a communist party in particular, is the sum total of its
ideological and historical components. À party's
self-identity will condition the remaining two analytical
criteria; as the L$ro remaining criteria condition, in a

dialectical manner, the party's self-perception.

Secondr wê must understand how the party is perceived as

a political actor by the society in which it operates. For

example, whether or not a communist party is a genuine

participant in the democratic process of a western democracy

is questionable. The response to a basic question such as

this determines the response of the electorate and that of

other political actors. As a result, the character of the

party i s partially react ive vi s-a-vi s the act ions and

attitudes of other social forces. Tactical positionsr âs

well as strategies, are in part conditioned by this factor.

The two aforementioned factors, combined with the third
factor, the relationship between the domestic communist

parties and the CPSU/USSR,

formation of these parties. The European communist parties
owe much of their experience to the CPSU and the Soviet

experiment. Hence, the relationship of the derived party
with the center reveals much about its identity. I{hether

these rerations are friendly or antagonistic is inforrned by

the party's conception of itself and its project. In turn,
ideologicar modifications and domestic poricies are informed

lef t.

contribute to the overall
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bvt
with

he state of affairs
the CPSU.

rn concrusion, the approach delineated above wirl be

utilized to answer the guestion vrhy the portuguese communist

Party did not pursue the Eurocommunist option.

that a communist party cultivates

18



The phenomenon that came to be referred to as EurocommunÍsm

had a profound impact upon the European political landscape

of the 1970's. WhiIe the Eurocommunist orientation of

certain parties in Western Europe sparked nLtmerous debates

during those years, it always remained a vague, and often

contradictory, option. Yet, there are enough similarities in

the positions adopted by the Italian, French, and Spanish

parties to conclude that Eurocommunism was a separate trend

in the international communist movement. This is not to

suggest that Eurocommunism was free of ambiguity and

contradiction; it was not. Heither was Eurocommunism meant

to be restricted to the West European parties; for example,

the Japanese Communist Party also adopted Eurocommunism.

However, since the term was used to describe a certain
development, it shall be used freely in this work.

Still, it is important to note that the term is no longer

valid in describing these parties and their orientation. The

unique conditions that allowed for the convergence of

specific themes to be developed by the Latin European

communist parties under the label of Eurocommunism no longer

exist. Naturally, it is difficult to point to a specific

Chapter II
THE EUROCOMMT'NIST QT'ESTION
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point in time and suggest that Eurocommunism was conceived

at that precise moment. The adoption of Eurocommunist

positions

are a

guidepoints to the development of the orientation. Yet,

varied in their timing from party to party. There

series of historical occurrences that provide

there is no question that it
Czechoslovakia in 1968, met with widespread condemnation by

the communist parties

with the fundamental

Eurocommunist

experience,

parties conducted their negotiations designed

widespread partic ipat ion

served to clarify the Eurocommunist option as a distinct
orientation within the communist movement. Bv the end of the

option. 1

of Western Europe, that provides us

carried out as

h'as the Soviet invasion of

decade, in the af termath of Pol-ish martial

Soviet invasion of

clue to

The

the past.

the genesis of the

Portuguese revolutionary

the CPSU and the fraternal

at the 1976 Berlin

1 Manuel Àzcarate, who vras responsible for the foreign
relations of the PCE, points to the three occurrences in
1968 that Ied to the "point of departure" for
Eurocommunism. First, the Paris May demonstrated that
capitalism lras incapable of solving its contradictions
and, as a result, new mass movements developed throughout
Europe. The Prague Spring posed the question of the
relationship between socialism and democracy. Lastly, the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia demonstrated the need
for independence from the USSR. See Manuel Azcarate, "The

Àfghanistan, Eurocommunism

to secure

Conference,

Present State of Eurocommunism:
Political and Theoretical" in Richard Kindersley (ed. ) , Irr
Search of Eurocommunism. New York, N.Y.: St. Martin's
Press, 1981, p.28.
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As we have noted in the introduction of this work, the
purpose of this thesis is to explain why the portuguese

communist Party did not pursue. the Eurocommunist option.
Many works of quality have been written on this subject; it
is not the purpose of this chapter to either add to or
summarize that work. The purpose of this brief chapter is
merely to introduce the elements of Eurocommunism necessary

to our discussion of the pcp. Therefore, many questions
relating to Eurocommunism will not be addressed. The first
section of this chapter wirl provide a brief historical
outline of those criticar events in the international
communist movement that influenced the development of the
Eurocommunist phenomenon. The second section will present a

brief anarysis of some of the theoreticar issues raisecl. The

concluding section will address certain specific changes in
the domestic political life of those countries where

Eurocommunism was most relevant.

The saga of the international communist movement begins
with the elaboration of the Twenty-one points of Adhesion to
the communist rnternational, which were presented at the
CominLern's Second Congress held in 1920.

organizational principles s¡ere elaborated so as to ensure

that the Third rnternational would not meet the fate of its
predecessor. ExpecLing the immediate outbreak of revolution
in the west, this type of centrarized organization would

guarantee the victory of the communist sections. Not only

The rigid
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were the organizational details of the parties outlined in

the Twenty-One Points, but so were the strategy and tactics
to be followed. In short, the Twenty-One points would

ensure that the sections of the comintern would remain

revolutionary in theory as well as in practice. In fact,
Point 13 called for periodic purges to ensure this end.

This rigidity would ensure, it was hoped, that the reformism

that overtook the Second International would not re-occur.

Theoretically, the Russian party was not supposed to
dominate the other sections of the Third rnternational. The

Bolsheviks were merery to take a transitional teading role
in the creation of a world party whose sections would all
enjoy the same rights. rn the meantime, since the Bolsheviks

v¡ere the only party to have achieved power, they would

assume the leading role in the support of the world

revolutionary movement. However, with the failure of the

European revolutions to material ize, the Comintern

increasingly became an instrument of Soviet state policy.

The process that ultimately led to the subservience of

the comintern sections to the soviet party is inseparable

from the internal conflicts that plagued the Soviet party

during this period.

Trotskyites from the comintern, opposition to stalin came

from the "right", led by Bukharin both within the Bolshevik

party and the Comintern. The Bukharinites enjoyed

considerable support within the ranks of a number of the

Foilowing the expulsion of the



e¡estern communist parties.2 These all shared the conviction
that the Bolshevik experience was specific and could not be

automatically transferred to the west. This current also

rejected the equation of Soviet state interests with the

interests of the revolutionary movement as a whole.3 In

addition, the necessity to take into account the specific
conditions existent in different countries,
formulation of adequate responses, v¡as a fundamental concern

of these parties.

The "Stalinization" of the Cominform evolved over a

number of years and vras conditioned by the internal
conflicts within the Soviet party. Comintern Congresses had

been a forum for discussion unti1, and including, the Sixth
Congress of 1928. The Soviet party's internal debate between

the "Ieft" and the "right", represented respectively by

Stalin and Bukharin, assured that the Comintern would become

another forum for this strife. Bukharin's removal from the

Comintern leadership in 1929, a position that he held since

1926, effectively stifled the debate and freedom of action

that had previously existed in the Comintern. In short, this
culminated the process of "Stalinization" of the

international communist movement. Consequent.ly, the removal

and the

2 Certainly this support was pronounced within the ranks of
the Italian, German and American parties, to name but a
few.

3 The elements that subscribed to this notion tended to
reject the slogan "defense of the USSR" at the
November-December 1926 Executive Committee session of the
Comintern. However , the SovieÈ posit ion dominated as
always.
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of Bukharin's followers from the ranks of the national
parties brought this process to fruition. With the removal

of the Bukharin faction, the path was open for the total
domination and manipulation of the Comintern by the Soviet

parEy.

It has long been affirmed by the communist parties that
the Popular Front v¡as a response to the growing strength of

fascism in Europe. However, according to Heinz Timmermann,

the adoption of the Popular Front strategy v¡as not the

result of the experience of the communi st part ies

thernselves, but was a Soviet response to "the threat of an

encircling coalition of authoritarian, fascist, and strongly
anti-communist regimes. "a The Soviet communists conceived

the Popular Front strategy as the ideal vehicle to weaken

the external threats posed to the USSR.

Ànother important factor in analyzing the relationship
between the Bolsheviks and the parties of the Third

International is the impact of the October Revolution on the

latter. The role of the October Revolution in the communist

movement, as well as its significance for the parties, would

be an actively debated topic during the 1970's. Yet, one

could suggest that rr'i thout an alternat ive successf uI

revolutionary experience, the October Revolution would

necessarily become the pole of reference. Às Heinz

a See Heinz Timmerrnann
Movement: Moscow,
the l.iest. Boulder,

, The Decline of the World Communist
Bei'iinq, and the Communist Parties in
Colorado: Westview Press , 1987, p. 1 8.
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Timrnermann points out,

Just because the world revolution was not taking
place, the Soviet Union became the symbol of all
hope for a revolutionary future, and the defence
of the Soviet land became the duty of every
communist. s

Given these factors it is not surprising that the Comintern

would become, to use Lenin's expression, "too Russian".6

Despite Lenin's concerns, the October Revolution became a

model to be followed in everv detail.

Whatever the intentions of Lenin, then, the Comintern

soon became a support mechanism for

and the Soviet state. While loyaJ.ty

dominant characteristic of the Comi

rule, Bolshevik loyalty to the world

characterized it during Lenin's time

implicit in the Twenty-One Points

International. The "russification" of

evident in the fact that the International met with less

frequency than originally intended.T

u By 1922, in his report to the Comintern's Fourth Congress,
Lenin had begun to question the organízational conceptions
underlying the Comintern. Àt the Fourth Congress, held
from November 5 to December 5, 1922, Lenin suggested that
the Communist International had become "too Russian".
Questioning of the appropriateness of the Russian model
for other societies had begun. For the content of the
speech see Lenin's Selected Works VoI.]. Moscow: Progress
Publishers , 1971 , p.727 .

the Soviet Revolution

to the USSR became the

ntern during Stalin's
proletarian movement

. Indeed, this was

of Àdhesion to the

the Comintern is also

OriginaIIy, Comintern Congresses were to be hetd every
year. After 1924, they were held every two years; after
1928 only the 1935 Congress was convened. While Lenin was
active in the International, StaIin maintained tittle
active participation in the 1928 Congress and was not even

25
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the vehicle for Soviet national inlerests at the expense of

the national interests of the western communist parties.
StaIin's urging of the Chinese Communists to cooperate with

Chiang Kai-shek vras part of this policy. More evident was

StaIin's pressure on the German Communist Party to turn
against the SPD. WhiIe the SPD favored closer Franco-German

relations, StaIin favoured the development a pro-Soviet

German military. The dissolution of the Comintern in 1943,

because it vras seen as an impediment to better relations
with the West, is the climax of this process. Àt any rate,
the dissolution of the Comintern meant very litt1e in

practical terms, since the control exercised over the

communist parties was undertaken over by the new

International Department of the Central Committee of the

CPSU.8

The creation of the Marshall PIan, and its proposal to
develop both Eastern and Western Europe, was a serious

threat to Stalin's plans for Eastern Europe. The Plan vras

perceived by the Soviets as an attempt to infringe upon its
zone of influence. Poland and Czechoslovakia, whose

governments had expressed a desire to be included in the

PIan , $¡ere f orbidden to do so by Stal in .

present at the Seventh.
I Ponomarev, one of the veterans of the Comintern, played an

important role in the creation of this organism and would
become its chief in 1 955. On the role of the
International Department see Robert I{. nitrinos,
"International Department of the CPSU" in Problems of
Comrnunism. Vo1.33, No.5, September-October 1984,
pp.47-75,
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attempt to form a cohesive block, and to continue to
exercise control over the communist parties, that led to the

creation of the cominform. The cominform was dedicated to
the elaboration of a strategy for the pcI and the pcF. Both

parties vrere to cease their cooperation in the

reconstruction of their respective countries and vigorously
oppose the Marshall Plan. It was for this purpose that the

western European communist parties interested stalin. once

soviet attempts to expand their infl-uence in Europe had

ended with the failure of the Berlin Blockade, the European

communist movement Lost much of its importance to the soviet
leadership.

rt has been suggested that the cominform period witnessed

the apex of the ideologicar monorithism of the communist

movement. cold war tensions were undoubtably partly
responsible for this condition since boths camps became

highly polarized. rndeed, it is during this time that the

soviets expound their "tq'o-camps" doctrine. This doctrine
herd that the post-war world was divided into two hostile
camps:

anti-imperiarist camp. since the imperialist camp, headed by

the United States,

anti-imperialist camp,

the imperialist camp and the progressive,

force that could prevent it. As a result of this analysis,
it became the duty of arr anti-imperialist forces to close
ranks around the ussR and its foreign policy.e For the

e this doctrine was expounded by Àndrey zhdanov in a speech
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Western Communist parties, the

two-camps theory was that they

"socialism in one zone" just as

earlier defended "socialism in one

The consolidation of soviet state power in the post-v¡ar

world arlowed for the development of a dynamic that red to
greater independence for the vrestern communist parties.
since the soviet state v¡as consol- idated, and the East

European buffer states protected its borders, the wesrern

parties could enjoy more flexibility in developing their
"ov¡n roads" to socialism. This is especially true after
Khruschev's pronouncements at the Twentieth congress of the
CPSU. The acceptance of the tito heresy, and the dissorution
of the cominform in 1 956, demonstrated that the soviet party
was losing its dominance over the fraternal parties. Àlong

with this development, Khruschev's "secret speech" made it
possible for the western parties to become critical of the
soviet union. As peter Morris claims, the "secret speech"

v¡as an admission not only that the man whom arl
communists had worshipped was a tyrant but thatthe poriticar and social system wtrictr had been
regarded as Marxist perfection vras not perfect atall. À Marxist analysis of Stalinism cannot belirnited to Stalin.lo

practical result of the

rrtere expected to defend

vi gorously

countfy".
as they had

delivered at the founding conference of theheld in Sklarska poreba. Zhdanov 1ed
delegation at this conference.

1 0 Peter Morris, "West European Communist
International Communism" in Hov¡ard Machin (ed
Communism in $^festerF Europe: À Third Way f or
New York, N.Y.: Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1983, p.
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A number of theoreticar changes undertaken at the
Twentieth cPsu congress are worth considering at this point.
The acceptance of "peaceful coexistence" had a number of
implications for the non-ruling parties. on the one hand, it
would allow them a greater scope for action within their own

countries since the ussR was no longer surrounded and

threatened by imperialism as before. Given that the
sLalinist notion of the inevitabitity of war was abandoned

by Khruschev, new tactical and strategic opportunities
presented themselves to the f raternal part ies. r n t^Iestern

Europe, "peaceful coexistence" woul_d be a more suitable
doctrine for the interests of the communist parties
operating within the framework of bourgeois democracies.

imminent collapse of capitalism. Not only had the forces of
change shifted to the side of sociarism, but the program

heralded the eve of the socialist revolution. since this was

the case, it was natural that the capitalist world was ripe
for revolution. The program eraborated at the Twentieth
Congress stated that:

Irnpgriarism is decaying and moribund capitalism;it is the eve of the ãocialist revorution. Theworld capitarist system as a whole is ripe for thesocial revolution of the proletariat. l 1

The newly-adopted program of the CPSU predicted the

11 ïn Leonard shapiro (ed.), The ussR and the Future: An
+elæts 9É-^+. Ne"^EIg-9l-r.m. ftn..-cpsU. Hew vor¡<, N.v.:Praeger , 1963 r p.262. nõr-an anarffis of the prógram's
pronouncements on coexistence and revorution see, ln the
same volume, Victor Frank's chapterr pp.S7-69.
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A definite paraller is discernabre here with the earlier
concept ion that f oresaw immediate revolut ion in the l^rest.

Yet, it was this offensive aspect of Khruschev's "peacefuI
coexistence" that gave the non-ruling parties greater
importance and independence vis-a-vis the soviet center.
since the rore of communist parties in bringing about

revolution became more signi f icant
independence, and their potential for extending soviet
influence. In short, the fraternal parties rediscovered
their vocation as agents for revorutionary change in their
societies, rather than mere appendages of the soviet state.
The rogical consequence of thi s di scovery woul-d be the
adoption of national roads that wourd best respond the the

demands of their nations.

Given all of the above-mentioned theoreticar changes,

there was no question of the cpsu abandoning its roLe as the
leading party in the international communist movemenE..

Paradoxically, given the diversity allowed for by peaceful

coexistence and the acceptance of national roads, a center
of authority became even more necessary for the maintenance

of a cohesive movement.

so did their

The StaIin-Tito
communism dominated

short-run, able to
him a heret ic .

League(yCr,) became

split was a major blow for a monoLithic

by the USSR. The Soviets were, in the

secure the condemnation of Tito and brand

In effect, the yugoslav Communistt

the pariah of the international communist
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movement. Yet, the soviets v¡ere never successful in bringing
the Yugoslavs back into the foId. starin's threat to bring
about the downfall of tito by "waving his little finger"
never materialized. with the expulsion of the yl.c from the
cominform proletarian internationalism had been "irreparabry
compromised, " as authoritative pcI representatives now

suggested. l 2 The Yugoslavs did provide an alternative model

of communism to the soviet model; a dangerous precedent as

time would verify.

with the initiation of the sino-soviet conflict, the
world communist movement lost even more of its cohesion. In
1 963 the cPSu arranged to have the pcF propose a worl_d

conference to deal with the chinese problem. The rtalians,
through a number of private meetings with the soviets, made

crear their opposition to this pran. In July 1964 Togliatti
went to the soviet union to attempt to persuade Khruschev
not to expel the chinese from the worrd communist movement;

the soviet Leader refused to see him. The resurt of this
snub was the Togliatti Memorandum of 1964.

The Togriatti Memorandum was made public by Luigi Longo,

after the death of Togliatti. The yarta Testament, as the
Memorandum became known, publically stated the orientation
that the PcI had followed privatery for some time. The

document carled for furr equarity with the cpsu and made it
crear thaL the pcr disapproved of the "expulsion" of the

12 Timmermann, g!.. Cit. , p.2B
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chinese even though the pcr sided with the cpsu in this
dispute. Togriatti's "polycentrism" envisioned a more

autonomous international communist movement pursuing

"national roads to socialism". yet, this process vras to be

defined in corraboration, and not confrontation, with the
cPsu. It was, in a sense, a negation of the comintern and

cominform experiences. The decisions undertaken at the
Twentieth CPSU party congress wourd certainly add

credibility to this position.

The tensions between the soviet party and the west

European communists started to become publicly manifested in
the 1960's. There vras unhappiness on the part of a number of
the parties at the manner in which Khruschev had been

deposed in 1964. The 1966 triar of Àndrei siniavski and

Julii Daniel raised a series of protests from the parties.
However, it was the "prague spring" and the subsequent

soviet response that would have the most traumaLic effect.

Publicly the PcI had expressed support for the czech

reforms from the beginning. The French, British and a number

of other parties followed this lead.13 By July 1969, a joint
Pcr-PcF delegation went to Moscow to confer with the soviets
and make clear their opposition to armed intervention in
Prague. "It was therefore in full knowledge of the effect of
their action wourd have on the communist movement in EuroÞe

1 3 The PCp supported the invasion
Communist Party condemned the
pressure from the CpSU, the
criticism in March 1971.
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that the Soviet Union and

in Àugust 1968."14

Àt this point vre are led to suggest that Eurocommunism

should be understood as an intersection of positions. As

Howard Machin notes,

Between 1974 and 1977 the ideologicalmodifications, nationar strategies, relations-withother communist parties and foreign policypositions of the Italian, Spanish ãnd Þrench
communists became so closery pararlet to eachother that a nevr style communism seemed to have
developed - Eurocommunism. r s

Àlthough there v¡ere numerous differences within and between

the Eurocommunist parties, there v¡ere enough "coincidences",

its aIIies invaded Czechoslovakia

as Machin cal1s them,

Eurocommunist. À11 of the Eurocommunist parties shared the
idea that there were different roads to sociarismr âs werl
as different models of sociarism. From this position, it
would be only a minor step to the " denial of the unigueness

of the Russian model for social-ist construction to an open

cr i t ic i sm of the less attract ive aspects of soviet
government. " 1 6

While it i
the legal f
through which

to identify this position as

1 4 see Leonard shapiro, "soviet Attitudes to National
Communism in Western Europe", in Machin, Ap. Cit. , p.49.

1 s Machin, Þ. Cit. , p.5
16 ibid., p.6.
17 For example, David McLeIIan writes, ,,(r)t is true that
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main body of Marx's work rejects it. However, given that vre

are dealing with communist parties, it is to be assumed that

they would attempt to procure theoretical Iegitimation in

the works of Karl Marx. Indeed, Marx and Engels had so

little to say on the subject of the transition to socialism

that a degree of justi f ication for the Eurocommunist

position can be found in their works. Howeverr wê must

understand that communist parties are not merely Marxist

parties, but more importantly, Leninist parties. Ànd while

theoretical justification can be found in the work of Marx,

one is hard pressed to find it in the work of Lenin. At the

very least, one must suggest that Lenin's acceptance of

bourgeois democracy did not extend beyond tactical ends.18

There vras no question that the bourgeois state had to be

destroyed before the construction of socialism could be

initiated.

In Lenin's work v¡e see the unequivocal rejection of

bourgeois democracy. It vras the not the seizure of bourgeois

state power, but the destruction of that power, that would

ensure the transition to socialism. r s For Lenin the

Marx advocated Iiberal democratic reforms in Germany in
1848, but this was in a country that had not yet achieved
a bourgeois revolution and obviously cannot be applied to
present Eurocommunist positions. " See David McLeIlan,
"The Theoretical Roots of Liberal, Democratic National
Communism" in David Machin, Þ. Cit., p. 13.

For Lenin, the bourgeois parliament $ras only one more
arena in which the party engaged in class warfare. His
views on this matter can be found in Two Tactics of
SociaI-Democracv in the Democratic RevolutñT

For our purposes here it is unnecessary to engage in the
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bourgeois state was a vehicle
on coercive force for its preservation.

option available to those politicaL
revolutionary change was the liquidation,
transformation, of

The Eurocommuni

strategy adopted at

the historical antecedent of Eurocommunism.2o This position
suggests that the Popular Front

work with non-communist bourgeois parties to preserve

of class domination, relying

the bourgeois state.

sts suggest that the popular Front

the Seventh Comintern Congress provides

l- iberal clemocrat ic resimes.

defensive and geared to preventing fascist parties from

coming to power.

of destroying

rnstead, the Popular Front attempted to prevent the

Hence the only

forces seeking

and not the

bourgeois sfate from assuming a

while the Popular Front may be touted as the antecedent of

debate over the "young" versus the "mature" Lenin inregards to this issue. Vthat can be said is that after1914r.and in state Ànd Revolution as well as rmperialism,
tþe. Hiqhest Ereæ- eÉ-@"ñin sees no compromisewith bourgeois state powèr. et any rate, when Lenin'sBolsheviks come to power in 1917 this was certainly theirposition.

20 There is reason to believe that this position isprimarily a self-justification. Heinz Timmermannaccurately points out that "(T)he views on the seventhcongress of today's .autonomists, incruding theEurocommunists, are highly dubious indeeã merelegend-making, when they calr it the congress whichconceded them greater scope for action viõ-a-vis the
Moscow center. The "scope for action" iraa ueen prGribed
by the cPsu, even though it matched the circumslances andwishes of tlç national parties." see Heinz Timmermann,
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Eurocommunism, its strategy posited that
democratic state would have to be eliminated
was to be achieved.

The Eurocommunists rejected the notion that the bourgeois

state needed to be destroyed in order to initiate the

construction of socialism. The autonomist parties came to
this conclusion through an analysis of contemporary European

capitalism. The theory of state monopoly capitalism,
dominant in the analysis of the Eurocommunists, posited that
since a powerful monopoly sector had arisen in the advanced

capitalist countries, the state had to respond to this new

reality by being more protective of and responsive to the

needs of the monopolies. The needs of monopory capitar wourd

be protected by the bourgeois state, while the interests of

the entrepreneur capitalist would be sacrificed. Thus, the

state becomes an essential actor in the productive process.

The state increasingly becomes the instrument of the

monopolist sector while deveroping a symbiotic relationship
with it. To counter this process, it becomes necessary to
democratize the state apparatus. The Eurocommunists

suggested that the type of capitalism characteristic of

Europe in the 1 970's was radicalry di fferent from that
analyzed by Marx and Lenin. rn this respect the highest

stage of capitalism was not imperialism, but state monopoly

capitalism. rt was precisely this type of capitalism that
demanded a new response Eurocommunism.

the 1 iberal

if socialism
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the democratization of the state implied the abandonment

of insurrectionary poritics. power vras to be attained
through a graduar process, within the framework of bourgeois

democracy; hence necessitating class alliances to reach that
objective. rn this respect the pcr had been the most

sophisticated in its approach for years. However, the
failure of the chilean popular unity in 1973 convinced

Berringuer that a "historicar compromise" was needed to
avoid the f ate of the chirean experiment. r^rhile not entirely
an originar proposal, since the pcr had advocated an armost

identical policy prior to 1973, it did formarize the notion
that the Pcr was prepared to accept liberal democracy. yet,
the tension between liberal pluralism, and the pcI's
acceptance of the Gramscian idea of hegemony, remained

unresolved.

The spanish communist party advanced the concept of
"social and political democracy".

intermediary stage prior to the actuar building of
socialism. The strategy called for massive intervention in
the social and economic life of the country, but the process

was to be peaceful and graduaJ-. This stage of advanced

democracy was to be led by the "arliance of the forces of
labour and curture". since state monopoly capitarism served

the crass interests of a reduced number of capitarists, the

over¡vhelming majority of the populace would support, through
the electoral process, the transition to sociarism. The

This notion denoted an
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"alliance of the forces of labour and curture" thus referred
to all non-monopolist strata of the society. Bourgeois

democracy, with all of its civic liberties, would not only

be preserved, but enhanced by soc ia1 and economic

democracy.2 I

The rejection of insurrectionary politics was accompanied

by the rejection of two important ideological features of a

communist party: the party as the vanguard of the revolution
and the dictatorship of the proletariat.22 If the revolution
was not to fol-low the insurrectionary path, there was no

need for the professional revolutionaries that Lenin had

deerned to be the essence of the party. Following from this
proposition,

organizational structures that would lead them to become

mass parties. Indeed, the PCI and the PCE were the most

enthusiastic proponents of this course of action. I f
political change s¡as to be carried out through broad

alliances, a mass party would facilitate the establishment

of those alliances.

communist parties could establish the

21 This discussion is based on Eusebio
Domestic and International Evolution
Communis! Party" in Rudolf L. Tokes,
Detente. New York, N.Y. : New York
1978, pp.222-223. See also chapter
Communism and Political Chanqe in
pp.78-83.

22 Refer to Àppendix A for the pCp's position.
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Given the above, the abandonment of the dictatorship of
the proletariat is inevitabre. rn Leninist terms, the

dictatorship of the proretariat denotes that period during
which the proretariat assumes state power by smashing the
remnants of the bourgeois state. The rejection of the
dictatorship did not mean that the Eurocommunists were

prepared to abandon the proletariat in the struggre for
socialism. what it meant vras that sociarism could be

constructed within the framework of bourgeois state
liberties. In a sense,

dismissing "formal-" liberties, but accepting these as a

component of socialism. Nonetheless, socialism continued to
serve the interests of the proJ-etariat and all other
non-monopory sectors of the society. rf the pcI and the pcE

came closest to the ful1 acceptance of bourgeois democracy,

the PCF v¡as the most ambivalent in this regard.

While the specifics of the

socialism continued to be somewhat vague, the pcF's

rejection of the dictatorship of the proretariat was not as

solid as it courd have been. rn 1976, ât its Twenty-second

ccngress, the pcF removed the term from its pratform.
Particularly problematic was the pcF's contention that the
Party should continue to act as a directing influence,
influence diriqeante, in the popular movement. 2 3 The pcF's

the Eurocommunists vrere not

23 wi11iam J. Davidshofer, "France: the Evorution of thePcF" in David E. Àlbrig!! (ed. ) , communism and political
srElems in_Europe. Boulder, colorado: weswiew presfu
1979, p.119.
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adherence to its conception of advanced democracy, combined

with this notion of influence diriqeante, led many to

conclude that the PCF had disclaimed the dictatorship of the

proletariat for the sake of expediency and in name only.

I f the Eurocommunist parties appeared to be making

significant modifications to their ideological matrixes,

they continued to hesitate in applying pluralism to their
ovrn internal- party apparatus. Democratic centralism
continued to be manifest in one form or another. During its
Eurocommunist phase,

preservation of democratic centralism would ensure party

unity and prevent factionalism. If the PCI accepted a degree

of free debate within its ranks, the PCF was not as

charitable. Democratic centralism was seen as an internal
party matter that did not, in any vray, influence the PCF's

liberal credentials. Under the leadership of Carrillo the

PCE retained democratic centralism, following the same line
of reasoning as the PCI.

These ideological changes and the pursuit of alliance
partners demanded certain changes in the policies of the

Eurocommunist parties. Given that the Western European

communist parties carried with them the experiences of

monolithic communism, it $¡as essential for these parties to
define themselves in relation to the Soviet center. For some

parties, particularly the French, a critical posture towards

the Soviet Union would be unpopular at the lowest levels of

the PCI claimed that onlv the
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the organization. If the Eurocommunists were genuine in

their acceptance of a pluralist democracy, the Soviet record

on such matters as human rights could not be ignored.

Indeed, the Pcr and the PCE were the harshest critics of the

USSR's and Czechoslovakia's human rights violations.
Criticisms of specific aspects of Soviet society, as well as

the USSR's foreign policy, surged.

If tre are to consider seriously the degree to which the

Eurocommunists broke from Moscow's foreign policy line, the

question of NATO is perhaps the logical starting point. The

PCI did not wish to impede the balance of power in Europe.

For this reason it supported Ita1y's continued presence in

the Àtlantic À11iance.

tradition of Charles de Gaulle; it opposed "Àtlanticism" but

supported the French independent nuclear deterrent. The pCE

opposed the Spanish entry into NATO and called for a Europe

free from military blocs. In regards to the European

Economic Community, all three Eurocommunist parties
supported the membership of their nations in that body.

However, it must be pointed out that each party's conception

of the EEC was very different. On matters that did not

directly affect Europe, the Eurocommunists tended to support

Soviet foreign policy in the developing staÈes; although the

invasion of Àfghanistan was condemned by both the pcr and

the PcE. The European disarmament movement constitutes
another issue where the soviets and the Eurocommunists were

The PCF's posture was in the
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in agreement.

Eurocommunists agreed on certain
does not mean that Soviet tutelage

that the Eurocommunists, Iike
adhered to a number of themes in
which closely paralled Soviet atti

The fact that

Despite some foreign poticy similarities r wê cannot

ignore the fact that soviet state interests are predominant,

over ideological interests, as far as the cpsu is concerned.

And it was this feature of the USSR's foreign policy that
led to serious conflict between the CPSU and the pCF. Many

deep disagreements were to surface between the ussR and the

PCF following the establishment of detente in 1972. The

soviets attempted to assure the non-ruling parties that
detente would not end, but would strengthen the class
struggle. The soviets courd not been seen as abandoning the

revolutionary struggle and be perceived as a poh'er

interested in great power objective s.24 The propaganda

offensive was conducted primariry by ponomorev and Zagladin.

The former claimed that detente was advantageous for worrd

revolution because it neutralized anti-communism. 2s

the Soviets and the

foreign policy objectives

þ¡as operating. It appears

other left-wing parties,
the area of foreign policy
tudes.

24 Leonard Shapiro suggests that
on this matter was directed at
detente until the issue was
Committee Plenum in March 1973.
Attitudes to National Conmuni
Howard Machin (ed. ) , Qp.. Cit. ,

This position is outlined by B.
Situation and the Revolutionary
Review, No. 6, 1974.
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The soviet position was arso elaborated by K.zaradov, the
editor of world Marxist Review, in the summer in 1g7s. rn a

Pravda articre commemorating the 70th Ànniversary of Lenin's
Two Tactics of Social Democracv in the Democratic Revolution
the notion of the "arithmetic majority" $¡as rejected in
favor of the Leninist concept of a "political majority".zo
It criticized "modern compromisers" for allowing themselves
to be swallowed up in a broad alliance that they did not
dominate. Primarily directed at the pcF, the article was

criticized by the communist party of Great Britain and the
PCI, in addition to the pCF.

The problem between the pcF and the soviets centered on

the nature of state relations versus revolutionary politics.
The soviets were clearry more concerned with developing
formal state relations with the French government than the
with the interests of the pcF. For this reason the soviets
opposed the PCF's union de la Gauche arliance. The French
communists responded to this position in no uncertain terms.
Jean Kanapa criticized the soviet position because

d'Estaing's policy wourd draw France closer to the united
states. soviet support for the French government's positions
would diminish the pcF's potential for revolution. À year
earrier the PcF had levelled the same type of criticism in a

L'Humanite articre. Leonard shapiro writes that the

26 In the summer of 1g7S the pCp was conductinq
on povrer in portugal. Zaradov appeared to bãsupport for the pCp and its rejection of themajority".
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real point at issue with the
whether imperialism shoutd be
for
considerationsr or whetherr âs
detente should be 'consolidated
struggle against imperialism' . 2

diplomatic

The Soviets also attempted to respond to the pCF's

crrtrclsm.

capitalist economic relations did not threaten the potential
for revolution in Eurooe. In

suggested that

reasons

The CPSU's theorists argued that Soviet and

there is no incompatibility whatever between
detente and the class struggle; and thatproletarian internationalism had grovrn even more
important when so many divergent international
situations had come into existence in the
different countries of the Western world.28

Soviet Union was
treated delicately
the PCF advocated,

,bt a more resolute

and

The success of Eurocommunism was dependent upon detente

between the superpo$¡ers. Paradoxically, detente assumed a

politicaL status guo with recognized post-war borders in

Europe. Therefore, the task facilitated by detente, the

seizure of pov¡er by the communist parties, became impossible

within the parameters of the existing status quo formarized

by detente, 2 e

diplomat ic

short, the Soviet position

27 Shapiro, Ibid., p.

Pravda, December
p.53.

28

2s Morris makes this point and suggests that western
communist leaders, most notably Marchais, "rejected the
equation of detente and status quo." see Morris in Howard
Machin (ed. ), oÞ. cit., p.41.
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Underlying the PCF's displeasure with the USSR and the CpSU

ltas its conception of proletarian internationalism. The pCF

believed that the French left h'as on the verge of securing
political povrer. Consequently, the strengthening of Franco-Soviet

state relations led the PCF to believe that its interests were

being compromised.

proletarian internationalism continued to be ambivalent despite
its difficulties with the CPSU. Às it wilI be illustrated in
Àppendix À of this work, the French communists rrrere the most

active supporters of the PCP during 1974-75. Àt the same time

that the PcF supported the Pcp by invoking the principles of
proletarian internationalism, Marchais'criticism of the USSR

intensified. Àt the November 1975 preparatory meeting of the

Berlin Conference the PcP continued to support proletarian

However, the PCF's attitude towards

internat ional i sm whi le the

solidarity"; by mid 1977 the PCF had adopted the Italian concept.

PCF-CPSU tensions culminated in Marchais' refusal to attend the

Twenty-Fifth Congress of the CPSU in February 1976.

with this background we can begin to understand the

significance of the debate over proletarian internationalism.30
This concept had been a cornerstone of the international
communist movement since Lenin's day. Although proletarian
internationalism became a synonym for blind adherence to the CpSU

during the Stalin years, it vras always meant to denote much more

than the means by which the soviet party legitimized its

PCI defended " international

3o The difficutties encountered by the
Eurocommunist conception of proletarian
are elaborated in Àppendix À.
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dominance over the fraternal parties. How a communist party
should conduct its dealings with its fraternal parties became one

of the most significant issues addressed at the Berlin
Conference.

internationalism posited that what unites the working-cIass
movement is the struggle against imperialism. Thus, the vanguard
of the anti-imperialist struggle, the communist parties, are
united in their soridarity and co-operation. Às such, the concept
retains the Comintern ideal of a world communist party because it
claims that the interests of the international movement take
precedence over the purely limited national interests of this or
that party.

In real terms, proletarian internationalism has meant that the
CPSU assumes the rol-e of the leading communist party. There are a

number of claims utilized by the Soviets to Legitimize this
position of dominance. since it was the soviet party which
carried out the decisive break with capitalism, the october
Revolutionrthe CPSU is privileged as the continuator of the first
socialist revorution. By virtue of this fact, it is in the ussR

that sociarism has been most deveroped and conseguently, the

The traditional conception of proletarian

Soviets have obtained a

building socialism. The Soviet Union, and the socialist state
system, had become the leading factors of the world revolutionary
process. 3 1

3 I These factors
p.49-50.

deeper understanding of the laws of

are elaborated by Timmermann,
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Ã proposal for a world communist conference v¡as made by Janos

Kadar at the end of 1973; Pravdar oD June 5, 1974, endorsed it.
The non-ruling parties feared that the proposed çonference was

designed to serve the CPSU's purposes r âs had the 1969

Conference. The Chinese issue was placed on the Conference's

agenda by the CPSU; such a matter would have grave repercussions

for the Eurocommunists' search for autonomy. To support the

censure of the Chinese Communist Party would be paramount to

accepting the CPSU's dominance over the movement something the

Eurocommunists were certainly reluctant to do. Faced with this
problem the Polish party, with Brezhnev's support, proposed that
a conference of the European communist parties be held instead of

a world conference.

During the preliminary meetings for the 1976 Conference

Ponomorev, the principal architect of the line the CPSU desired

to see adopted, wanted the Conference to support the view that
the progress of the revolutionary movement in Europe was due to

Soviet foreign policy, especially detente. In addition,
anti-Sovietism was to be attacked as an instrument of

imperialism; and the Chinese attack on the Soviet conception of

proletarian internationalism was to be condemned.3 2 The

Eurocommunists opposed this proposal and a number of others

designed by the Soviets to constrain the autonomist parties.

32 Pravda, October 18, 1974. Quoted in Shapiro,
p.53.
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The disintegration of a cohesive ideological communist

movement was highlighted at the Berlin conference. The main

setback for the CPSU vtas the content of the final communique

unanimously agreed upon by all parties. The theoretical disputes
were not solved through the compromise revealed in the
communique. Not only did the communique reveal the tensions, but
the East European press censored sections of the speeches given

by Berlinguer, Machais and Carrillo.
demonstrated that the cpsu could not impose its will upon all
communist parties. This of course also meant the rejection of the
USSR as the "center" of the communist movement. Consequently, the
parties felt free to criticize aspects of Soviet society; notably
its treatment of dissidents and the absence of civil rights.

The Soviet communists did answer the Eurocommunists in an

original fashion. Leonard shapiro writes that s.I. Dorofeev,33
in a February 1976. speech, claimed thaL the adoption of
Eurocommunism by the pcr was not a problem. The pcI's advocacy of
democratic freedoms should be understood as a tactical maneuver

designed to win the support of the rtalian petit-bourgeoisie.
There v¡as " no need to be alarmed by changes of t.his kind in the
programs of the CPs which maintained a consistently revolutionary
positiontt.34 while this may be true, the caveat is in the notion
of a "consistently revorutionary position". There is reason to
believe that the pcr was no ronger following what the cpsu

understood to be a truly revorutionary position. Dorofeev's

This Conference

J4

One of CPSU'

Shapi ro, 9p.

s experts on Italian affairs.
Cit. , p.57.
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analysis may have been accurate when applied to the PCF' but tbe

PCI and the PCE were much more difficult to understand in this

regard.

The problem for the Soviet Union $ras that criticism from the

fraternal parties was much more dangerous than from non-communist

parties. The latter can be easily dismissed as anti-Sovietism,

bourgeois propaganda, or with any other euphemism. Criticisms

from the western communist parties are qualitatively different.

Communist parties supposedly have a greater understanding of

Soviet reality than do non-communist parties. Therefore, their

criticism cannot be easily dismissed since it presupposes' even

by the Soviets themselves, a greater depth of knowledge. Not only

does it assume this, but it also assumes that there does not

exist an a priori adversarial conceptualization of communism and

Soviet soc ial i sm.

conditions from communists who had hitherto been fulsome in their

admiration of all things Soviet is considerably more telling than

adverse comment from those who are opposed to communism".35 But,

not only is this criticism more teIIing, it is also much more

politically devastating for the Soviet Union.

The leftist criticism of Eurocommunism claims that the roots

of Eurocommunism lie in the works of Karl Kautsky. There is an

undeniable parallel between Eurocommunism and the thought of

Kautsky. However, one should not exaggerate this nor be blinded

by the fact that this analysis contains an inherent political

As Shapiro writes, "criticism of these

3s rbid., p.55.
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slant. More often than not it is expounded by the far lefÈ and,

consequently, has a political intention. To suggest that

Eurocommunism is a crypto-social democracy may make good

political and polemical sense, but it does miss the point.36

It is not surprising that Eurocommunism would be rejected by

both the Soviets and the European social democrats. For the

latter, it was impossible to accept an orientation that suggested

a form of non-Leninist communism. For the social democrats, the

acceptance of a national communism significantly different from

the Soviet model would appear to pose a grave political threat. A

national communism would have implications for electoral

strategies and would make the communists appear less of a

political threat to the European democratic regimes. For the

Àtlantic AIIiance the prospect of communist parties in power

posed a potential security threat that could effectively end that

organ i zat i on .

This chapter has presented a brief outline of the

Eurocommunist phenomenon.

international communist movement climaxed with the adoption of

the Eurocommunist posture in the 1970's. With the imposition of

martial law in Poland and the Soviet invasion of Àfghanistan the

European communist parties had evolved beyond Eurocommunism. The

pCI went so far as to announce, in the aftermath of the aforesaid

Soviet actions, that it no longer considered itself an integral

36 An excellent presentation of
best, is: Ernest Mandel, From
London: Netv Lef t Books , 1978.
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part of the communist movement. rn spain, due to electoral
setbacks and internal factionalism, the PCE became a minor party
in Spain's political life. The French communists, for long a

staunchly pro-Moscow party, appeared to find their vray back to
the fold and supported the invasion of Afghani stan. The

Portuguese communist Party, whose support for the cpsu had not

prejudged their poritical- base, and who continued to have a

tremendous impact on the nation's poritics, appeared to have been

vindicated.
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In order to understand the motivation and positions of any

communist party r or for that matter of any political

organ izat ion , the hi stor ical deveì-oprnent of that party i s an

essential element. The historical context provides the party

with its traditions, myths, experiences, and lessons. It is
the historical baggage of a communist that significantly
contributes to the self-identity of that party. While the

historical elements that contributed to the adoption of the

Eurocommunist option by the Latin parties can in part be

discerned from their history, the PCP's rejection of this
orientation was also influenced by its historical
experience. In particular, the concl-usions reached by the

Portuguese Communist Party at its E'ifth Congress, and the

subsequent practical results of these conclusions, provide

essential clues in explaining why the PCP remained hostile
to Eurocommunism.

This chapter does not proport to present an exhaustive

hisÈory of the Portuguese Communist Party. Although numerous

valuable contributions have been made in this area, the

Iimited availability of primary sources make this a

difficult task even for the best of historians.l The Duroose

Chapter III
TI{E PCP THROUGH ITS PAST

1 The work of Jose Pacheco Pereira
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of this chapter

the PCP.2 Given

attempt to contextualize the political history of the PCP.

However, a brief history is instrumental to an understanding

of the PCP's Sixth Congress and the orientation adopted by

the Party at that Congress.

is to present a brief political history of

this limited aim,

Unlike other European communist

Communist Party was not formed as a result of a schism

within the socialist movement. Born out of an amalgamation

of groups sympathetic to the Soviet Revolution, the PCP

retained a strong anarcho-syndicalist residual infl-uence

until the "re-organization of 1929". Until this time the PCP

was, at best, a marginal force in Portuguese political tife.
Through the General Confederation of Workers (CCt), the

anarcho-syndÍcalist movement enjoyed a much wider base of

support amongst the working-cIass that did the fledgling
Communist Party.3 with the "reorganizaLion" of 1929, and the

the author does not

parties, the Portuguese

here. He provides a clue to the difficulties involved in
researching the PCP in present conditions in "Problemas da
historias do PCP" in Fascismo em Portuqal. Lisbon: A
Regra do Jogo, 1982. It is difficult to access the
documents of the Party published before 1974. Many
archives, including those of
closed to the researcher.

It is unfortunate that no complete history of the PCP has
yet been published. However, of particular use is Ramiro
da Costa, Elementos para a Historia do Movimento Operario
em Portuqal, 1820-1975 Q vols.) r.isbon: Assiiiro e
Alvim, 1979. The PCP has published its own celebratory
history: Partido Comunista Portugues. 60 Anos de Luta ao
Servico do Povo e da Nacao. Lisbon: Edicoes Avante, 1981.

For example, the CGT had 1501000 members in 1922. This
figure is provided by Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit., p.100.
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elevation of Bento

Secretary-Genera1, the

party. j

Founded on March 6, 1921, the Portuguese Communist Party

vras organizaLionally weak and ideologically incoherent.s The

Party could not depend upon the organizational experiences

of its members as could so many parties that had arisen out

of a split within the socialist movement. Ideologically, the

PCP was influenced by the anarcho-syndicalist tradition that

dominated the Portuguese working-class movement. While the

Party published and adhered to the Comintern's Twenty-One

Points, it did not possess the understanding of Leninism

necessary to forge a party of a nelv type. The Party's work

during this period was almost exclusively restricted to

capturing syndicates in order to bring the Portuguese

syndicalist movement under the influence of the Party.

Goncalves

PCP became

to the post of

genuine bolshevik

By 1923 the PCP was divided into

currents. The leadership of the Party,

Sousa, derived its primary support from

organization under the leadership of Jose

a A good source for the 1921-29 period, including valuabte
documents, is Joao Quinte1a, Para a
Comunista em Portuqal: 1 .
Periodo, 1919-1929) . Porto:

For example, the Party's newspaper, O Comunista, declared
that the PCP's objective $ras the creation of a society
that was as much communist as Iibertarian. See O
Comunista, November 1 3, 1921 . An excellent article
outlining the first year of the Party's life is Jose
Pacheco Pereira, "O primeiro ano de vida do PCP",
Historia. No. 47, September 1982.
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current whose

Party' s

violence.

proposed a policy designed to

ideological- purity and did not shy away from

Party in Portuguese society. The third faction opposed both
Rates and de sousa and attempted to create a revorutionary
syndicarist movement independent of the cGT. Such was the
disunity of the party prior to its First congress.

prlmary concern

Opposed to this line $¡as

The uni f icat ion of the pcp was mandated

Comintern's

Humbert-Droz.

vras the maintenance of the

and vras instrumenLal in excruding the dissidents on the reft
at the Party's 1923 congress.6 Às a result of this action,
the PCP was left in a position where it could not confront

1 nc rease

Latin representative,

the rigors of

Carlos Rates, who

the influence of the

left into the party vras in itserf insuff icient to resolve
these problems. rn fact, the military coup of May 2g, 1926

occurred as the party held its Second Congress.

Humbert-Droz supported the Rates l_eadership

clandestine work.

6 carlos Rates travelled to the ussR in 1924. upon hisreturn to Portugal he set out to diséeminateMarxism-Leninism and publicize the achievementi of thesoviet union. The impressions of this trip are outlined in
!i" book À_EusFia doè sovietes (lisbon: sèara Nova, lgic).Rates would rater become a journalist extoIIíng theachievements of the salazar regime. However , t e isprobabry best remembered for his proposar, madé while hevras still a communist in the l92os-, tõ seli the portuguese
colonial possessions as a means of financing domesticsocialism. Humbert-Droz's decision to supporÈ Rates iscriticized by Alvaro cunhal, 9 Ee'rtidg ðom pareães devidro. Lisbon: Edicoes Avanle, Teef,l.7s¿. rtre polEicãTreport to the First pcp congress can be found in cesaroliveira, o primeiro conqiesso do partido ggmunista
Portusues. r,tsEõã:-GraEGlì 9 7s-
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The response to these organizational shortcomings and the
general ineffectiveness of the party came in 1g2g.7 The

shift in orientation that came to be known as the
"re-organization" of 1929 Ì.¡as red by Bento Goncarves, a

syndicalist whose union, the sindicato do pessoal do Àrsenal
da Marinha, spearheaded the re-organization. The fact that
the impetus for the organization came from a worker,s
organization exprains the subsequent changes that the party
would undergo, both organizationalry as welr as

ideologically, afte r 1929.

The re-organization that would prepare the party for the
nehr cLandestine reality was effectivery accomplished in
1930. By this time the party had witnessed an increase of
memberships and its ideological work was underway. During
this process Machado and his group were isorated from the
PCP's leadership. with respect to the party's cadres, the
principal focus of ideological work l¡as the struggre against
the socialist and anarcho-syndicalist's conceptions of
opposition to the auLhoritarian regime. A factor that
contributed significantry to the cohesion of the party was

the initiation of the publication of the party's newspaper,
Avante, in 1931 . Tr+o years later, in 1g33, the pcp's
theoretical and organizational organ, o Miritante, would
begin pubrication and thus contribute to the further

I^lhi 1e 1 00 delegates had attended theCongress, the 1929 re-organization occurredwhere merely forty memberã were present.
At this time t.he party had 130 members.

5b

PCP's Second
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solidification of the organization. These two publications,
and especially Avante, vrere to be essential contributions to
the Party's activities in terms of propaganda and organizing
protests against the regime.

It is following the

adopted as its slogan the "worker-peasant governmer¡t".s In
essence, the strategy suggested that the worker-peasant

government provided a transition
and the dictatorship of the proletariat. [^ihile the

worker-peasant government would take steps to crush the

power of the bourgeoisie, it v¡as not to be confused with the

dictatorship of the proletariat itself. The worker-peasant

1929 re-organization

government was meant only

transition to the dictatorship of the proletariat.lo

While the

conduct its activities under the authoritarian regime, the

PCP reinforced

movement by creating the Confederacao Inter

between a bourgeois regime

that the PCP

CGT found

e The worker-peasant government was the poricy adopted at
the Fourth congress of the communist rnternational, held
in Moscow in 1922. However this notion had its origins in
the United Front strategy, elaborated at the Third
Congress of the Comintern in June , 1921.

1 o while this was true initially, under Zinoviev's
influence, at the Fifth Comintern Congress, in June 1924,
the worker-peasant government became a synonym for the
dictatorship of the proletariat. This line ?¡as to be
followed wiLhout arteration until the communist
rnternational's seventh congress. The rise of fascist and
authoritarian right-wing regimes in Europe would demand a
change in strategy manifested concretely in terms of the
Popular Front.
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The crs became involved in the opposition to the Estatuto
Nacional de Trabalho. Not that the pcp and the crs were the
only working-class organizations that opposed the Estatuto;
the cGT and the anarchists were just as determined in their
opposition. However, the central difficulty faced by the
opposition originated in the different conceptions of
politicar action that informed communist and anarchist
positions. The anarchist position the cGT's - called for
continuous, surprise actions culminating in a general strike
that would overthrow the Sarazar regime. The pcp's strategy
foresaw the development of mass struggles which would then
give way to superior forms of struggle and the eventual
defeat of the authoriLarian regime. Throughout this period,
the cGT continued to be the most influential syndicalist
organization. However, with the estabrishment of the crs,
the communist party began to expand its infruence within the
working-class movement .

salazar's Estado Novo sought to consoridate itself by

introducing four pieces of Iaw meant to define the regime:
the constitution of 1933; the condicionamento rndustrial;
Estatuto do Trabalho Nacional; and Acto colonial.
communists would claim that the regine was not designed to
crush the rising pov¡er of the proretariat, but rather to
allow the petit-bourgeoisie to accumurate capitar in
conditions of backwardness and dependency.
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The Estatuto Nacional do Trabalho vras meant to regulate

productive relations. l 1 Part of this Estatuto, Decree-Law

23050, foresaw the dissolution of syndicates by December 31,

1933 if their statutes were not in compliance with the

regime's guidelines. In part, the guidelines established by

the Salazar regime intended, in accordance lrith corporatist
theory, to remove the cfass struggle from the productive

process. To remain 1ega1, the sydicates were expected to
reject the notion of class struggle and cease all activities
that were not in the interests of a nation - i.e. strikes.

ln its struggle against the Estatuto do Trabalho, the PCP

proposed the establishment of a united front with the CGT

and other opposition groups. Initially rejecting this
proposal, the CGT ended by accepting the formation of

Comites de Unidade (Unity Committees CUs) composed of CGT,

CIS, and FÀO members as well as the Comissao de Sindicatos

Autonomos and the Comissao de Trabalhadores do Estado.

Nonetheless, this alliance of opposition forces should not

be confused with the United Front strategy as outlined by

the Comintern. Essentially, the Comites de Unidade were

characterized by the lack of unity at the bases.l2

WhiIe the immediate tactical positions of the opposition

forces allowed for the formation of the Comites de Unidade,

major divisions still confronted the working-class movement.

11 The Ðecree-Laws that made it up were: 23049; 23050; and
23051.

12 Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit., p.39.
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The PCP, using the CIS for its strategy, attempted to
develop a mass movement that courd utilize the General

Àssembries of the legarized unions as its primary vehicre

for action. The cGT preserved its traditional support of the

general strike as the privileged method of defeating
Salazar's regime. It $¡as this position that eventually
triumphed in the Comites de Unidade, with the support of the

anarcho-syndicalist tendency within the pCp. 1 3

The Comites de Unidade were never effective in their
opposition to the Salazar re.gime. Untold delays in calling
the general strike benefited the Estado Novo and the

political initiative was never to be recuperated. Although

the failure to call the general strike significantly
contributed to the consolidation of the authoritarian
regime, it was the re-organization of the syndicates, in

accordance with the guidelines of the regime, that
constituted the deathblow to the working-class movement. The

divisions within the opposition movement allowed the

deadline for calling Generar Assemblies to expire without a

serious challenge to the regime's designs on the trade
unions. With the passing of the expiry date, December 31,

1933, the syndicates came firmly under the control of the

regime.

to Ibid. r pp.38-39.
tendency was espec
Commi ttee .

The author also writes that this
ially strong in the Lisbon Regional
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The general strike had been derayed innumerabre times.
Howeverr oD January 18, 1934 the strike was initiated with
signi f icant adhesion in the industrial zone surrounding
Lisbon as well as in silves and parts of the Argarve.
However, the strike was to have its most spectacular results
in Marinha Grande, a major glassware production area. rt is
here that a "soviet" was established under the infruence of
the Portuguese communist party. Àrthough the general strike
was easily crushed by the authorities and the Marinha Grande

"soviet" lasted only one day, the politicar conseguences of
the January 18 events cannot be underestimated. The Marinha

Grande uprising became a major event in the history of the
Portuguese working-class movemenL in general, and in the
history of the PCp in particular. la

rt was at Marinha Grande that Jose Gregorio, a grass

worker, þras to distinguish himself as a communist miritanL.
Many of the cadres that wourd come to lead the portuguese

communist Party had either participated directly in the
Marinha Grande incident or would be greatry influenced by

its poritical ressons. rn this wâyr the communist movement

was to derive ressons that eventuarly helped it in its
demarcation from the anarcho-syndicalist movement. In fact,
the rnost sarient conseguence of January 18 was the pcp's

critique of the anarcho-syndicalists and their conception of

| 4 The PcP novr criticizes the leadership of the time for"lack of experience", "an incorrect assesment of thecorreration of forces" and attributed the affair to"anarchist" influences in the party. see, Avante, May 24,
1974.
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the general strike.

The principal loser in the aftermath of January 18 was

the CGT since it had defended the strategy of insurrection.
The CIS was strengthened by the failure of the general

strike when a number of previously autonomous unions joined

it following the failed strike. The strengthening of the CIS

naturally strengthened the implementation of the PCP in the

working-cIass movement.

The fortification of the PCP was obtained at a

substantial cost. The regime responded to the failed general

strike with wide-scale repression. Although the CGT was the

most affected, the PCP lost roughly 90% of its union cadres

and 80% of. its other cadres.15 However, the point that bears

emphasis is the fact that the PCP emerged as the only

organized opposition to the regime at the time.

respect to the organization of the working-class, the PCP

returned to factory-floor organization as its main focus of

activity. The formation of shop ce1Is, combined with

corresponding political agitation at this leveI, vrithin the

united front framework, created the preconditions for the

implementation of the Party amongst the working-cl-ass.

It is perhaps not an exaggeration to suggest that the

Seventh Congress of the Communist International, held in
1934, was the most important of all of the Comintern's

Congresses. For it vras during that Congress that the

ls Ramiro da Costa, @.. Q!q., p. 45.
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conceptions of the Popular Front and people's democracy were

elaborated under the influence of Dimitrov. For the PCP, the

Seventh Congress was a near total disaster. The Portuguese

communists were severely criticized by the Comintern not

only for their policies, but also for their unacceptable

clandestine work. 1 6

By 1934 the European political landscape had experienced

innumerable transformations. The rise of fascism and of the

authoritarian right throughout Europe, combined with the

influence of the social-democratic parties, demanded a new

tactical route for the communist movement. In essence, the

Popular Front was to extend the alliances already realized

through the United Front. The Popular Front was to be the

instrument to unite aIl classes opposed to the terrorist
dictatorship of the monopolies and fascism. The goal of the

Popular Front vras the formation of broad class alliances

capabJ-e of establishing people's democracies. A people's

democracy, understood as a stage prior to socialism, would

complete the democratic-bourgeois revolution in those

countries where the national bourgeoisie was incapable of so

doing. The worker-peasant alliance vras to be the primary

vehicle for this undertaking. Hence, the completion of the

democratic-bourgeois revolution opened the vray for the

transition to socialism.

1 6 Cunha1 claims that
v¡ i th the PCP and
conditions. CunhaI,

the Comintern debated the policies
"understood" the unique Portuguese
æ.. Cit. , p.254.
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For the Portuguese Communist Party, the adoption of this
strategy brought with it a number of serious problems. The

Portuguese communists had published the Platform for a

worker-peasant government in 1934, six years after it became

official Comintern policy.17 However, the PCP found itself
in a peculiar situation. According to Ramiro da Costa, the

PCP

was the determinant influence on the Portuguese
working class and the largest syndical force, in
juxtaposition to what happened in the other
European countries. In compensation, its
ideological strength and
Marxism-Leninism was clearly inferior to that of
the rest of the European communist Darties.ls

It v¡as Bento Goncalves, who was present at the Seventh

Congress, that was charged with the implementaLion of the

Popular Front strategy in Portugal.

The implementation of the Popular Front strategy

antagonized certain sectors within the PCP. Perhaps the

greatest challenge was to come from certain quarters of the

syndicalist movement. The new policy demanded that the focus

of union activity be transferred to the National Unions

which were, in reality, creations of the regime and served

the interests of the regime. The opposition to this shift in

policy came from a number of CIS leaders who were also

leading members of the PCP leadership. Jose de Sousa, a CIS

leader and member of the party's Secretariat, vras the most

understandinq of

17 The Platform for a Worker-Peasant Government was adopted
by the Third Congress of the Comintern in 1928.

Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit., p. 51.
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noted of the critics. ls

Ctearly the problem of concentrating efforts within the

National Unions vras a very real one. The bureaucratic nature

of these organ ízaLions made them quite difficult to

penetrate. If penetrated, it was not easy to be effective in

carrying out potitical action against the regime within the

confines of their structures. One need not mention the

difficulties faced by the Party in implementing this line

since it had carried out a ferocious propaganda campaign

against these unions. In addition, f.rom an ideological

perspect.ive, the anarcho-syndicalist currents stil1 present

within the PCP did not see the utility of penetrating the

unions or the Casas do Povo.

Despite these internal conflicts, the

Popular Front strategy in Portugal; prima

organ ízaLions such as the Liga Contra a

Fascismo (r,ccCr'), established in 1934.2o

Ied by Bento de Jesus Caracar2l defined it

struggle against imperialist war and fasci

19 In 1935 Bento Goncalves and Jose de Sousa were imprisoned
and sent to the Tarrafal prison camp. The polemic between
the two men continued and eventually led to the expulsion
of Jose de Sousa from the PCP.

The L,iga Contra a Guerra e Contra o Fascismo (League
Àgainst tlar and Against Fascism) had been established in
193?, with the support of the Comintern.

Bento de Jesus Caraca was a communist professor of
mathematics who was to play a leading role in many other
mass organizations such as the MUD and the MUNAF. He died
in 1 948.
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a minimum program calling for the establishment of

democratic liberties, condemning fascists, recognition of

the U.S.S.R., the right of peoples to self-determination as

well as a number of other demands. In essence, the Liga

reflected the PCP's orientation and demands during this
period.22 More importantly, it rejected armed action not

rooted in work with the masses. In other words, it opposed

"putschisfl", a strategy that republicans and other

opposition political currents viewed with favor.

The Popular Front v¡as constituted from the remnants of

the Liga. Towards the end of 1935, the task of establishing

the Popular Front was initiated; it came to fruition in the

beginning of 1936. Àlthough the Popular Front's program

called for the establishment of a people's democracy in

Portugal, it was, on the whole, much less radical than the

program of the LCGCF. The watchwords of the organization,

appealing for bread, peace, liberty and culture, betrayed

the essentially bourgeois nature of the Front. By vray of

example, the Popular Front did not demand self-determination
for the colonies, as had the LCGCF. It was this bourgeois

aspect of the Popular Front that vras criticized within the

party.

22 The Program
Manta, A
Lisbon: Àssi

of the
Frente
rio e

LCGCF can be consulted in L. H. Afonso
Popular Antifascista em Portuqal.

Alvim, 1976. pp. 81-87.
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The Popular Front did have a immediate impact upon the

Portuguese situation. The electoral victories of the French

and Spanish Popular Fronts, and the initiation of the Civil
War in Spain, were important factors in the development of

the PCP's postures towards the Popular Front. Portuguese

republican and other opposition groups derived inspiration
from the victories of the Popular Fronts in Spain and

France. Under the guise of combatting fascism, co-operation

with the communists became more acceptable in the aftermath

of Franco's attack upon the Spanish Repub1ic. Co-operation

with the PCP became more feasible since it lras the only
political force with a taut organization. However, the

weakness of the bourgeois and socialist parties invalidated
the Popular Front as a

non-communist opposition. Àn acceptance of, and the success

of, a Portuguese Popular Front would necessarily entail that
it be dominated by the organizational superiority of the

Portuguese Communist Party.

Although the Popular Front did not meet with any real

success in Portugal, Franco's victory over the Republican

forces in Spain effectively ended all hopes of forming a

united opposition front along the directives of the

Comintern.23 The anarchist movement, indispensible to the

real i st ic strategy for the

23 Some of the organizational and ideological inadequacies
of the PCP are pointed to by Ramiro da Costa when he
suggests that "the democratic forces savr their own
salvation in the salvation of the Spanish Popular Front."
The PCP, however, $ras able to organize a group within the
Navy (Ona) tfrat attempted to lead a revolt against the
regime on September 8, 1936. See Ramiro da Costa æ..
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success of this strategy in Portugal, Iost whatever dynamism

that it still retained. The PCP also underwent one of its
most difficult, if not the most difficult, p€Fiods of its
existence. In 1939 the party's nevrspaper, Avante, suspended

its publication. The Party's leadership was virtually
destroyed in a series of police actions and the Party was

expelled from the Communist International. The disarray

encompassing the Portuguese Communist Partyr so apparent at

the end of the decade, set the stage for the 1940-41

re-orEanization. However, prior to the discussion of the

re-organization, a number of issues must be considered.

The Popular Front strategy was only one of a number of

factors that weakened the PCP in the 1930's. Àt the same

time that Salazar consolidated his regime, partly through

increased repression of the opposition , the Party's
ideological and organ ízational inadequacies were not

resolved. With respect to the organization, the party

supported a fragile cLandestine apparatus susceptible to
police penetration.2a ÀIso, the Party's activity rested

almost exclusively upon the decisions taken by its leading

body, the Secretariat. À mediating apparatus betvreen the

highest party organs and the lowest, the cells, was all but

non-existent. Naturally, when the Party apparatus v¡as

infiltrated the effects v¡ere devastating. This problem was

Cit.r pp. 57-58.
24 Indeed, this was

by the Comintern
expulsion of the

one of the critiques levelled at the PCP
and one of the factors that led to the

Party from that organization.
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furt.her complicated by the "bad behavior" of Party members

under police questioning and torture. Indeed, this type of

behavior is one of the factors that led to the PCp's

expulsion from the Comintern.

Another serious organizational defect was the manner in

which the PCP operated its clandestine press. Three of its
most important organs - Avante, Proletario and Jovem - were

printed at one central typography, a typography that vras

itself integrated with the work of the Secretariat. Thus,

with the arrest of the members of the Secretariat in 1935.2s

the Party faced a crisis of unimaginable proportions.

In the aftermath of the Secretariat's arrest, the Party's
nevr Ieadership undertook an ideological offensive primarily
directed against leftism and anarchism. Given that these two

tendencies were deeply implemented within the working-c1ass

movement, and within the PCP itself, it was not a surprising
consequence. I t !.ras bel ieved that the excesses of lef t i st
and anarchist infl-uences had 1ed to tactical errors that
jeopardized the existence of the PCP. The other main

criticism directed against the Secretariat was that it
incorrectly applied the Popular Front strategy.

The new leadership's evaluation of the situation was

informed by two important factors. The ideological offensive
$¡as a constituent element of Èhe party's ongoing attempt to

25 Bento Goncalves,
to this body.

Jose da Sousa and Julio Fogaca belonged
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define itself in Marxist-Leninist terms.

against the Party's left-wi.g,
anarchical-syndicalist sensibilities, had been waged since

1921.

Comintern, the PCP was forced to adopt a new line conducive

to Portuguese conditions. With regard to the second

criticism - the incorrect application of the Popular Front

strategy the PCP vras, in effect, making a realistic
evaluation of the dynamics existent in Portuguese society at

the time. The new leadership claimed that the incorrect

application of the Comintern strategy occurred because the

Portuguese Popular Front had been established from top to

With the strategic changes introduced by the

bottom. In other words, the Popular Front was merely an

alliance of political notables and opposition leaders

lacking any real connection to the masses.

and especiallv the

The struggle

By 1939 the Portuguese Communist Party \¡ras under the

leadership of Vasco de Carvalho and Sacavem. The inability
of the Carvalho-Sacavem leadership to resolve the crisis of

the PCP, and the Party's lack of links to the masses,

demonstrated the necessity for a re-organization. The Party

saw its presence in the society eroded to the point where it
was reduced to the regional organizations in the Lisbon area

and the A1entejo. The PCP also suffered a severe setback

when numerous cadres were arrested by Lhe police; probably

as a result of police infiltration.
leadership was largely responsible for this state of
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disarray. rt is also important to note that their leadership

of the PCP was not supported by the ocpr the historic pcp

leadership imprisoned in Tarrafal.

It was also in 1939 that the portuguese Communist party

was expelled from the Communist International.26 pavel, who

had left jail with Pedro soares, reported to the comintern

on beharf of the PcP. rn Moscow he was accused of conduct

unbecoming of the PCP's representative to the comintern.

Pavel alledgedly had informed the police as to the location
of the typography that produced the party's central organ,

Avante. while there seems to be very little truth to this
accusation, ostensibly this was the reason for the pCp's

expulsion from the Comintern.

The re-organization of the Portuguese communist party was

decided upon by the organizitation of communists rmprisoned

in Tarrafal (ocpr). The process was to be facilitated by the

fact that sarazar's 1940 amnesty released many communists

from the regime's jai1s. simultaneousry, many pcp militants
were also released from jair as their sentences expired. It
is the liberation of the historical party leaders during
this time that facilitated the re-organization of 1941.

under the leadership of Jose Gregorio, Miltao Ribeiro and

Àlvaro Cunhal, the re-organization of 1941 proved to be a
watershed in the history of the pCp.

26 Cunhal claims that from 1939 unti
Comintern, in 1943, the PCp was i
See , Cunhal , OÞ. É. , p. 255 .
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It is during this period that a curious development

confronted the communist movement in Portugal

existence of two communist parties. Both adopting the

"Portuguese Communist Party" and publishing Àvante.

dissident PCP was made up of ex-PCP members that had left,
or been expelled from the party for one reason or another.

It was led by Vasco de Carva1ho, Velez Grilo, and Cansado

Goncalves. Ramiro da Costa describes this group as "being

dominated by the petit-bourgeoisie and police provocateurs"

where "Trotsyite and cissionist ideas dominated. " This

author goes on to suggest that the dissident PCP's primary

purpose was the destruction of the re-organized Portuguese

Communist Party.27 ln fact, the dissident PCP v¡as the

reaction of the PCP's right-wing to the 1940-41

re-organization. The Third Congress of the PCP recognized

that it had not provided an adequate response to the

challenge posed by the dissident PCP. In part, the party's
weak clandestine work was simply not adequate enough to
confront the challenge from the dissidents.

The 1943 Congress of the PCP, the first Party Congress

held under clandestine conditions, introduced measures to

the

name

The

reinforce the Party's work.

established and a group of professional revolutionaries v¡as

forged. Àlvaro Cunhal presented the political report to the

Congress. Basing itself on the experiences of the mass

struggle preceeding the Congress, Cunhal's report created

27 Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit. , p.62.

t¿
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the basis for the establishment of a broad unitary front
against the regime. Cunhal's report presented a critique of

the "rightist" positions that dominated prior to the

re-organizaLion, but also presented a critique of Ieftist
positions - exemplified by the "1eftist" positions regarding

the trade unions. However, the Party did not define the

stage of the revolution nor did it provide an adequate

strategy for the overthrow of Salazar's regime.

The 1943 Congress, and its positions exhalting the unity

of the anti-fascist movement, created the preconditions for

the establ i shment of the Un i ted Nat ionaL Ànt i -Fasc i st

Movement (ÞruNar ) in 1943.28 Àt this point , the dominant

opposition view held that the À11ied defeat of the Axis

powers would lead to the collapse of Salazar. While the

local organisms of the MUNAF,

Un i ty ( CUNs ) , r.¡ere composed pr inc ipa1ly of PCP mi 1i tants the

Party did not dominate the leadership of the MUNAF. In

fact, the PCP virtually relinquished its vanguard role and

assigned it to the National Council.2s

The defeat of the Àxis powers in World [.far II vras

followed by mass demonstrations against the regime in Lisbon

and Porto. Responding to pressure, the authoritarian regime

28

the Committees of National

The leadership of the MUNAF,
gathered representatives of
bourgeoisie, and the republicans
in this body by Piteira Santos.

Ramiro da Costa claims that this
in a February 1943 document.
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granted a limited opening to the opposition. On October B,

1945 the Democratic unity Movement (pruo) was created.3o

Established in order to contest the November erections, the

MUD was arlowed to operate pubricry. while the MUD enjoyed a
legar existence, the MUNAF, which constituted an important

element of the opposition's strategy, continued with its
cl-andestine activities. However, the dynamism of the MUD

soon led to the abolishment of the MUNÀF.

The difficulties posed to the pCp by the MUD's lega1 work

were various. The continued existence of the MUD was

dependent upon an alliance with those poritical sectors to
the right of the Portuguese Communist party. It became

increasingly difficult for the Pcp to undertake strikes,
such as the ones in 1943, and other forms of action outside
the legal scope of the MUD. In this respect, the dynamic

that the PCP had enjoyed in the afterryrath of its 1940/q1

reorganization diminished.

The formation of the MUD led to the establishment of the

MUD Juvenil (Youth).3 1 The MUD Juvenil eventuarly suppranted

the activities of the Federation of portuguese communist

30 This body was composed of seven members. Luciano Serrao
de Moura represented the PCP in this body. The
neo-realist writer Alves Redol vras first assigned thepost, but was replaced in the aftermath of his expulsion
from the Party for having talked under questioning while
impr i soned.

The first centrar commission of the MUDJ was composed of
Salgado Zenha, Jose Borrego, Oscar dos Reis, Maria
Fernanda Silva, Rui Gracio, Nuno Fidelinho Reis, Mario
Soares, Octavio Pato, JuIio Pomar, Mario Sacramento and
Antonio Abreu. The last five of these v¡ere communists.
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Youths as well as the MUD its.elf " There is little question

that the communist youth wing were the primary motivators of

the MUDJ. Indeed, the overall orientation of the movement

v¡as under the guidance of Octavio Pato; already a PCP

functionary at that point.

the communists were able to extend their influence among

sectors of the Portuguese youth movement. Since the MUDJ's

influence v¡as particularly felt in student circles, the

PCP's positions began to penetrate this sector of society.

The MUD and MUDJ proved to be important contributions to

the overall struggle against the authoritarian regime.

However, the initial enthusiasm that surged immediately

following the end of World War II soon diminished. As part

of the regime's concession to the MUD, the Salazar

government agreed to legalize the movement if it could

demonstrate that it. had a large following - more than 50r000

members - the MUD provided the authorities with its
membership 1ists. These lists were later used by the

government to battle the movement. With the changing

international climate in the post-war world, namely the

onset of the Cold War, Portugal was supported by the }lest

and became a founding member of NATO. By 1947-48 the

opposition to Salazar ceased to have any real strength.

MUNAF eventually ceased to be a factor in Portuguese

political life and the MUD was banned by the regime.

The MUDJ was a vehicle bv which
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wit.h the 1942 death of Bento Goncalves in Tarraf al,
Ieftist positions within the PCP, espoused mainly by Jose de

Sousa, were combatted in that camp; Ieading to the latter's
expulsion from the Party. Given the increasing strength of

the MUD and the critique undertaken against Sousa's leftist
positions, a rightist orientation surged in the leadership

of the PCP. The OCPT adopted its "policy of transition"
under the leadership of Pedro Soares, Fogaca and Joao

Rodrigues. This "policy of transition" advocated the

dissoLution of the PCP in Lhe interests of the broad

opposition movement. 3 2 In other words, the "policy of

transition" encouraged dissenters from the regime to come to
integrate in the opposition movement and supported a

mititary coup.

The Fourth Congress of the PCP, held in 1946, witnessed

bhe ascendancy of Alvaro Cunhal.

political report, but also the organizational report to the

Congress. It was at this Congress, in his political report,
that Cunhal proposed the notions of the "democratic and

national revolution" and the "national uprising" that would

be further elaborated upon in 1965. Overall, the party

called for the unity of the opposition against the regime.

This "line of unity" accepted the validity of many of the

concessions advocated in the "policy of transition" line.
The "national uprising" presupposed a growing mass movement

32 They also suggested removing
the Avante heading and refra
that vras overly class-based.
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whose climax would be the uprising. It is at this Congress

that one can discern the genesis of Cunhal's theoretical
positions that Ì{ere clarif ied at the 1965 Congress.

In order to achieve the aforesaid objectives, the PCP

called for the takeover of the "fascist" unions, casas do

povo and other organisms. It was through such activity that

the PCP foresaw the development of a mass struggle

concluding in the overthrow of the regime. Yet, êt this
Congress the "policy of transition" was criticized as a

rightist and opportunist orientation and its proponents

forced into an self-criticism of their former positions. The

Fourth Congress also instituted the procedures of democratic

centralism and ca1led for a great national party.

The line of unity was further developed by the PCP's

Central Committee in its reunions of October 1946 and JuIy

1947. However, with the intensification of the Cold War, the

line of unity encountered serious difficulties since the

liberal and republican opposition forces had begun to

distance themselves from the PCP. This crisis vras reflected
by Miltao Ribeirio's report to the Central Committee in

January 1949. He argued that the PCP must not lose sight of

its class nature. If the PCP lost sight of this fact, it
would become just another party defending the interests of

the bourgeoisie and the petit-bourgeoisie.33 with the

33 At this time the
Cunhal, and Jose
p.83 .

Sec retar iat
Gregorio. See
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imprisonment of Ribeiro one month following the presentation

of this report, the line of unity vras maintained. 3 a

It is during this period that the PCP suffered one of its

most serious setbacks. Not only vtere two members of the

Secretariat arrested (CunhaI and Ribeiro), but the Central

Committee was reduced to five members.3s The Party was also

effectively restricted to the southern margin of the Tagus

river, the Àlentejo and Lisbon. The damage inflicted upon

the Party v¡as attributed to the actions of provocateurs and

police spies. As a result, the leadership initiated a

process of purges that led to the expulsion of many

militants considered either "too right-wing" or too weak. In

short, after the arrests of March 25, 1949 the PCP set out

to rebuild its leadership and maintain a certain degree of

cohesion. Given that a large number of cadres active in the

intermediary organisms of the Party were arrested, the

Secretariat decided to concentrate power in its hands. Part

of the consolidation of the Party demanded a new

self-criticism from Fogaca and others involved in the

"policy of transition."36 By 1951, when the self-criticisms
were demanded, the "policy of transition" was perceived as

34 Over a dozen cadres, including CunhaI, vrere also
imprisoned on March 25, 1949. The sole member of the
Secretariat to escape imprisonment, Jose Gregorio,
assumed leadership of the Party. Ribeiro would die in
prison in January of the following year.

Gregorio, Fogaca, Vilarigues, Pires Jorge and ManueI
Guedes. Two alternate members, Pato and the writer Soeiro
Pereira Gomes, also remained at liberty.

Fogaca would join the Secretariat in 1952.
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having contributed to the weakness of the PCP since the

policy undervalued the vanguard role of the Party.

The struggle against the right within the Party did not

end at this point. In 1954, at a Central Committee reunion,

Èhe attack was directed against Joao Rodrigues, Candida

Ventura and Montes for fractional work and for their support

of the dissolution of the MUD.37 However, the reunion of the

Central Committee al-so undertook the elaboration of the

Party's Program and statutes. The Program of the PCP foresaw

the establishment of a people's democracy through the

"expropriation of financial capital, of the latifundists and

imperialists, agrarian reform, independence for the

colonies"38 and armed insurrection against the regime. The

PCP also continued to support the National Democratic

Movement (t"ttiO), the MUDJ, and established a National

Democratic Movement for Peace.

In May 1949 the MND had been created to act within the

sphere of influence of the PCP. with the death of President

Carmona in 1951, the MND supported the candidacy of Rui Luis

Gomes while the rest of the opposition supported Quintao

Meireles. The regime's candidate, Craveiro Lopes, won the

election after the opposition pulled its candidate in

37 Montes was a pseudonym for a PCP militant who remains, as
far as this author is aware, unamed. À description of
this event can be found in Candida Ventura's 9.
"Socialismo" æ. Eu Vivi, p.48-53. Rodrigues was expelled
from the PCP; Ventura and Montes vrere removed from the
Central Committee.

Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit., p.100.
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protest over the absence of freedom characterizing the

elections. WhiIe the MND may have failed in its electoral
strategy, it continued to. claim that the struggle for peace

was threatened by imperialism.

From 1 949-55 the PCP was concerned with battling
sectarianism within its ranks, âs represented by the

positions of Jose Gregorio. Ðuring this period the PCP

shifted its focus from an attack on "fascism" to an attack

on Salazar and his Minister of Defence, Santos Costa. In

1955 Jose Gregorio was marginalized from the leadership of

the Party. Tt was the Sixth Enlarged Reunion of the Central

Committee that undertook the battle against sectarianism.

The critics, led by Pires Jorge and Vilarigues, asserted

that the organization of the workers should be undertaken in

inferior organisrns since the Party could not aLtract large

numbers to its cause. These organisms included the fascist
unions, the casas do povo and so forth. This Reunion also

attacked the concentration of

militants and called for the establishment of a genuine

collective leadership.3e Whereas the Secretariat had

concentrated a great deal of power in its hands under the

leadership of Gregorio, the nev¡ Iine supported the active
dynamization and participation of the cells and the

intermediary organisms in the life of the Party. This led to

a weakening of the Party cohesion by destroying the bonds

3s The organízational report l¡as detivered by Pires Jorge.
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between the central leadership and the lower bodies.4o

The practical result of the Sixth Enlarged Reunion of the

Central Committee was to move the priority of the PCP's work

from clandestine to legal organisms. OveraIl, this new work

would be centered where the working-cIass v¡as supposedly to

be found in the regime's unions. While it was evident that

the PCP would have to extend its base of support following

the period of internal consolidation, the emphasis it placed

on working within the regime's structures would have serious

repercussions. The Commissions of Unity were replaced as the

privileged vehicle for Party work in favor of the regime's

unions.

The Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, held in February

1 956 r wâs a momentous event in the history of the

international communist movement. The notions of "peaceful

co-existence" and the "peaceful transition to socialism"

developed during this Congress had a profound impact upon

the Portuguese communists. The PCP's Fifth Congress, held in

1957, came to reflect the nevt line of the CPSU. The

orientation established at the PCP Congress had its

precedence in the Sixth Enlarged Reunion of the PCP. The

PCP's critics have suggested that the "policy of transition"

and the "unity line" adopted at the Fourth PCP Congress

constitut.ed the precedence for the establishment of

4o Indeed, between 1958-59 about 40
arrested; about a quarter of these
Rarniro da Costa, OÞ. Cit. r p.1 18.
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revisionism in the PCP.

It $ras at the Fifth Congress that Ju1io Fogaca vras to
make his mark on the history of the Portuguese communist

Party. Fogaca, who delivered the political report, adopted

the position that the correlation of forces favoured the

development of a peaceful transition to socialism.
Externally, the advances of the USSR had paved the way for
the proponents of socialism. Internally, the pCp was deemed

to benefit from the disintegration of the regime. From this
anarysis Fogaca concluded that a peaceful solution to the

nationar situation was at hand. From this position, Fogaca

concluded that the PcP should maximize the opportunities
presented by the lega1 mechanisms of the regime, including
contesting elections to their conclusion.4l

Following from the above conclusions, the program that
the PCP adopted at the Fi fth Congress supported the

nationarization of the monopolists, carrec for an agrarian
reform, and demanded the granting of independence to the

colonies. While this Program presented these tasks, the

strategy that the Party would adopt to realize them was

absent. There was no mention of. the national uprisingi the

Program of the Party was to be realized through peaceful

transition.

41 Àvante, no.242, first half of October , 1957.
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It was not only in these respects that the PCP emulated

the conclusions of the CPSU.

organization of the Party, criticism was levelled at the

excessive centralization of the Party and the lack of

internal democracy following from such organ ízational

defects" In addition, the Fogaca leadership conducted a

domestic version of the critique of the personality cult;

directed against Goncalves, Cunhal, and the Secretariat.

This critique of the personality cult led to a collective

Ieadership and the rotat ion of responsibi I ities that

de-ernphasized some of the elements of democratic

centralism.4 2

The Fi fth Congress reached the conclusion that the

disintegration of fascism was inevitable given the internal

contradictions of the regime. The concentration of capital

in the hands of the monopolists, and the consequent

impoverishment of the bourgeoisie, would lead to massive

defections from the regime and its eventual colIapse. The

obstacle then became not the regime itself, but, echoing

positions previously expounded, Salazar and Santos Costa. À

peaceful solution could be attained by removing the two

individuals from power. As a result, the Party's task was to

use the mass movement to accelerate the collapse of the

regime's leadership. Consequently, the alliance policy

adopted was one of broad-based unity whose purpose would be

with respect to the

42 It was this
of this posi

type of work that led to Cunhal's critiques
tion in Rumo A Vitoria.
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to bring down Salazar and

r¡ithout the mass action

coIlapse.

In one sense the proletariat ceased to be the vanguard of

the masses. PoIitical action was reduced to a secondary role

while work within the regime's syndicates became the

preferred method of action. Strikes and other such

activities were to be subordinated to the Party's active

co-operation with all sectors of the opposition. The

practical consequence of this type of strategy is described

by Ramiro da Costa:

The political, organizational and ideological
indepêndence of the working-class, in relation to
all õttter classes, was Iost. Instead of struggling
for its ovtn objectives, it was destined to Play
the role of a piessure group in the bourgeoi sie-' s
struggle foi its own objectives. The
ultrãIrightist character of the policy made tþ'
working-ðlass not merely an appendice to the
liberal bourgeoi sie, but more than that, âfl
appendice of tt e fasc i st forces. a 3

While da Costa's position may be somewhat overstated, the

PCP did effectively cease to be an important force in the

struggle against the regime

Santos Costa. However r even

the regime would inevitablY

In the aftermath of this Congress the PCP would also

adopt the "putschist" positions criticized by Cunhal at the

Sixth Congress. The Party had previously opposed the notion

that the overthrow of Èhe regime could only be realized

Èhrough a coup d'etat. The previous Congress, the Fourth'

rejected these conceptions since they demonstrated that the

43 Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit. , P.127.
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Party viewed the proletariat, and its vanguard Party, as too

weak to lead the struggle. Yet, "putschism" existed side by

side with notions of "IegaIism" following the Fifth

Congress. WhiIe these two conceptions may appear paradoxical

they are, in reality, two sides of the same coin. Both

conceptions reflect a lack of confidence in the

revolutionary potential of the working-classes, recognize

the weakness of the Party, and demonstrate a misconception

of the nature of "fascism".

In practice, the adoption of the "peaceful road" amounted

to very little more than civil disobedience. The Peaceful

National Journey, which was to culminate i.n a peacef uI

general strike, called for the removal of Salazar from

pov¡er. The movement initiated in May 1959 became the central

tactic of the Party. The campaign presupposed that the army

v¡ou1d either not intervene on the side of the regime or join

the popular movement. a a

In 1958, one year following the PCP's Fifth Congress, the

authoritarian regime encountered the most serious threat to

its stability. General Humberto DeIgado, formerly closely

associated with the Salazar regime, declared his candidacy

for the Presidency and challenged the regime's candidate

Admiral Àmerico Tomas. Delgado's campaign created a mass

44 The PCP's strategy was under the influence of the PcE
theorists at this time. The Spanish communists initiated
their own peaceful campaign to overthrow Franco which the
PCP emulated. However, t.he strategy adopted by the PCE
was clearly not applicable to Portuguese conditions.
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wave of enthusiasm unlike anything previously Seen in

Portugal. In part, Delgado'S mass appeal was based on the

fact that he had publically stated that if elected he would

use his constitutional povrers to dismiss Salazar.

Initially the PCP supported the candidacy of Cunha Leal

in the 1958 campaign, but soon transferred its support to

Àrlindo Vicente, a candidate whose sole Support came from

the communists. The lack of support for the Vicente

candidacy, combined with the enthusiasm for Delgado, forced

the PCP to fuse the two candidacies. Belatedly, the PCP came

to support the General it had previously belittled with the

euphemism "General Coca-Cola". I f the Norton de MatoS

campaign had been supported by grass-rootS organizaLions,

the Delgado candidacy derived its support from opposition

notables. Although the popular enthusiasm for Delgado vlas

not understood by the PCP, the Party had little alternative

but to support him.

The PCP, having thrown its support behind Delgado' was

committed to the elecLoraI act and believed that victory

could be attained through the ballot box. The June 8' 1958

elections proved to be, by all accounts, fraudulent; Tomas

v¡as returned to office and Ðelgado was defeated. The

electoral results were followed by strikes and mass

demonstrations protesting the outcome. For all intents and

purposes, the PCP had not expected such demonstrations and

had played a limited role in what were truly Spontaneous
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protests. Only on June 25 did the PCP leadership call for a

series of protests scheduled for JuIy 1-3.4s

1n Àugust 1958 the PCP's Political Commission made an

assessment of the events foIJ-owing the Delgado defeat. The

"peaceful solution" and the delayed response to the 1958

presidential elections were justified at this meeting. The

PCP adopted the position that if it had warned the masses

that the results of the electoral act would be manipulated

the maSses would have lost their enthusiasm. a 6 In the

aftermath of the 1 958 elections the Party adopted the

position Lhat all "honourable PortugueSe" should unite to

overthrow the regime.

It vras the call for a peaceful solution during this

period of the proletariat's mounting radicalization that Ied

to the reduction of the PCP's influence. Simply stated, the

PCP had not correctly understood the socio-economic

conditions in the country and had failed to adopt an

adequate political response to the dissatisfaction with the

regime. It v¡as this situation that led to the criticism of

the "anarcho-liberal deviation". The initiation of the

critique s¡as facilitated by the escape of Alvaro Cunhal and

a number of other Party leaders from prison in 1960. The

4s The northern regional section of the PCP made the call on
June 16 and the Political Commission did the same on June
18. However, these calls came after the protests had
already began.

46 This position is attributed to Jaime Serra by Francisco
Marti-ns Rodrigues and cited in Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit. t
p.137 .
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critique of this deviation tras aimed at the "legali

"putschist" conceptions that dominated the PCP' I

critique of the right, Cunhal was supported by the

elements of the Central Committee.

January 3, 1960 witnessed the escape from the Peniche

prison fortress of a number of Party leaders who enjoyed a

great amount prestige within the PCP and had not. been part

of the "rightist deviation".47 By May of that Same year the

critique was underway. The document released by the

PoliticaI Commission of the Central Committee severely

criticized the "putschist" conceptions that had led to the

development of iilusions within the Ieadership and the rank

and file.

This muted criticism became more pronounced by December

1961 when the Central Committee released a document much

nore critical of the "anarcho-Iiberal tendencytt.4 8 The

document criticized the fractional work within the PCP'

including the Secretariat; the rotation of Party tasks; and

the statutes introduced at the Fifth Congress which Iimited

st" and

n this
leftist

democ rat ic

"anarcho-Iibera] deviation" was initiated âS r and only

directed at, the organízational positions dominant since the

4õ

centralism.4s

Cunhal had been imprisoned for eleven years.

The document was entitled "À tendencia anarco-liberal na
organizacao do trabalho de direccao" (The anarcho-Iiberal
;;;ã;;"t in the organization of the leadershlP's work) '
It appeãred in 9. t'tilitanter Do.108' January 1961 '

Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. É. , P.151 .
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Fifth Congess. The document presented in December merely

built upon the criticism elaborated in May. The former

document suggested that it vras the notion of the inevitable
collapse of the regime that led to the disorganization of

the Party. As a result, the organizational weakness led to a

near total collapse of the Party's influence in the society.
It was therefore proposed that recruitment and a return to
the solid principles of democratic centralism vrere necessary

to invigorate the PCP. Another conclusion reached was

limiting the number of Party functionaries in order to

create a genuine group of professional revolutionaries.

The March 1961 reunion of the Central Committee approved

a political report criticat of the rightist deviation. so

This report, presented by Cunhal, claimed that the theses of

the CPSU's Twentieth Congress regarding the transition to
socialism through the parliamentary road had been

mechanically adopted by the PCP. This mechanical adoption of

the CPSU's thesis led to equating the peaceful solution with

the noLion of the irreversible collapse of the regime. Both

legalist and putschist conceptions arose from the weakness

of these former conceptions. The document arso asserts that
the "peaceful transition line" is the descendant of the

"policy of transition" that dominated the PCp from 1945-48.

5o The document þ¡as entitled "O desvio da direita no partido
Comunista Portugues nos anos de 1 956-1 959". It was
published in O Militanter ño.109, April 1961. Àccording
lo Ramiro da õffi. -, wcåI{ l¿aixisi Review refused tõ
publish the document and the PCE asked for an
explanation. Ramiro da Costa, OÞ. Cit., p.154.
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In addition, Cunha1 criticized the lack of preparation that

led to the Party's inappropriate response to the Delgado

phenomenon. The reaction to Delgado, and the subsequent

Peaceful National Journey, were deemed to have been the

result of "the influence of a brother party's orientation
weighed more heavily than the study of Portuguese reality"st

- a reference to the Spanish communists. The PCP's overtures

towards "dissident fascists" alienated the Party from the

liberal bourgeoisie and made anti-fascist unity more

difficult. Not only did the deviation hamper anti-fascist
unity, it also acted as an impediment in the development and

intensification of the popular movement. Indeed, the

rightist orientation led to a dependency upon the military
and other conservative forces to remove Salazar and

underestimated the cotential of the mass movement.

The criticisms presented by Cunhal at the March 1951

reunion of the Central Committee were echoed by a number of

proposals that came to be ratified by the 1 965 Kiev

Congress. The "peacefuI solution" line was replaced with the

concept of a national uprising; a proposal that had been

suggested by Cunha1 at the Party's Fourth Congress. The

vanguard role of the proletariat during the revolutionary

process leading to the national uprising was reaffirmed.

S imultaneously ,

alliance that excluded only the monopolists and the

lat i fundi sts.

5t QuoÈed in Ramiro da Costa, Ibid., p.151.
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demarcation from the practical alliance policies followed by

in the aftermath of the Fifth Congress. This demarcation

rested on the fact that the PCP had adopted the position

that fascism was the dictatorship of both the monopolists

and the latifundists associated with foreign imperialism and

that Portugal was a "colonized colonizer".

The March 1961 reunion not only criticized the line
pursued following the Fifth Congress, but also the

organization and training of cadres.s2 As previously alluded

to, this Central Committee reunion severely criticized the

rise of a party of functionaries and collective leadership.

These conceptions, combined with the rotaLion of tasks and

the refaxation of democratic centralism, weakened the Party

organizationally and politicaIly. In addition, the loose

discipline facilitated the infiltration of the Party by the

regime's policy and "provocateurs". Indeed, this accounted

for the police successes against the PCP in 1958-59. Cunhal

and his supporters demanded that the guidelines for
recruitment, promotion, and party work be altered. In short,
the PCP had become a party were careerism dominated and the

leadership had succumbed to bourgeois influences. What was

needed to correct this situation vras the introduction of a

rigid democratic centralism that could cope with the

diff iculties of clandestine activity.

52 The document is entitled "Ensinamentos duma seria de
prisoes" and appeared in O Militanter Do.110, May 1961.
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The critique of the "anarcho-liberar deviation" resulted
from an alliance of cunhal and his followers with the left
of the Party. However, the dynamic created

of the "right" put in question the line
supported by Cunhal. As the left began to ca1l for the
logical conclusion of the critique, cunhal began to side
with the right of the Party against his former allies. The

development of the struggre against "terrorism" arose out of
the question of the national uprising. cunhal maintained, as

it would be affirmed at the Sixth Congress, that the

nationaÌ uprising could onry be successful when the popular

movement evolved to a higher stage of combativity. since the

revoLutionary situation had not yet arrived the emphasis of

the Party's work was to be concentrated on the popular

movement. Therefore, the acts of viorence and armed struggle
proposed by the PCP's Ieft were condemned as "terrorist".

To understand the rising influence of the leftist
conceptions of revolution it is important to remember that
the Delgado candidacy initiated a movement that vras becoming

increasingì-y more miritant. The success of Fider castro in
cuba, the seizure of the santa Maria and the failed Beja

by

of

the critique
unity sti1l

coup influenced the

estabrishment of the FPLN in 1962 signified a broad unity of

the opposition forces. Delgado, who became the Front's
president in 1964, gave a certain amount of credibility to
the organization. However, given the Front's propensity for

anti-Salazar opposition.
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internal disagreements and the indecision of Delgado, the

Front collapsed. The mass demonstrations in 1961 and 1962

also influenced the course of eveqts v¡ithin the PCP. In
August 1963, the Party's Central Committee met to resolve a

number of internal questons posed by the conflict between

the "Ieft" and Cunhal's supoorters.

In the years following the initiation of the critique of

the "anarcho-liberal deviation" the Ieft-wing of the PCP

began to demand armed struggle as a response to the crisis
of.the regime. Encouraged by the 1961-62 mass movement and

the initiation of the colonial war in 1961, the left began

to support the positions of the Chinese in thei.r conflict
with the CPSU. This position was represented in the PCP's

Central Cornmittee by Fransico Martins Rodrigues. Rodrigues

presented a document to the Central Committee at this
reunion entitled, "PeacefuI struggle and armed struggle in

our movement", critical of the unitary line adopted by

Cunhal, and calling for more radical action. In essence the

Rodrigues document maintained that Cunhal's conception of

the "national uprising" lras a bourgeois conception that
replaced the proletariat with the bourgeoisie as the

vanguard of the revolution.s3

By the time that the aforementioned reunion of the

Central Committee was held Cunhal's faction had established

the practice of isolating the left within the ranks of the

53 Ramiro da Costa, Qp.. Cit. , p.162.
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Party. In part, this was accomplished by simply not

notifying certain members of the Central Committee that
reunions were heId, and by expelling or marginalizing

others. Rodrigues' documents were not distributed throughout

the Party for discussion. As a result, Rodrigues would be

formally expelled from the PCP in January 1964. However,

his abandonment of the Party one month earlier created a

split from the 1eft.

Rodrigues was followed by a smalL number of pCp

militants; and these never profoundly affected the

organizational structures of the Party. Nonetheless, in

January 1964 Rodrigues and his group created the patriotic

Àction Front (fep) dedicated to the armed struggle. Three

months earlier, in Àpri1,

instigator behind the creation of the portuguese

Marxist-Leninist Committee (CUf,p) that began to attack the

PCP from the left. The CMLP would eventually be destroyed as

a force inside of Portugal with the arrest of its most

important leaders.s4 While the group reformed in exile the

initiative on the PCP's left would be fitled by other groups

in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The CMLP split was to
provide a precedent for organization that would come to
receive great support by criticizing the PC from the left.

Rodrigues was again the main

s4 Àvante had published the names of two CMLP leaders when
they entered the country, thus effectively turning them
over to the PIDE.
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It was under these circumstances that the pCp held its
Sixth Congress in 1 965. The importance of the Sixth
Congress and its conclusions cannot be underestimated. It
was the watershed Congress that brought the internal
conflict.s, which had dominated the pCp since its inception,
to a conclusion. In the aftermath of the Congress the pCp

developed a cohesive organization and a coherent theoretical
understanding of Portuguese society. In addition, the

formulations adopted at the Sixth Congress impeded the pcp

from pursuing a Eurocommunist option as 1ong as they

remained dominant.
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The Sixth Congress of the Portuguese Communist Party, held

in the city of

the ideological
party. l Held

THE DEMOCRATIC AND NATIONÀI REVOTTIrION

conditions inside Portugal,

theoretical and strategic orientation that was to guide the

PCP in its struggle against the authoritarian regime. Any

attempt to reach an understanding of the Party's actions

Chapter IV

Kiev in 1965, proved to be a turning point in

and political development of that political
while the Party operated in clandestine

during the Portuguese Revolution

fruitless unless informed by the decisions of the said

lAlvaro Cunhal's report to the Central Comittee of the PCP,
delivered in ÀpriL 1964, and published under the title
Rumo a Vi tor ia , i s the essent ial work in the PCP' s
efaUorãtion of tfre "democratic and national revolution". À
complimentary work is the report of the Central Comittee
of the PCP delivered to the Sixth Congress by Cunhal and
published under the title Relatorio da aciividade do
Óomite central ao sixth conqre-sso do PcpI rhe results õT
the Sixth Congress were made available to the fraternal
parties in an artic1e by Vasco Moura, "The Portuguese
Communist Party and the national-democratic revolution".
World Marxist Review. Vol. I, No. 9, 1965. It is curious
to note that the "democratic and national revolution" is
referred to in this article as the national-democratic

this Congress defined the

revolution these are, however,
conceptions of revolution. Cunhal's Radicalismo Pegueno
Burquès de Fachada Soc iali sta , f irstT7iG-Tn__ffif,
provides a critical look at the radical left as well as
interesting insights on the "democratic and national
revolution". The single best available commentary on the
"democratic and national revolution" is Carlos Gaspar's
"Historias do PCP: a tese da revolucao democratica e
nacional". Revista de Ciencia Politica. (t isbon), No.2,
1 985.

would ultimately prove

two very di f ferent
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Congress. Not only did the 1965 Congress establish the

"democratic and nationar revolution" orientation that stil1
guides the Party today; it also was instrumental in defining
the organizational character of

Party. The understanding of Marxism-Leninism responsible for
guiding the Party during the Revolution, as well as its
response to Eurocommunism, has its origins in this Congress.

Indeed, it was the VI Congress that shaped and defined the

PCP as a truly orthodox party.2

The formulation of

revolution" at the Kiev Congress was the culminat

PCP's internal struggles as well as a reflection of Nikita
Khrushchev's impact upon the international communist

movement. CunhaI's darinq

the Portuguese Communist

prison initiated a struggle for the leadership of the pcp

which would culminate with him beinq

leader of the Portuguese communists.3 The preceding chapter

the

This is certainly true in more ways than one. This
Congress was highly unorthodox since it produced a unique
conception of revolution not fully in accordance with the
Soviet theoretical paradigm. However, as Gaspar suggests,
the PCP elaborated its ovln "road to socialism" without
distancing itself from the Soviet centre. Despite its
theoretical originality, the result of the Sixth Congress
was that it movèd the pCp closer to the CpSU than iË had
been previously. Ibid. , 9.67.
It is always difficult to determine to what extent one
individual's Iife influences the fortunes and character of
a political organization. However, it is even more
difficult to determine these influences when IittIe
factual evidence is available to the researcher. This is
the case with the life of Alvaro Cunhal. Due to the nature
of clandestine work, very littte is known of Cunha1's
private life and personality. What we can say is that the
PCP is, to a large extent, the product of his efforts over
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of this work has analyzed

however, worthwhile to point out that although the

"anarcho-IiberaI deviation" had been defeated by 1965, it
was sti1l far from eliminated within the ranks of the party.

Cunhal defeated the "right"
radical el-ements within the Central Committee, the same

people that were so forcibly criticized after this aim was

realized. Having defeated the "right", Cunha1 was to co-opt
these eLements in his struggle against the party's

left-wing. The preoccupation with a balanced critical
position regarding both of these orientations helps to
explain much of the content found in Rumo A Vitoria.

these developments. It is,

The PCP's internal struggles did not develop

The criticisms of

within a tangible

with Lhe help of the more

the international communist movement. Cunhal, who had been a

domestic victim of the

sided sguarely with the cpsu in its dispute with the chinese

the "Ieft" and "right" must

the years. He has written all but one of the pCp's
theoretical works in the last two decades. Cunhal's brand
of Marxism-Leninism is dogmatic, orthodox, and strongly
influenced by Suslov and Ponomarev. The need for secrecy
during the clandestine years has created a party that
continues to be as rigid as before. Cunha1 has support for
this organizational method. Imprisoned for over a decade,
Cunhal became the uncontested leader of the pCp as well as
a popular folk-hero for the Party's militants. Born in
1 91 3, Cunhal entered the ranks of the youth-wing of the
PCP in 1934. Cunhal was elected General-Secretary of the
PCP in May 1961, although he þras the de facto leader prior
to this date. À very unfriendly biograþhy of Cunhãl is
Ferreira, Francisco. AlVaro Cunhal: Heroi Sovietico.
n.p. : Edicao do Autor , W erso ot intGt-Iã-Grros
Gaspar's "Pater, Petruschka et Pontifex", Risco, No.3,
FaIl-Winter 1985-86.
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Communist Party. However CunhaI's pro-soviet stance must

also be seen as incorporating the CPSU's critique, under the

Brezhnev leadership, of the excesses of Khruschev's attack

upon Stalin's personality cult.
unquestioning acceptance of the CPSU as the center of

ideological purity was severely facilitated by Khruschev's

demi se. a

The PorLuguese Communist Party elaborated its ovrn

conception of a national road to socialism at its Sixth
Congress. For the first time in its history the pcp

undertook an analysis of Portuguese reality and developed a

revolutionary strategy based upon that analysis. The result
was the "democratic and national revolution". Yet, âs Carlos

Gaspar suggests, this particular stage of the revolution
would end as soon as the construction of socialism was

initiated. s Despite the PCP's ambivalence towards its
limited theoretical autonomy, the "democratic and national

revolution" was truly a unique conception. Not only did the

PCP call for a violent overthrow of the existing regime,

unlike any other European communist party at the time, but

the path leading to the revolution differed from every other

European party. The "democratic and national revolution" is
understood as an intermediary stage between the bourgeois

and socialist revolutions. Herein lies the originality of

Portuguese communism and the fundamental precondition to

In this respect, Cunhal's

Gaspar, OÞ. Cit. , p.65-68.

I bid. , p. 68.
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understand why the Pcp rejected the Eurocommunist option.

The Portuguese communisL party's conception of the

"democratic and national revorution" was premised on a

particurar analysis of portuguese society. The starting
point of this socio-economic anarysis h'as a rejection of
sarazar's notion that portugal was a "naturally poor

country". The authoritarian regime claimed that portugal_'s

underdevelopment vras a natural outcome of the paucity of
natural resources.6 oismissing this craim as an attempt to
"absoLve the dominant classes and the fascist government"T

of their responsibility for this state of affairs, the pcp

claimed that Portugal's underdevelopment was the result of
the nature of existing capitalist rerations of production.

Àccording to the party, the portuguese economy was

burdened by the lowest level of development in all of
Europe.s Asserting that the country's naturar resources $¡ere

"sufficient to guarantee the material well-being of arI
Portugues€" r s the levet of underdeveropment h'as due to the
degree of monoporization of the economy. The monoporist

6 Partido Comunista portugues,
Edicoes Avante, 1974.

7 Cunhal, Rumo ! Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.15.

Arthough. Port!¡gar was the most economically backwardcountry in all of Europe, cunhal craimed tha-t this lowlever of development was arso characteristic of spain
under Franco and "reactionary" Greece. There is no doubtthat the politicat lesson was to equate authoritarian
regimes with misery and underdevelopment. ibid. , p.17.
Ibid. , p.16.
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groups, the latifundists and foreign imperiarism were listed
as the causes of this state of affairs. The "fascist"
government of salazar was characterized as being "entirery
subordinated to the interests of the monopolists'. io whire
sarazar's government asserted that portugal occupied an

"intermediary position" in capitalist development, the pcp

drew another comparison that was certainly less frattering.
Àccording to the communists, the portuguese economy was to
the advanced capitarist countries what the economies of the
corontes $rere to portugal.

should not be classified as "intermediary", but as an

underdeveloped nation. portugal occupied an intermediary
position only insofar as it occupied a half-vray point
between those nations under "co1onia1 slavery" and the
"advanced capitalist countries". 1 1

In its analysis of the portuguese economy, the pcp went

to great pains to demonstrate that the country was greatly
dependent upon foreign capital. yet this smar1, dependent

nation was a colonial power; and it is precisely this
paradox that gives portugal its uniqueness. Given its nature
as both a colonial power and a dependent nation, the
dominant classes became "disinterested" in the deveiopment
of the national economy.l2 portugal was thus understood by

the PCP to be to be a "colonized colonizer".

In other words, the country

10 CunhaI, Relatorio, OÞ. Cit., p.35.

Cunhal, Rumo ! Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.19.

i bid. , p.23 .

11

12
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Given Portugal's status as

communists asserted that the path

be realized through a radical transformation of the economic

relations of production. However,

clearly presupposed

Characterized as

monopolists, associated with foreign imperiarism and the
Iatif undistst'r 13

rnstrumentr âs well as the protector of the monoporists.la
Forlowing this perspective it becomes obvious that the main
political aim of the pcp was the overthrow of the regime. rt

a "colon i zed colon izer', , the

the overthrow of

the "terrorist

i s thi s a im that became the

"democratic and national

movement to overthrow

to development would only

the authoritarian

anti-monopolist and anti-imperialist nature.

this transformation

the "fascist" regime.

government of the

Within the perspective of

military coup of 192G was

forces" of big capital
overalr, the purpose of the coup $¡as to pl-ace the state in
the service of these groups. such a state ensured not onry

reglme !¡as the

revol-ution". Às a result, the

the regime assumed both an

l3 The definition put forward in cunhal's report to thesixth congress_varies slightly from this defiñition. ThePgrty concluded that "the fascist regime is the terroristdictatorship of.the monopolists and Íatifundists see
_c_r¡1naJ, Rglatgf io, oÞ: - cit. , p.95; and Cunhai , 

-Rumo 
ÀVitoria, Op. Cit. , V2A

cSsp?! quiLe ,accuratery.pointed that the uniqueness ofthe "democratic and nalional revolution" did ';o¡-ãri".
9g! of -th" peculiarities of the sarazar regime. roi theP9P' fh" regime was "a trivial fascist re!ime." nãiner,tl,u uniqueness of the concept arose out of the notion ofthe "colonized colonizer. " Gaspar, Op. Cit. , p. t3. - --
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the maintenance of these groups, but also their expansion by

blocking the development of the medium and petit bourgeoisie
as well as the working-class movement. rf prior to 1926 the
big bourgeoisie was less than dominant, the installation of
the authoritarian regime ensured that state power wourd be

utilized to defend the interests of monopoly capital. rf
the centrarization of capitar in the hands of the
monopolists is bitterly opposed by the other sectors of
capital, the monopolists must use the state in their
attempts to concentrate capital. Thus, the legal and

theoretical structures of the corporatist state were created
so as to provide a legitimation for the said Þrocess. is

whereas under the natural development of capitalism the
centralization and monoporization of capital is an

evorutionary process relatively free of major confricts,
when the state assumes the type of role that it did in
Portugar the process becomes inherently violent. This
violent process thus arrows the financial oligarchy to
estabrish its dominance over the entire economy. This
position of dominance arises out of a particurar form of
organization; that is, the fusion of industrial capital and
financial capital. rndustrial and financiar capital
effectively became controrled by the same small group. rn
Portugal , thi s process could in 1 96s be divided inro tr.ro

distinct periods. The first of theser up until the beginning
of Ï{orld War

1ç Cunhal, Rumo ! Vitoria, Op.
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facilitation of

groupings. The

second period

involvement in
co-operation had

projects and leg

process. 1 6

the development of large financial
end of the Second World War initiated the

characterized by the state's active
the accumulation process. passive state
become, through a number of government

islation, active co-participation in the

The analysis outlined by cunhal and the pcp suggests that
it wourd be erroneous to consider the mere number of large
companies and conclude from this that real competition r^¡as

present. In fact, cunhal goes on to argue, the economy was

dominated by a smaLl group of individuals who do not
restrict themselves to monopolizing merely one sector of the
national- economy. Having an economy where financial and

industrial capital were so interdependent, portugal became

dominated by "eLeven large monopolist groups. "17 These

groups controlled various sectors of the economy and,
consequentry, $¡ere united by common interests. This is why

the PcP suggested that the primary factor characteri zíng the
rerationship between these groups was their drive to
eliminate smaller competitors. I I

16

17

18

RuEo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit. , p.ZB
p.3s.

Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ.Cit., p.31.

I bid. , p.32.
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rt is at this point that the pcp's analysis becomes more

relevant since what folro¡¡s from this position wilr greatly
infruence the party's arliance strategy. rf the interests
uniting the monopolists were as great as the pcp claimed and

primarily directed at aborishing competition, then the basis
for an anti-monopolist, mass movement was created. To

demonstrate that this was the case, the pcp emphasized the

idea that the regime was actively undertaking this type of

strategy. rt is in this respect that the communists' craim

arises that the laws

(condicionamento) were designed to acceLerate the process.ls
In short, the regulatory policies introduced by the regime

served a oefinite purpose that vras fully contrary to the

interests of the non-monopolist sectors.2o

These regulatory and protect i on i st f ear-ures of the

national economy were combined with the manipulation of
financiar capital. The state actively undertook the

concentration of financial capital through its participation
in the large companies. The state undertook this
participation not to obtain profits, but "onIy to serve the

monopories."2l therefore, the state was entirely at the

service of and existed for the benefit of the monopolies.

of industrial conditioninq

19 r bid. ,

Cunhal,

Cunhal,

20

21

p.32 37.

Relatorio, OÞ.

Rumo A Vitoria.
Cit., p.31.

Þ. cit. , p.41 * 42.
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The sorution to this situation proposed by the communist

Party incruded the nationarization of the banks and the

industrial monopories. Even in 1965 the pcp.was thoughtful
enough to realize that such an action wourd be, at the very

least, a problematic solution. cunhar was carefur to assert
that such a project "can be undertaken without any serious
perturbation in the course of production and the economic

and f inancial tife of the country.t'22 At this point, there
þtas no question that the model envisioned by the pcp would

create state-owned enterprises and not co-operatives.

rf the overthow of "fascism" ends the political power of
the monopolists and lati fundists, the nationar ízations are

the first step in the destruction of the social power of
these same groups. The destruction of the economic power of
the monopories would be accompanied by a strategy for
development in the aftermath of the nationalizaLions. part

of this developmental strategy includes the protection of
private initiative, the protection of smart industrialists
and businessmen. To a large extent, economic development

would be dependent upon the output of small businesses stirl
regulated by capitatist relations of production. 2 3 The

problem with this analysis is that it leads the pcp to
conclude that,

To struggle against the fascist dictatorship is to
struggle against the monopolies; to struggle toliberate Portugal from fascist domination -õf the

22 ibid. , p.43.

Ibid. , p.42 43.zó
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monopolies. The
monopolies !"1democratic 24

The other fundamentar economic question that was

considered at the vr congress vras the agrarian question. rt
is not at alt insignificant to note that the section in Rumo

À vitoria analyzing agrarian reform is initiated by a

recognition that portugal is divided into two distinct forms
of property ownership with the Tagus river acting as a

demarcation 1ine. To the north of the river, the existence
of "smarl ownership"; to the south, the existence of "rarge
properties."25 This duality wourd eventually provide the pcp

with most of its successes in the south as werl as its mosr

serious defeats in the north. There is no doubt that cunhal
was aware of this potential problem when he claimed that the
solution to the agrarian question was the establishment of
"two agrarian reforms." The two agrarian reforms wouLd

conform to the two distinct forms of property ownership and

the classes affected by the reform.26

I iquidat i on
the central

of the porr'er of the
obiective of the

24 revolution. Ibid. , p.43.
¿3 This distinction between "big" and "smalr" is only meantto serve the most general of characterizations. indeed,barring some exceptions, the generalization is bothaccurate and accepted. For a comparison of the numberssee Cunhal, Ibid. , p.47 - 50.

There is an ominous comment that cunhar makes in Rumo A
Yi tor i?. - on page 49 he suggesrs rhar *r,i rÀ ñiãimpossible to transport land noi[r,, it is "noi-uuiu" totransf er northern peasants to the south. JuãgingT! trr"actions of other cp's, this solution shourd nõt Ée iuredout.
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The expropriation of large estates and the transfer of
these over to rurar workers and the peasantry would be the
first step of such an Agrarian Reform.

advantages wourd result from such a process. First, rural
workers do not ov¡n their own land and, consequently, do not
have an attachment to it that wourd make expropriation
difficult. second, this measure wourd affect few property
owners, but wourd benefit a large number of people.27 There

is another consideration that cannot be overrooked from a

purery instrumental point of view. The pcp derived most of
its support from the southern rural workers that wouLd

benefit from such an act. The consolidation of its influence
and power in an area affected by such an agrarian reform was

not overlooked by the Communist party.

unlike the question of nationarization, this type of
measure was somewhat polemic within the ranks of the party.

sectors þ¡ithin the party berieved that segments of the
agrarian propertied crass courd become potential a11ies in
the struggle against the regime. 2 I cunhar rejects the
possibility of the latifundists, as a crass, becoming allied
with the anti-monopolist movement since many monopolists

Two distinct

were also latifundists;
industriar capital fused, but landownership was fused with

27

¿ó

Ibid., p.49 - 50.

This view was based on the
sectors did oppose the
Indeed, CunhaI recognizes
exist between the latifundi
Ibid., p.50-51.

not only vras f i nanc iaI and

fact that certain latifundist
regime's agrarian policies.
that some contradictions did

sts and the monopolists. See
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them. Hence, the large landowners could be expected to
struggre with the regime for a bigger slice of the pie, but
could not develop any revolutionary potential.2s rn addition
to this theoretical point, there was a more immediate

political concern voiced within the party. This objection
stemmed from concerns that such an agrarian reform would

alienate those landowners whose sentiments were anti-regime.
cunhal replied to this objection by claiming that a

revolution is the struggre of certain classes against
others. 3o Both of these objections, from the pcp's right,
were defeated.

Just as the salazar regime was seen as actively serving
the monopolists by destroying competition in the secondary
sector, the same process was underway in the primary sector.
Through a process of exploitation, making difficult sma11

agricultural production, withholding credit, manipurating
markets and a number of other measures, the regime was

deerned to be working in the interests of the latifundists.
rn short, the government vras "attempting to accelerate the
rythm of capitarist development in the fie1ds".3 r The

agricultural poricies followed by the government, such as

the "colonization" and the "agricultural reconversion" of
the land south of the Tagus were pointed to by the party as

examples of the attempt to accererate capitalist production

29 rh;¡ tr.r¡v¿s., p.Jt - 52.

so Ibid., p.52.
31 Relatorio, OÞ. Cit., p.56.
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in the fields.32 rn short, the intent of the regime was to
destroy the smarl and medium randowners to benefit the large
agricurturar concerns. rt was so successful in this aim that
by 1964 the rerations of production characterizing
Portuguese agriculture were clearly capitalist. 33

The PCp posited that the result of these policies Ied to
the proletarianization of smal-l and medium randowners.
cunhal attempts to show that the passage from "independent
producer to peasant without rand" is a subtle process.
Indeed, the process begins when the producer must sell his
labour to survive, but continues to work on the land. The

PCP's analysis suggested that in the north many of the
agricurtural workers were "semi-proletarian." In the south,
the overwhelming majority were salaried rural workers.3a

r t was imperat ive for the party to undertake a

fundamental analysis of the agrarian problem given the
social tensions that portuguese society was undergoing in
the early 1 960's. cunhal's concrusion that the rural
proretariat had become dominant in the fields of southern
Portugal herd out great promise for the pcp on a number of
fronts. The rural proletariat "enlarges the social base of

32 Rumo À Vitoria, Op. Cit., p.53 59.

Gaspar, Op. Cit., p.71.
34 |lg PCp gives the following figures: As far back as 19s0,

87% to 91%.of._ the agriculturãl workers in the Ãientejówere sararied workers. In the districts of r,isboñ,santarem and castelo Branco, the number Ìras roughly 7s%:See Rumo À Vitoria, Op. Cit., p.60.
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the democratic revolution
objective conditions favorable to socialism."3s rf there was

any doubt on this matter cunhar did not hesitate to point
out that the revolutionary consciousness of the rural
proletariat had been arnply demonstrated through the various
actions undertaken against the regime.36 Às a result, the
growing strength of the rurar proletariat was a "factor of
the highest importance for the development of the struggle
against the fascist dictatorshiD. " 37

in the fields and creates

Given the above reading of the situation, the party is
led to make the assertion that agrarian reform would benefit
the overwhelming majority
practical terms this would

and handing these over

exploitation of land could only
and state estates vrere establi
Àgrarian Reform would

expropriated land."3I
state would have to work activelyr using all of the economic

of rural workers and peasants. In

mean expropriating 1arge estates
to the workers. Individual

3s rbid.
JO rn his report to the sixth congress cunhal craimed that

lhu rural proletariat "c1ose1y ãccompanied", by viriue ofi ts consc iousness and heroi sm-, the industr ia1proletariat. Cunhal, Relatorio, Op. Cit., p.104.
Rumg À vitorla, op. S. , p.62. To the peasant, Cunhalquoted_ Engels and tord them that capi-talism had madetheir form of production historically ãbsolete. rn theyary same paragraph he claims that the pcp defends theirinterests and presents them vrith "the only solution thatcan save them f rom complete misery. " b.62- - 63).
Ibid. , p.63.
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"the mere handing over of

this would mean that the
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resources at its disposal, to ensure the viability of

Agrarian Reform. The importance of such a reform rested with

the fact that not only did it affect all classes involved in

agricultural production, but the nation as a whoIe.3e

I{ithin the perspective of the Portuguese Communist Party,

the originality of Portugal's fascist government was its

total capitulation to imperialism. It vras manifested by the

fact that the "symbols of foreign imperialist domination"

have penetrated aII, including the most banal, aspects of

everyday 1ife. ao The hardship imposed upon Portuguese

society by foreign, primarily American, imperialism was as

intense as that imposed by the domestic monopolists and

lat i fundi sts. The logicaf conc Lus ion reached by such

reasoning is that imperialist exploitation of Portuguese

resources is no less of a detriment to economic development

than is domestic exploitation. a 1 The nation's lack of

political independence stems from this form of economic

domi nat i on .

In his analysis of imperialism, Cunhal accuses Salazar's

regime of "a national betrayal. " The policies of the

"fascist regime" not only created a "semi-coloniaI countEy",

but those same policies threatened to make Portugal a

completely cofonized country. Such a process had been

40

41

1D10.

1D1ct.

p.63.

p.87.

p.89.
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greatly accelerated by the cost of conducting a war in the

Àfrican colonies.a2

penetration

supported by

imperialist powers.a3 For the pcp, the commitment made by

foreign imperialism to the portuguese regime in the wake of

in Portugal was

the colonial war was

proporLionally as dangerous to the future of he country.

the fuIl political and military might of the

What was significant about imperialist

According to cunhal, it was interesting to note that
there existed no "fundamental contradiction" between foreiqn
imper ial i sm

Iatter were

that this penetration $¡as

forms. This relationship negated the possibility
developing a contradiction between the two that would lead

Portuguese capitar to adopt a nationalist position that

much greater and,

and the domestic monopolies. a 4 In fact, the

could be a factor in the overthrow of

financially linked to

Cunhal affirms quite the opposite:

Portuguese financial capital today voluntarily
shares with imperialism the exploitation of ouipeople, and turns itself into an instrument of thegrowing domination of portugal by foreign

for the PCP,

42 Ibid. , p.90. Indeed, Cunhal suggested that Salazar'scolonial policy was meant to create a greater
interdependence between portuguese and foreign cãpitar.He writes, "the policy of Salazar is to fürther
strengthen the position of the foreign imperialists inthe Portuguese colonies in order to closery tie thern toPortuguese coloniarism and to the fascist policy ofexploitation and war." Cunhal, Relatorio, OÞ. Cit., b.O¡.
Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.92.

the former in

44 cunhal characterizes these as "siamese twins in theexploitation of the Portuguese people and the portuguese
colonies. "

various

of there

"fascism". Rather,
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imperialism. a 5

Given the intimacy of foreign and domestic capital, as well
as his conceptualization of the authoritarian regime as

merely an instrument of their interests, Cunhal suggests

that the former has "a deterrnining influence in the

orientation of the Portuguese economy and politics."46

The problem of liberating the country from the grip of

imperialism was not easily resolved as far as the pcp was

concerned. In part, this was the result of a "weak national
consc iousness" that prevented many portuguese from

recogn ízing the level of imperialist domination.

cunhal describes as a "weak national consciousness" is the

result of two factors; the past glories of portugal and its
Empire, as well as the "disguises" used by imperialism to
conceal itself. The first of these factors gave rise to a

national chauvinism that created the irlusion of dominance

so long as Portugal retained her colonial possessions. The

second factor mani fested itsel f in terms of the

"domestication" of foreign capital through the adoption of

Portuguese names and the establishment of loca1 headquarters

in Lisbon.aT The interaction of these two factors obscured

the national consciousness and acted as an impediment to the

4s rbid., p.93i
pp. 4 3-46 .

4b Portugal's membership in EFTÀ and an
in the Common Market would then
dependency as well as the level of
worker." Ibid., p.94 97.

Rumo À Vitoria, Op. Cit. , 9.97 98.
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success of the revolution.

rn 1964 this vras quite a serious problem for the pcp.

considering the communist perspective, it vlas this lack of

nationar consciousness that was responsible for the severe

rimitations encountered by the anti-imperiarist movement.

Indeed, this factor often led to the subordination of the

anti-imperialist struggle in favor of the economic struggle
of the working-class.aB rn other words, the fairure to forge

a crear anti-imperialist character to the anti-fascist
movement was both a reflection of and a factor in the
prevention of a truly revolutionary cLass consciousness. The

political solution to this problem was to

tie the day to day struggle against the fascisr
dictatorship with the direct struggler persistent,
without respite, against imperialism. It is
necessary to engrain in the spirit of the
Portuguese people that the imperialists, hand in
hand with the large portuguese monopolists and
lat i fundi sts , are behind the fasc i st government ,supporting and inciting it in its crimes. a s

Having demonstrated the dependence of portuguese capital
upon foreign capital, cunhal claims that the revolution then

assumes both a democratic and a nationar character,
Thereforer âs cunhar suggests, the estabrishment of a

democratic regime in Portugal can onry be successful if it
also liberates the country from foreign imperialism. A

fairure to achieve this end wourd jeopardize the democratic

regime at any given time. The economic power of imperialism

48

49

r bid.

1D1(1.

p.98.

p.99.
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must be defeated to ensure the survivabilitv of the

revolution; the struggle against fascism is th." also a

struggle against imperialism and vice versa. OnIy this
successful realization of this struggle would be capable of

securing the "genuine independence of our Homelandtt.5o

It is within this context of dependence that the colonial
question becomes an urgent matter. The PCP came to the

conclusion that only by ending the "policy of vrar" could the

interests of the Portuguese and the colonized people be

served. The development of a mass movement in opposition to
the vrar would also be a contribution to the anti-fascist
struggle.sl The anti-coloniaL struggle assumes a liberating
dynamic not only for the periphery, but also for the

metropolis itself.

In 1964, when Cunhal was writing Rumo À Vitoria, the

colonial l/ar had been underway for three years. Yet, within
this relatively short period of time, certain important

developments could be pointed to by the Portuguese

communists. For example, âs the pace of the war intensified,
the military commitments necessary to continue the war

pushed the Portuguese regime further into the hands of

foreign capital. Paradoxically, as the struggle for freedom

intensified on the part of the colonial people the

independence of Portugal became increasingly compromised due

50
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to imperialist penetration of the country. In short,
liberating the colonies also meant Iiberating the portuguese

people. In this respect,

Portugal the best patriots
procraiming itserf the most patriotic organization, the pcp

was attempting to defrect the regime's accusations of
treason as well as to benefit from the nationalist sentiment

that it often criticized.

The Portuguese Communist party had been

independence of the overseas possessions

therefore rejected any type of "self-determination",

Cunhal was convinced that "in
are the internationalists."52 Bv

"federation" r oF other such proposal short
independence. The PCP would necessarily play the

role in the arliance between the portuguese working-crass

and the anti-coloniar movement. Responding to internal party
differences, Cunhal- states:

Only a total incomprehension of the problem could
lead a comrade to affirm that the alliance "isvery underdeveloped" and to think that it would
only be "developed" i f the party and thenationalist organízations in the colonies
established common plans of action.s3

committed to the

since 1957. I t

52 ibid., p.115. The Soviet writers y.M. Kukushkin and S.I.
Semenov, under the editorial supervision of Zagladin,
stated that the ".... specificity of the revoruÈionary
process in Portugar which went on against the backgrounã
of a colonial war, brought to the fore the mifitary
question. " Institute of SociaI Sciences, Theory andTactics of the. International Communist @ment. Moscow:
Progress Publishers, 1 985 , p.419.

Rumo ! Vitoria, OÞ. Cit. , p.117 .
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There is crearry no conception of determinism invol_ved in
this anarysis, only the claim that independence of the
colonies would weaken the fascist regime by aggravating its
crises. By the same token, the anti-fascist movement in
Portugar would "favourably influence" the African national
liberation movements.

This perception of the role of the national liberation
movements follows the theoretical rine adopted by the cpsu.
The solidarity existent between the portuguese working-cLass
and the nationaL liberation movements is an expression of
the international proletarian struggle for socialism.
Àccording to cunhal it vras the historic victories of the
international v¡orking-class movement, and in particular the
support of the ussR, that made the development of the
national riberation movements possibre. rn this wây, the pcp

whol1y identifies itserf with the positions of the cpsu
regarding the international communist movement and the
national liberation struggles.

rt is within this perspective of imperiarist domination
that the PCp arrives at its position regarding NÀTo. Given
Portugal's military weakness and economic backwardness,
Portugails inf luence within the Arriance was deemed to be

irrelevant and the country became little more than ,,...

"territory" in the service of the great imperialist
powers."5a In this context, NATO then becomes an instrument

s4 rbid. , p.124 .
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through which f oreign imperialism r.ras able to guarantee the
preservation of its mititary bases in portugal and to ensure
the survival of sarazar's regime. s s This relationship
between salazar's regime and the Atrantic Àrliance was

designed to ensure that salazar had sufficient military aid
to continue the colonial war.56 rn short, the pcp's position
regarding this issue can be summarized in the folrowinq
manner:

The participation in NÀTO is, in all aspects,contrary to the interests of the portuguese þeopleand the nation. NÀTo is an inãt.,rm"ñt ofimperialist and fascist domination of eortugai unathe Portuguese colonies. s 7

There v¡ere other eLements to the pcp's opposition to
NÀTo. starting from the assumption that the soviet union was

not a threat to any other nation, the united states v¡as

condemned as the most aggressive of imperialist powers and,
conseguently, the greatest threat to world peace. Echoing
Khruschev's position that the shift in the correlation of
forces had altered to the point where peacefur co-existence
Ì¡as imposed upon the west, peaceful co-existence is to be

regarded as both a form of crass struggte and a positive
factor in the development of the worrd revorutionary
movement. Yet, given that the nature of imperialism had not

ss Cunhal states, "the existence of mil
Portuguese territory places in question
the Portuguese nation the military
defensive end whatsoever. " Ibid. , p. 1 2Sl

s6 Cunhal, Relatorio, Op. Cit., p.63.
s7 Rumo À Vitoria, Op. Cit. , p.125.
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been altered and it therefore remained aggressive, the
foreign military bases were perceived as a potentiar source
of aggression against the socialist countries. This rine of
reasoning led the pcp to conclude that miritary bases in
foreign territory are not destined for any other purpose

except for the preparation of such an aggression."5B

The implications of the above analysis led cunhal to
assert that the sarazar regime, whose poJ_icies were

"directed against the peopre and the natioñ,,, could onry
survive if it quelled the popular resistance to it by a

"total- suppression of democratic liberties, and the constant
employment of the means of repressionrr.5e If this is the
case it then follows that the struggle for a democratic
regime and democratic liberties becomes the main task in the
Party's struggle against the regime.6o This of course raises
the inevitable question .of state povrer and the maintenance

of that power once it is achieved.

The Portuguese communists craimed that a democratic
regime could not be estabrished within the institutional
parameters of the Estado Novo. cunhal is adamant in his
rejection of the notion of simpry "taking over" the
machinery of the state.6l This position was directed not

s8 rbid, p.1
qq

1DIO . , p.

6o rnstitute
6 I Such an

preserve

26.

145.

of Social

objective
the power

Sciences, Op. Cit. r pp .415-417 .

is only held by those who wish toof the monopolists and Iatifundists
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onry at the non-communist opposition, but arso at those

communists who stirl believed in the "peaceful road" that
had previously dominated the party's politicar orientation.
Cunhal summarizes his position by writing,

Political forces that want to take power and makeprofound transformations in portuguese society,
that want to remove povrer from the classes that
today possess it and bring power to the classes
that are today dominated, cannot limit themselves
to taEe care of the fascist state apparatus. Thev
must destroy 6 2

rt becomes self-evident that the "fascist state", in arl of
its dimensions, must be smashed. The fairure to do so wirl
mean the failure of the revolution.

Having arrived at this junction, the guestion to be

considered is how the state is to be destroyed and what form

ii will take after the revolution. clearly, the smashing of
the state must be initiated prior to the taking of poritical
power. rn other words, the question of state power cannot be

deart with only after the "fascist" government has been

replaced by another government. The smashing of the state
must be initiated during the democratic revolution, and

before the conquest of state power. The pcp envisioned the

relationship between the revolution and state power in the

following manner:

and all that this implies.
that the state could survive
Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.150-51.

62 it. rbid., p.151 (Cunha1's
Lenin's State and Revolution
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But the popular revolution, in order
democratic government in power, must f.
profound blows upon the military and
apparatus of the fascist state.63

Having come to the conclusion that it was necessary to
destroy the fascist state and replace it with a democratic

one, the problem then becomes one of defining the nature of
that state" obviouslyr ãs mentioned above, the origins of
the democratic state lie in the revolutionary process which
precedes the seizure of power by democratic forces. cunhal
addresses the question of state power by reiterating the
PCP's acceptance of the Leninist conception of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Àccording to cunhal, given

that the state is the "instrument of domination of one or
various crasses over other crasses", it is the "organized
violence" of the dominant crasses. " For the portuguese

communists, the democratic state is "the working-crass and

its a1lies organized as dominant classes." The democratic
state then serves three primary functions: first, it is the
instrument to be utilized by the working-crass and its
allies to smash the resistance of the defeated classes, a

resistance that wourd certainry be led by the monopolists
and latifundists; second, to defend the regime against
foreign imperialist intervention; and third, to rearize the

to place a
irst inflict
bureaucrat ic

objectives of the democratic revolution.
ensured by repracing the erements of the old "coercive
institutions" - the military, the bureaucracy, the courËs,

63 rbid., p.151.
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and so forth - with truly democratic ones.64

Since Cunhal claims that the Salazar regime

"terror i st

latifundists", the most urgent task is the establishment of
"democratic freedoms". The conquest of these freedoms is not
only a means by which portuguese political life is to be

reformed, but it arso becomes the most immediate demand of
the masses. Recognizing the existence of various interests
and ends which characterize the various anti-monopolist
classes, the pcp claimed that it Ì.¡as the demand f or f reedom

d ic tator shi p

which united all of the portuguese people,
exception of a handful of millionaires and the small fascist
band serving them."65 The analysis set forth by the pcp

essentially craims that the regime's social base of support
is virtually non-existent. consequently, salazar and his

of the

government onLy survived

monopol i st s

imperialism and a coercive state apparatus. The overwhelming
majority of the portuguese population was objectively on the
side of the revolution.

rt is the above understanding that informs the pcp's
alliance policy in the "democratic and national" stage of
the revoÌution. The overthrow of the dictatorship and the
installation of democratic freedoms is, in itserf,
sufficient reason to justify a policy of broad-based crass

is the

and

t+ith the

64

"with the

r bid. ,

r bid. ,
b5

aid of foreiqn

p.151 -
p.153.

152. À11 emphasis is Cunhal's.
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unity.66 the PCP, while accepting the above, presents one

caveat in regards to

establishment of democratic liberties not only responds to

the profound desires of the Portuguese people,

necessary step

revo1ution."6T

claims that the struggle for democratic freedoms

merely an objective of the anti-fascist forces, but

the fundamental objective of the Party and

proletariat at that stage of the revolution.68

to reach other objectives of

this policy of

Responding to leftist criticism, Cunhal

Following from this point, Cunhal asserts that a

Provisional Government must be established in the aftermath

of the overthrow of the fascist
would ensure the establishment

hold free elections for a Const

all iances. The

66 The task at hand, according to the PCP, was the overthror+
of fascism. Thus, alliances were based on that simple
fact. The underlying presupposition is that the choice
was not between capitalism and socialism, but between
fascism and freedom. See Cunhal, Relatorio, OÞ. Cit.,
p.150.

67 Rumo A Vitoria , OÞ. Cit. , p. 1 53. Cunhal's emphasis.
68 The left wing of the Party suggested that this policy was

a "renunciation" of the Party's revolutionary tasks and,
conseguently r âD attempt to compromi se with the
bourgeoisie. This policy, according to Cunhal's critics,
demonstrated the hesitation of the proletariat's
revolutionary capacity. Cunhal responds by quoting
Lenin's To The Poor Peasantry in which he writes that the
conquest of liberties has to be the primary aim in order
to unite the Russian proletariat in the struggle for
socialism. This was written by Lenin prior to the 1905
revolution. See Ibid., p.153.

6s Other tasks of the Provisional Government would include
the rel-ease of political prisoners, the right to strike,
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it is indispensible that the PCP participate in such a

Provisional Government: its claim to participation rests

upon the fact that the said government should be composed of

all of the forces that overthrow "fascism".7 o Participation
in such a government would allow the PCP to defend the

interests of the proletariat and the labouring masses. While

not making the adoption of the Party's program a condition

of participation, the Party would actively attempt to

implement all of those immediate changes that could aid in

the realization of the "democratic and national revolution".
In short, the only pre-condition set by the PCP for its
participation in the Provisional Government is the

implementat ion of democrat i c f.reedoms and the holding of

free elections to a Constituent Assembly.

This work has undertaken a considerable effort to

elaborate the Portuguese Communist Party's socio-economic

analysis underlying the concept of the "democratic and

national revolution". Only through a detailed elaboration of

the reality of early 1960's Portugal, a reality as perceived

by the PCP, can one contextualize the "democratic and

universal franchise, the creation of structures of a
democratic state i.e. a democratic armed forces, a
democratic police, and a democratic justice system.
Looking at the revolutionary process of 1974 1975 one
can see that the PCP fought actively for all of these
measures. Ibid., p.1541 see also Cunhal, Relatorio, OÞ.
Cit. r pp.92-93.

7o One really is never sure just exactly how representation
is to be determined. Given that the PCP was the strongest
anti-regime force, one can conclude that the PCP would
have the greatest number of representatives.
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national revolution" and its objectives. The objectives of
the revolution, both democratic and nationar, guided the
Portuguese.communists not onty until the corrapse of the
authoritarian regime, but arso during the revolutionary
process. The PCP's activity during the national crisis of
1974-75, as werl as the party's subsequent defense of the
"democratic regime" estabrished in the aftermath of the
crisis, constitute a praxis informed by the said theoretical
conception of the portuguese road to socialism.

leadership battle within the pcp. The various centraL
committee reunions held in the aftermath of the peniche

breakout served to consolidate his poÌ{er within the party.
rn February 1965, both Avante and g Militante, published a

centrar committee communique announcing the outline of a new

Party Program to be submítted to the sixth congress.Tr The

communique claimed that the objective of the pcp's program

was to sc ient i f icatly def ine , based on the works of Marx,
Engers, and Lenin, the tasks faced by the party at that
junction of the revolutionary process. The pcp maintained
that the primary objective of the "democratic and national
revolution" was the overthrow of the "fascist regime". To

this end, the immediate phase of the "democratic and

nationar revol-ution" assumed a broad anti-monoporist and

anti-imperialist character. Recognizing the ultimate aim of

Cunhal's 1 960 prison escape set the stage for a

7 1 the text of this communique can be consulted in partido
comunista Portugues, Doçumentos _ do comite central,1965/74. Lisbon: edicoes Avante, 197T ppfi6.-
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the PCP as the transition to socialism and communism, t.he

Party Program asserted that the "democratic and national
revolution" v¡as an inherent and indispensible component of

the transition to socialism. However, the construction of

socialism, through the dictatorship of the proletariat, ?ras

not possible until the total completion of the democratic

and national staqe.

The "democratic and national revolution" v¡as "democratic"

because it would "end the fascist tyranny"; establish
democratic freedoms; abolish the pov¡er of the financial
oligarchy; defend the interests of the people; and implement

a "series of profound reforms benefitting the overwhelming

majority of the Portuguese peopIe". It would be "national"
because not only would i t terminate the imper ial i st
domination of Portugal, but also end Portuguese colonial
domination over the overseas possessions. In addition, the

revolution would assure Portugal's sovereignty, territorial
integrity and "the genuine independence of the country.ttT2

In order to achieve the "democratic and national
revolution",
fundamental objectives. Fi

fascist state and the instal
Second, the liquidation of

economic development. The

Agrarian Reform that would

the Program

7 2 rbid. , Þ.17 .

of the PCP outlined eight

rst, the destruction of the

lation of a democratic regime.

monopolist power followed by

third objective ca1led for an

give the land to those that
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vrorked it. Fourth, improvement of the standard of living of
the working crasses in particular and the people in general.
Fifth, the democratization of education and culture. The

sixth objective vras the riberation of portugar from

imperialism. seventh, the recognition of the immediate right
to independence for the coronized peoples. And, lastly, the

deveropment of a poricy of peace and friendship toward alI
the peopres of the worrd. The realization of these eight
objectives cornpreted the "democratic and national
revolution".73

It becomes quite apparent that the pCp's sLrategy to
obtain power v¡as divided into distinct phases. The

"democratic" aspect of the revolution wourd see the pcp

coming to power as the vanguard of a broad anti-monopolist
movement and estabrish an eventual dictatorship of the
proletariat. This process would simuttaneously demand a

vigorous anti-imperialist stance. whire it would be possible
to achieve political power before defeating imperialism, it
vras not possible to maintain that pos¡er wiLhout its def eat.
rn this respect, the "democratic and national revorution" is
both anti-monopolist and anti-imperialist it cannot but be

so.

The PCP's

consolidation of

realize its end.

73 rbid.r pp.22-23.

strategy demanded the formation and

a broad unitary movement in order to
In other words, the pCp's assault upon
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state polrer would be preceded

the civil society. To this end, the trade union movement,

the students' movement, the anti-colonial movement and so

forth became essential el-ements in the PCP's formula for
revolution. In one sense, the state would not so much be

smashed as it would be swept away. During the revolutionary
process of 1974-75 the PCP combined its attack on the state
with an assault on civil society. Àlthough the Party failed
to implement the eight objectives of the PCP Program that

constitute the "democratic and national- revolution", the

exercise was not a total failure, as will be demonstrated in

the following chapter. The PCP's success in creating a

"democratic regime" in Portugal was presupposed by an

alliance policy that would facilitate just such an endeavor.

The essential fact that must be considered in analyzing

the alliance policies of the PCP is the Party position that

the "fascist government" served merely the interests of the

monopolists and the latifundists; the interests of aIl other

c lasses and st ratum vrere not served by " f asc i sm" . We can

then see that the interest of the proletariat, the peasants

(smaIl and medium producers), the urban petit-bourgeoisie,

sectors of the medium bourgeoisie, and intellectuals v¡ere

by a firm implementation in

all hurt

a1l-encompassing opposition to the regime which would

determine the alliance policy to be followed by the Party.Ts

74

by Salazar's policies.Tn 1t is this

Rumo À Vitoria,
Relatorio, @..t5

9p.

cir.
Cit. , p.159

, P.37
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However, it was well understood that the alliance policy
to be pursued during the "democratic and national
revolution" was context-specific. In other words, a broad
unitary alliance policy would be forrowed during this phase

of the revolution. This poricy vlas dictated by the immediate

need to overthrow the fascist regime during this phase of
the democratic and national revolution. However, once the
socialist revolution was initiated, it would

present the policy of alliances in different termsthan those that it is presented in the democratic
and national revolution. Àt the same time, it isnot the abolishment of capitalism that is inguestion; what is now in question is the abolitionof the power of the monopolists and latifundiscs
and the liberation of portugar from imperiarism.z6

The struggle against fascism was a struggle that necessarirv
incorporated all anti-monopolist forces.

Àccording to cunhal, it must be remembered that such

broad-based class opposition did not end the class
contradictions amongst the opposition. The estabrishment of
any anti-monopolist front merery recognized the regime and

its base of support as the common enemy. conflicts within
the anti-fascist movement would arise in due time. yet,
this front wourd be the beneficiary of one of the regime's
fundamental contradictions. The concentration of capital,
the prime objective of salazar's poricies, strengthens the
proretariat at the same time that it strengthens the
monopolists and the latifundists.
middre classes are "sgueezed", thereby eroding the regime's

76 rbid., p.86.
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social base of support. In other words, while the regime

strengthens the social forces opposing iÈ, it also creates

an imoerative for united action.77

It can therefore be concluded that the fundarnental class

base of the anti-monopolist front was the working-c1ass in

alliance with the peasantry and the urban petit-bourgeoisie.

One should not by any means overlook the external factor:
the struggle of the colonial peoples was an essential

element of this front. In Portuguese conditions, the

question of working-cl-ass unity did not present itself since

there only existed one working-c1ass party: the PCP.78 The

absence of other working-class parties, and the fact that

the syndicalist movement v¡as formally dominated by fascists
and informally influenced by the PCP through the unitary
commissions, gave rise to the unique character of

working-class unity in Portugal. Given that this unity
existed under the leadership of the communists, it was

translated into diverse economic and political struggles as

well as the struggte of the unitary organisms.Ts While the

working-class may not have been sufficiently united in its
action, it was not divided either.

78

Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.159.

The existing socialist groups are composed of
intellectuals and cannoL be counted as working-class-
parties (p.160). See also Cunhal, Relatorio, OÞ. Cit.,
p.1 01 .

7s Rumo À Vitoria, 9_g. Cit., p.160.
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As has been alluded to, the question of the peasantry

contained unique characteristics. The rural workers of the

South were not only supportive of the democratic revolutionr

but are also in favor of socialism. The property-owning

peasantry of the north had a reduced, often spontaneous,

method of struggle. Notwi thstanding , the ant i -fasc i st

movement can only be strengthened by the organization of the

peasantry and its incorporation into the struggle.eo

There is no question that the leading role in the unitary

movement belonged to the proleta.riat and, naturally, to its
vanguard party. In Portuguese conditions, Cunhal cl-aimed

that it "is only the proletariat that is in the condition to
promote the unity of all anti-monopoJ-ist classes and

masses".8l Indeed, the PCP always enjoyed a determining role

in the unitary movement, except during "some periods when

sectarian or opportunistic conceptions predominated in our

Ì¿ork."I2 For Cunhal the fact that large sections of the

anti-fascist movement accepted

co-operation with the PCP was itself a great victory and a

vindication of the Party 1ine. Rather than having lagged

behind the bourgeoisier âs the left contendedrthe Party had

been strenghtened by its moderate positions.ss

80 The question of what type of worker-peasant
to be constructed was addressed by Cunhal
@. Cit., pp.113-118.

Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit. , p.162.

Ibid. , p.162.

ibid., p.'163.
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The approach to the question of alliances was a most

serious one for the PCP. Having so often made serious

mistakes in this regard, by 1964 the PCP was sufficiently

strong enough to adopt the position proposed by Cunhal.

Indeed, he went to great lengths to explain that the

establishment of a common front could not be dominated by

one political party and its political program.

establishment of a front must be based on a minimum program

that will not alienate any member or allow any other to

dominate. For this reason the PCP rejected the elaboration

of detailed programs, something which was "a preoccupation

absorbing too many energies" and which "distracts attention
from fundamental tasks."8a This is certainly not to suggest

that the PCP did not have concrete proposals for a minimum

program. IL certainly favoured the elaboration of a Program

for a Provisional Government which would be established

following the overthrow of the fascist regime.

The elaboration of a Provisional Government Program was

an essential task because such a progran would be beneficial
in obtaining the support of the masses for the democratic

and national revolution, as weIl as support for the

political program of the PCP itself. However, the

development of a unitary program for the Provisional

Government would serve an additional purpose; it would allow

the masses to implement the program of the Provisional

Government even prior to the holding of elections for the

The

84 rbid., p.164.
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Constituent Àssemb1y. Thg existence of such a document would

inspire the masses to implement the measures contained in

the program during the revolutionary process preceding the

elections to the Constituent Àssembly. Revolutionary mass

action would guarantee the adoption of certain measures

prior to the elections which would make these "truly free";
the result of this electoral expression of the will of the

people would be respected the PCP.85 It vras this conception

of free elections that was to have such a oolitical imoact

during the crisis of 1974 75.

The adoption of a unitary program does not negate the

fact that the program of the PCP is objectively correct -
unfortunately, for the Party, the other classes and parties

involved in the anti-monopolist struggle are simply not

cognizant of this. Nonetheless, it is only the proletariat
that finds itself in the position to fulfill al1 of the

goal-s of the democratic revolution. The program of a Unitary
Front will necessarily be much more limited that the party's

own program. In 1964, the Party was preparing its program;

it was also active in the consolidation of the (fplN)

Patriotic Front. s 6

The unitary movement envisioned by the PCP was to have

its concrete expression in the form of the FPLN. The

principal problem faced by the FPLN was the creation of an

AE

86

r bid. ,

Ibid.,
p. 166.

p.167 .
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effective leadership inside Portugal itself. In 1 963, the

central leadership body of the FPLN, the Central Patriotic

Junta, vras non-existent. Until the Front held its I I

Conference, in January 1964, that remained unchanged. The

PCP was instrumental in demanding the establishment of a

leadership organ that would function clandestinely within

the country. Indeed, the Communist Party's position vlas to

develop a leadership organ within the country and another in

exile. Leadership of the unitary movement would be exercised

by those that de facto led the movement. In other words, the

Partlz claimed for itself the leadership of the unitary

movement.sT The PCP's struggle within the country would act

as a pole for other opposition groups. Therefore, a policy

of broad-based alliances under the leadership of the

Portuguese Communist Party would ensure its dominance of the

unitary movement.

The establishment of a broad unitary movement created

favourable conditions for the PCP to exercise its influence

in society. Àt the same time, Cunhal was adamant in his

claims that the regime could only collapse through the use

of force. The position expounded by the Secretary-General of

the PCP was that all peaceful forms of struggle had been

exhausted and that the regime did not. understand any other

language except that of violence.

regime would be realized through an act of violence that

incorporated a

87 r bid. , p. 1 7o-7 4.
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a "people's



insurrection"

revolut i onary

nilitary and

In one

radical;

, and " o . n the armed struggle of the

soldiers overcoming and destroying

repressive apparatus. " I I

advocating armed

However, the call was tempered by denying that the

conditions for revolution vrere ripe. What then needed to be

defined by CunhaI were the objective and subjective

conditions for revolution in Portugal.se In Portugal, the

crisis of the regime, aggravated by the coloniaL Ì{ar, was an

indication that the revolutionary situation v¡as approaching,

although it did not yet exist. The PCP's role was to create

sense, this conception of

the PCP was the only orthodox communist party

struggle in

an impulse leading

situation.

Vlestern Europe

people and

bhe fascist

suggested that the preconditions defining a

situation simply did not exist.eo

revolution is truly

Cunhal,

88 rbid., p.189.

to the development of

at the time.

8s For revolution to be successful there must exist a
revolutionary situation (objective) and the revolutionary
classes must be ready to take the decisive action that
will topple the existing regime (subjective). The
objective conditions exist when the revolutionary classes
do not want to live the same way and the dominant classes

argulng against

cannot continue.
Lenin's Two Tactics of Socia1 Denocracy.

eo Ibid. , p.191. The argument is directed primarily against
the Comite Marxista-Leninista Portugues. The CMLP's
criticisms of the "democratic and national revolution"
can be found in the pages of its organ Revolucao Popular,
1964-65. Lisbon: Edicoes Voz do Povo, 1975.
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Portugal's insurrection would conÈain specific features

allowing it to be characterized as a national uprising.
This is meant to denote that the

final and decisive shock with the dictatorship
will be undertaken, not as the result of a
"conspiracy" taken at the margins of the popular
struggle, but in a situation of intense and
generalized political struggle of the popular
masses. 9 1

The national uprising is the natural extension of the

popular struggle. The popular insurrection is, according to
Cunhal, the culmination of a broad movement of the masses

preceeded by the intensification of strikes and other such

actions. These acts of opposition to the regime also serve

as a training ground to educate the revolutionary masses for
the final battle against the dominant classes. gfhen the

struggle is elevated to a "superior" form, the party must

act decisively to bring it to fruition. In order to do sor

the Party must ensure that it has a "strong organization
tied to the popular masses and with deep roots in the armed

forces" so that it may "decide the moment of the final
assault against the fascist fortress,
undertake the insurrection. s 2

Inevitably, for the revolution to succeed, the armed

forces, the main pillar of support available to the regime,

must be neutralized in some manner. In 1964 the pCp claimed

that it was not yet in a position which would allow it to

91 Rumo À

lbid.,92

Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.191.

p.193.
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confront and defeat the military rnight of the regime. In

order for the revolution to overthrow the regime it was

first necessary to ensure the participation of a sector of

the armed forces and the neutralization of the rest. Sectors

of the armed forces would come to support the revolution as

the popular movement against the regime grew.s3

The Party had already realized by 1964 that the induction

of milicanos into the armed forces r¡as a favourable factor

for the opposition. The colonial r{ar h'as also considered to

be an essential element in the radicalization of the armed

forces. Resistance to the regime's policies, and the vrar

poJ.icy in particular, stimulated by revolutionary action

would bring the armed forces to the side of the

revolution.s4 As important as these two factors wererit was

also necessary to actively organize in the armed forces in
order to co-opt the soldiers into the revolut ionary.

camp.ss Ìt is for this reason that the PCP devoted not an

inconsiderable amount of time and effort toward developing a

presence in the Portuguese armed forces. Indeed, the

insurrection could not be successful without a strong

revolutionary organization to guide the armed forces.

Simultaneously, work amongst the masses would be reinforced

in order to develop the conditions for the insurrection.

s3 rbid., p.197.
94

95

Relatorio, OÞ. Cit.
Rumo À Vitoria, Op.

, pp.130-131.

Cit. , p.197.
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The PcP concluded that the "sole path to the national
uprising is the popular mass struggre."sG rhe curmination of

numerous mass struggles would bring down the regime. The

popular struggle took various forms in portugal; inctuding
the struggle of the urban proretariat, the rurar workers,

the students, and the anti-war movement. The party's support

for and reinforcement within the mass struggre v¡as to be the
immediate task of the communists in preparation for the
national uprising.

The Portuguese communists also needed to encourage open

struggles against the regime demonstrations and strikes in
particular. one of the more essential- forms of struggle had

been the Presidentiar and legislative efections conducted

within the limitations set by the regime. The 1961 elections
to the Àssembly assume great politicar importance for the

Party. Fearing the development of a movement simirar to
that of 1958, the government $¡as forced to take serious
measures to supress the opposition. The practical result of
these acts was the regime's arienation of the bourgeois

opposition to the point that it withdrew from the erectoral
campaign prior to election day. The pcp opposed this
strategy since the electoral campaign provided a forum for
political agitation that shourd be maximized. For cunhal's
party the political significance of 1961 electoral campaign

and act was that it ended the "remaining constitutional

s6 rbid., p.207.
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illusions"eT about the regime's capacity for peaceful change

which vrere held by some sectors of the opposition. prior to
1961, the poliLical opposition undertook action almost

exclusively during electoral campaigns in legal and

semi-legal conditions. The events of November 1961

demonstrated that the popular movement had progressed beyond

merely accepting the constraints of the regime and had taken

the offensive against the it. s I

It þras the political situation created in the aftermath

of the 1961 electoral campaign that provided the catalyst
for the events of 1962. The May 1 demonstration, the May I
demonstration in Lisbon, and the wave of strikes throughout

the south were all components of the greatest mass movement

against the regime until thaL date. They vrere also the

"greatest victory of all of the Communist party in the

mobilization of the popurar masses for a series of politicar
actions". e e Indeed, the Party claimed full credit , as it
often did, for this series of disruptions.
activities r{ere understood by the PCP to be of a limited
scope; they were directed against the government but were

not to be understood as the prelude to the insurrection.

97

98

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

oo I D1O.

p.234.

p.234-235.

p.235-236.,

Yet, these
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The Communist Party was explicit in maintaining that
illegaI struggles had to be accompanied by legat and

semi-legal forms of struggle and organization if the mass

movement lr'as to be successful under the conditions existent
in Salazar's Portugal. The need for illegal organization h'as

evident to the Party:

To desist from these would only be to desist from
opposition to the fascist regime as well as the
defense of the immediate, vital interests of the
Portuguese people. The organization, the press and
the clandestine action of the Communist party has
been, throughout the years,

This seemed evident to all of the factions within
and there was very little disagreement on this
However, it was the 1egal and semi-Iega1 activities
in by the PCP that conflicted not only with the

Ief t, but also with the party's olrn

Characteristically, CunhaI took a centrist position
the left and the right-wing of the Party.

instrument of the working-classes and Portuguese
people's struggleloo

The PCP had previously addressed the problems associated

with the exclusive use of clandestine methods of work.

Following such a path would lead to the creation of a party

closed within itself; out of touch with the masses and

Iacking the capacity to organize, mobilize, and lead the

popular movement. If such an orientation r¡as to be adopted,

the Party could not prevent itself from becoming a

"sectarian groupr âcting at the margin of the problems,

the pr inc ipal

the PCP

matter.

engaged

ext reme

"right".
between

100 rbid. , p.239 (Cunhal's emphasis).
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anxieties and necessities of the
people in general"; a group which

"general staff of the proletariat."1
to maximize aIl forms of struggle
without adopting a sectarian method

to 1egalism.

The utilization of all avairable legal forms of struggle
and organization facilitated the pcp's objective reaching
out to the masses. Through the party's use of legal
organizations and activities the masses could be educated in
revoLutionary activity reading to a heightened revorutionary
consciousness. In fact, many of the party's successes came

as a result of the utilization of tegal means in the
promotion of its message. Às cunhar craimed, "(M)any of the
great political battles against the fascist dictatorship
beqan with the exploitation of regaJ. possibirities of
acting.rrl02 To illustrate its point, the pcp points to the
Party's work during the erectoral campaigns and within the
MUD as primary examples of the possibirities presented by

regaJ- and semi-Iegal action. while the dangers of "legalism"
were ever-present, legar and semi-regar work, with a

cohesive clandestine organization and ideology as its
foundation, Þ¡as an ideal vehicle for the consoridation and

development of the revolutionary movement. rnversery, if the
popular movement is sufficientry powerful, it can force the

working-class and the

could never become the
o1 It vras then essential
available to the party

of work or capitulating

ol

o2

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.239.

p.240 (Cunhal 's emphasis) .
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government to recognize its claims to legalize any of its
mass organ ízations. r o 3

There is no doubt that the PCP had to actively combat

"Iegalism" at the same time that it waged a battle against

Ief tism. I f the danger of "legalism" h'as present, the

problem of "economism" also had to be addressed. There l¡as

no quest ioning the fact that economic struggles s¡ere

necessary in order to satisfy the immediate demands of the

workers as well as to prevent the increasing level of

capitalist exploitation.
to guide the workers in this form of struggle. It was also

true that this type of struggle was the bedrock of the

overalÌ political struggle against the authoritarian regime.

The economic struggle both enlarges the ranks of the

revolutionary movement as well as raising the class

consc iousness of the said movement.

importantly, under the authoritarian regime "the economic

struggle today has a political significance and is, in many

instances, a struggle with a political character."lo4 The

underlying reason for the significance of the economic

struggles is the fact that econornic demands forwarded by the

workers automatically call into question not only the

government, but the regime in its totality.tos Not only are

these economic struggles objectiveì-y political, they are

It was the duty of the communists

103 ibid.
104 Ibid.

los Insti

, p.241 - 242.

, p.245.

tute of Socia1

Perhaps more

MUD and MND are examples.

Sciences, OÞ. Cit. r pp.417.
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also subjectively political since the workers

cognizant of their significance. I o 6

The aforementioned discussion does not mean to suggest

that economic struggles can be replaced by those of a merely

political nature; the level of consciousness is not equal in
all strata and therefore the jump qualitative cannot be

taken. In the Portugal of the early 1960's the importance of

political struggles was evident,

acting as complementary forms. Political struggles, such as

demonstrations, needed to be co-ordinated with the

working-class' concrete political and economic demands. Such

a form of interactive struggle rejuvenated the popular

movement and allowed it to grow and prepare for greater

struggles in the future, while continuously building on

past successes. The guidance of the Communist Party was

necessary in the organization and the development of boih

economic and political forms of struggle. Only in this way

could the subjective conditions for revolution be created,

Ieading to a total assault on state power.lo7

The Portuguese Communist Party also had to concern itself
with the development of "superior " forms of struggle.
Needless to sâyr such forms of struggle could not be

attained by simply skipping stages and abandoning "inferior"
forms. Superior forms of struggle could only develop if they

are clearly

with economic battles

106

107

Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.246.

Ibid.,p.247 -248.
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were built upon inferior fôrms. Given that strikes are a

superior form of struggle which will be met with violence,

they must be preceded by inferior forms within the

workplace. These inferior forms will- unite the working-cIass

and create the potential for the undertaking of strikes and

other superior forms of struggle. The Party remained tied
to the masses in order to guide them in an effective
manner. 1oB Cunhal writes,

When the Party insists in developing the mass
struggle in all directions, in associating the
clandestine forms of action to legal and
semi-Iega1 forms, in developing .the economic
struggle and the political struggle, the only path
that can lead to the popular mass struggle surges

In each sector and in the overall movement it
is necessary to know how to choose at any given
moment the tutderne¡teÀ direction, which can be an
economic struggle, a synaicafist struggle, a
solidarity movement, a potitical struggle. 1 oe

In the context of the times, this position must be

understood, to a large extent as a reaction to the criticism
of the extreme left. Recognizíng the necessity of creating

"action of self-defense for the masses", the PCP did not

favour the creation of self-defense mechanisms through

spontaneous action. Àt the same time, elements within the

Party that formally supported the concept of the "national

uprising" remained committed in practice to the "peaceful

transition" Iine of the former leadership. I 1 o while

los rbid., p.248-249.
na

10

I bid. , p.253 .

The adoption of a violent road was in part a response to
internal Soviet critiques of Khruschev's excesses. In
the PCP these "excesses" manifested Lhemselves in the
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supporting direct action against the regime, the PCP opposed

the "leftist position" demanding immediate violent
confrontation with the regime and its apparatus. Direct
action for Cunhal meant the development of the mass popular

movement until that time when the insurrection could be

succ es s f uI ly

"petit-bourgeoisie revolutionary" positions criticized by

Cunhal could potentialy lead the mass movement to defeat. l 1 I

The fundamental importance of this polemic cannot be

overemphasized. From 1961 to 1964 this had been the main

debate within the ranks of the PCP. The colonial war created

a dynamic that was easily exploited by those that believed

that the war created the objective conditions leading to the

immediate collapse of the regime.

undertaken. The

We must now turn our attent
envisioned for itself in the

regime. Given the repressive

regime, one of the fundamenta

undertake in 1964 was

organization.l12 This is true

adopt i on of the

form of the "anarcho-IiberaI deviation" and their
acceptance of a "peaceful transition" in Portugal. On
this point see GaSpar, 9p. Cit. , p.67.

1 1 1 Cunhal suggests that such actions may be taken by the
Party, but if they are undertaken the Party cannot
divulge the fact that it has assumed such a position.
Yet this silence can be justified by the very fact that
the aforementioned are not tasks for the entire Party.

ion to the role that

struggle against Sa

nature of the author

I tasks that the PCP

112

Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.255.

"What characterizes the repression in the last few years
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Party apparatus itself, but also .in regards to the cohesion

of the legal and semi-legal organizations" There is no doubt

that such a process was extremely slow and did not result in

immediate dividends. Cunhal is not only alrare of this fact,
but also realizes that such illusions can quickly lead to
organizational and political immobilization. For this
reason, he recommends "patient" and "tenacious" work, as

well as an appreciation of the political and psychological

significance of "smalI successes.tr1 13 The PCP was the leader

of the opposition not only because it was the vanguard of

the proletariat armed with a revolutionary ideology, but

also because it possessed a solid organization benefitting
from the cohesion of non-party groups in which it
participated.

Despite the above factors, the Party's apparatus was in

dire need of organízational rejuvenation. Cunhal himself

writes that the PCP must pay more attention to

organizational matters as well as to leading the fight of

the industrial proletariat against the regime.

that the leading local and regional organisms of the Party

were not sufficiently aware of the varied struggles for
workers' demands. Yet ,

communist leadership, was Cunhal's assessment that those

is its generalized character, i
all aspects of social 1ife, the
as a process of general
Relatorio, OÞ. Cit. , p.73.

113 Rumo I Vitoria, OÞ. Cit. , p.261 .
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same organisms did not attempt to draw serious conclusions

from the mass struggle; nor did they transmit their
particular experiences to higher organs of the Party. This

situation had degenerated to the point that "months and even

years go by without certain sectors making the Central

Committee a!.rare of the organizational experiences in the

struggle for revindications. Routine has installed itself in

many sectors, that repeat the same formulas throughout the

Years. rtl 1 4

The general malaise affecting the Party was by no means

restricted to one particular level of the Communist Party's

apparatus. Many of the organisms involved in the everyday

struggle of the proletariat vrere also judged to be deficient
in their work. The "stagnation" of these organisms resulted

f rom the debi 1 i t ies of the Party and the syndical i st

movement. The latter's actions did not correspond to the

IeveI of the proletariat's radicalization, according to

Cunhal. Since these organs were paralyzed, there was very

little possibility of the Party being able to lead the

industrial proletariat to superior forms of struggle. The

practical result of such a state of affairs manifested

itself in growing disenchantment and defeatism. Where the

organ ízat ions did ex i st , they vrere plagued by a " t imidity"
that often made political work ineffective.lls

114 Ibid.

1 1s Ibid.
, p.263.

, p.263.
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Another serious problem that the PCP vras forced to

contend with was the limited scope of action which it could

undertake. While the traditional forms of organization were

to be maintained, their work vras clearly not satisfactory at

that point in the history of the working-cIass movement.

Despite their drawbacks, the Commissions of Unity were to be

maintained in the factories and other workplaces where they

existed, and would continue to be the basic organízational
expression of the movement in each location. What had to be

overcome was the tendency to limit actions to one workplace;

this tendency would be replaced with broad working-cIass

unity that would encompass the same profession or sector.ll6
The PCP points to the rural proletarian movement in the

Àlentejo and Ribatejo, under its leadership, as the example

to be emulated.

These issues were all to find concrete expression in the

syndical work of the Portuguese Communist Party. Although

the National Syndicates v¡ere controlled by the government,

their importance was derived from the fact that they

encompassed thousands of members. I t vras this mass

organization that was to be targetted for control by the

communists. The utilization of the said syndicates by the

working-class presupposes a highly developed level of both

organization and class consciousness. 1 1 7 In attempting to

116 rbid. , p.264.
1 17 ÀIthough the struggle was conducted within the

structures of the state, it vras also to be carried out
against these structures. Relatorio, OÞ. Cit. , p.1 09.
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prove this point, Cunhal

virtually non-existent work in these organizations prior to

the strikes of

Iow level of

work. l 1 I The momentum that the movement gained in

allowed the working-class

syndicates. The political

July and Àugust of 1943 was a reflection of a

phenomenon was that work within the fascist syndicates was

only possible when the level of struggle matured.lrs

development which would not sustain

To this point, this thesis has considered

position of the Portuguese Communists the

national- revofution" and the alliance polic
this concept. Nonetheless, this analysis

suggested that the Party's

to obtain control of a number of

prove to be a useless undertaking if the organízai.ional

conceptions of the PCP were not also examined. Ultimately,
it is the self-definition of the PCP as a Marxist-Leninist

conclusion drawn from this

party that

the role of

the nature

TS

I 1 I The fundamental orientation to be pursued by the PCP in
their work within the syndicates was outlined in an O
Mititante article of april 1943. The three points wereT
first, to pressure the leadership of the syndicates
through the existing commissions; second, to enter the
syndicates en masse to wrestle control from the

such

1 945

greatly responsible for determining not only

the party in the revolutionary process, but also

of this same process. The conception of a

the theoretical
"democratic and

ies arising from

would ult imately

exploiting classes
working-classes; and IastIy, to elect honest workers
which ejoy the confidence of their fellow workers. These
three conditions vrere to be maintained and exoanded in
1964.

I I s The case with the casas do povo
that of the national syndicates,
elaborated upon at this time.
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"national and democratic revolution" is the result of the

particular view that the PCP has of Marxism-Leninism as well

as its role as a Portuguese party responding to a national

phenomenon.

The bearers of a history littered with internal battles,
by 1964 three orientations particularly disturbed Cunhal and

his supporters: terrorism, putschism, and legaIism. These

three tendencies, varying in strength at different points,

are all inspired by petit-bourgeois class positions,

although at times supported by the medium bourgeoisie. À11

three are a reffection of the impatience and disillusionment

of this strata regarding the revolutionary process,

compounded by a basic lack of confidence in the

revolutionary capacity of the proletariat. In addition,
these orientations reflect the attempt of these bourgeois

sectors to attain hegemony over the revolutionary process

and, by doing so, supplanting the proletariat's role. From

1945 to 1961 the putschist and legalist orientations were

stronger, in conformity with the nature of the political

situation. The terrorist tendency proved to be the dominant

current after 1961 . These orientations were, in their
totality, considered to be a result of a corresponding lack

of political support and organizational weakness on the part

of groups proposing such solutions. l 2o

120 Rumo A Vitoria, Op. Cit. , p.281
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By the time that the pcp herd its sixth congress both the
putschist and regalist currents had been soundly defeated
within the ranks of the party. The infruence of various
extreme left groups and their conception of revorutionary
action was the main threat to the centrist pcp orientation
by 1964. within this context the principal, although not
exclusive, ideologicar battle that had to be waged was

precisely against these groups to the reft of cunhal's
Party. rt vras therefore no coincidence that a great number

of the internar Pcp polemics were directed against the
ttlefttt.

The advocates of various forms of direct action were

alternatively referred to by the pcp as exponents of
petit-bourgeois radicalism or

danger of such conceptions, aside from their theoretical
bankruptcy, was that they could prevent the evolution of the
mass movement. rt would seem that the main concern for the
PCP was that these leftist conceptions would contaminate the
opposition and create unreal-izabre expectations that wourd

culminate in general defeatism. r21 rn practical terms, the
influence of the pcp wourd necessariry be diminished in
proportion to the developing strength of the left-wing
groups outside the Party. Theoreticatry, the error committed

by these groups was that they conceptualized direct action
as a means of leading the masses to revolution white
ignoring the objective conditions for such a revolutionary.

revolutionary verbalism. The

121 ibid., p.zï2.
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since a revolutionary situation did not exist, according to
cunhal and his supporters, direct action wourd not onry be

in vain, but wourd arso be a serious detriment to the

development of the mass revolutionary movement.

The inherent danger in the use of direct action vras that
these individuar terrorist acts could separate the vanguard

from the massesi the danger was not underestimated by the
PcP. Not only would these terrorist acts provoke further
repression by the regime, but they vrourd also create serious
hesitations on the part of the popular movement. The pcp's

position supporting the inevitability of armed action
against the regime, was partry a response to pressures from

the reft within the Party's ranks. However, the rear issue

for cunhal was not the need for eventuar violent action, but

". . . the fundamental- direction of the activities of the

Party and other democratic forces, and the orientation to be

qiven to the workinq-class and the popular 1 22

rn attempting to trace the genesis of these terrorist
conceptions cunhal points to the elections of 1958 and the

subsequent disillusionment provoked by the "electorar
f arce". The initiation of the colonial vrar, the hyjacking of

the santa Maria, and the experience of the fraternal parties
in other countries were also influential in this process.

The call for direct action and the associated belief that
the regime would quickly be overthrown by such action "had

| 22 masses. " Iè1¡!. , p.284. Cunhal's emphasis.
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all the markings of the petit-bourgeoisie.rrr 2 3 This

impatience was caused by the fear that the monopolists would

ruin the petit-bourgeoisie as a separate class. Às such, the

calls for direct action vrere to be opposed and unmasked as a

form of petit-bourgeois radicalism that feared the

determining role of the proletariat in the revolutionary

struggle.

WhiIe the aforesaid tendency \{as clearly the most

inconvenient for the PCP, putschism also proved to be a

problematic tendency within the Party. This orientation

essentially suggested that a military conspiracy and a

subsequent coup d'etat would be sufficient to overthrow

Sa1aza r .1 2 a Clearly part of the danger r ês well as the

appeal of this tendency, was that there did indeed exist

such a tradition in the Portuguese military. The most

detrimental aspect of military action, from the perspective

of the Communi st Party r wâs that such action was

conspiratorial and did not presuppose the building of a

military revolutionary movement. The military, or at least a

sizeable part, could only be vron over to the revolution if

the popular mass movement created the conditions that would

allow for such a development.

1 23 I bid.

124 Ibid.

p.287.

p. 288 .
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Although putschism needed to be fought on principle, the

PCP did not abandon the possibility of participating,
directly or indirectly, in the execution of a military coup.

Leninist strategy does not discourage such an act if the

dynamic following such an act could be dominated by the

Party. In fact, the PCP had supported such action in the

past. Cunhal was blatantly honest when he said that "the
Party's participation in an act is conditioned by the

Party's participation in the leadership. " 1 2s Perhaps this
readiness to co-operate with the military rested upon the

realization that a sizeable sector within the armed forces

had to support the revolut ion i f

realistically contemplate victory.

Despite the necessity of addressing the question of

putschism, the problem of "lega1ism" was a much more

immediate one for the leadership of the Portuguese Communist

Party. This orientation had developed in the aftermath of

the Allied victory of 1945 and, as a conseguence, there

arose the belief that the regime would collapse in the new

international environment. Not only vras such a conception

the product of "an incomprehension of the nature of the

fascist regimerrr I 26 it also resulted from a fear of the

proletariat and its vanguard party. The principal
characteristic of this orientation was the notion that the

the PCP r.¡a s to

utilization of Iegal methods,

25

26

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.292.

p.292.

to the exclusion of all
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ot.hers, wourd ensure the triumph of the revorutionary
process. At the time of Cunhal's writing this tendency was

the preferred method of the medium bourgeoisie in its search

for compromises and an eventual riberalization of the

existing structures. As a result of this position, not only
does "legarism" reject the use of clandestine methods but it
arso opposes the i1lega1 activities of the communists

because these actions have the tendency to lead to increased

repression ot the opposition by the regime. Anti-communism

develops amongst these sectors as a result of the conception

outrined above. l 27 within the ranks of the communist party,

legalism was considered to be a form of capitulation to the

regime.

Priding itself on being the largest and best organized

opposition group with a national organ ization, the pCp

"enjoys a prestige that no other political force dares to
contest .t'1 28 To a large degree, the prestige of the

communists was consolidated and extended not only because of

their ideology, but also because their history of struggle
and the "solidarity of the international communist

movement .t'12 s The PcP vras not only an indi spensibte f actor
in the revorutionary movement, but the revorution simply

could not be successful without the active participation of
the Party.

127 rbid.,

128 Ibid.,

129 rhiÄ¿ v¿u a a

p.293.

p.299.

p.299.
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It is not an exaggeration to suggest that the PCP was, in
1964, beginning to emerge from a general immobilism that had

almost made the Party inconsequential in the late 1950's.

For this reason a serious effort was made by Cunhal since

his 1960 prison escape Lo restructure the party, its
ideological underpinnings,

given the conditions of

centralism.

In a brief retrospective of the Party's fortunes since

the reorganization of 1929, Cunhal claims that the problems

associated v¡ith the development of an ef fective leadership

had been a constant. Due to its weak organizational work,

once the leading cadres were arrested the Party's activities
came dangerously close to being terminated. The development

of a solid group of leaders that could continue the party's

and, perhaps more importantly

the period,

work in the aftermath of

the Party was seen as the answer to this problem. Even

bearing in mind the shifts in the party's orientation, a

solid group of cadres had been a constant following the 1940

1941 reorganization of the Party.

its democratic

By the time that the Sixth Congress was held, the

dominant concern was not merely one of preserving such a

group of professional revolutionaries, but to radicallv
reinforce such a leadership.l3o One must not forget that in

the latter half of 1961 the PCP lost many of its most

effective police actions against

1 30 ibid. , p.301 . Cunhal's emphasis.
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respected and experienced leaders. The first step that
needed to be taken to stabilize and improve the work of the

PCP was the reinforcement of the Central Committee itself,
as well as an improvement of its day-to-day work and

improvements in the functioning of its organisms. Secondly,

the Central Committee decisions were to be respected and

implemented by the organisms responsible to it in short, a

higher leveI of political discipline. The third necessary

step was an improvement of the Party's propaganda. The

fourth condition called for "the adoption of methods of work

that guarantee the defense of the Party in the face of

repression and the establishment of an iron discipline in

this regard. tt 131 Lastly, the selection, education,
promotion of cadres had to be improved.

This last matter, the selection of cadres, was quite
complex. Cunhal admitted that for years the party had been

overly dependent upon the liberation of its members from the

regime's jails - the "recuperation" of its leaders. This

priority, at the exclusion of all others, l¡as impossible to
maintain by the time of Cunhal's presentation to the Sixth
Congress. It therefore became necessary to prepare younger

cadres for political work in case the experieced leadership

was lost. Certainly Cunhal sras quite correct in this
approach to the problem. Nonetheless, there was a political
consideration which must have been a factor of some

importance in Cunhal's analysis. Sirnply stated, CunhaI had

r 31 Ibid. , p.301 .

and
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wrestled control of the Party from many of those that found

themselves in the regime's jails by 1964. while the PCP may

not have benefitted from the capture and detention of the

Party veterans, one can be quite certain that the

Secretary-General's grip on the Party was much more secure

as long as these cadres remained in jail.

The problem of selecting cadres was indeed a crucial one

for the Party in 1964. Cunhal went so far as to describe the

process of selection prior to 1964 as an "authentic

lottery. " 1 3 2 The proposals made by Cunhal ammounted to

little more than the re-establishment of a genuine

democratic centralism that would avoid the difficulties
inherent in the type of organization that prevailed within

the Party in the late 1950s. Greater supervision of cadres

by the Central Committeer äD adequate distribution of tasks

in accordance with the individual capabilities of the

cadres, and the betterment of ideological formation v¡ere

only some of the concrete proposals that were forwarded to

strengthen democratic centralism.

The proposal calling for an improvement in the

ideological formation of Party members was the response to a

practical internal ideological conflict within the Party in
the early 1 960's which would have a profound impact upon the

PCP's reaction to the Eurocommunists a decade and a half
later. CunhaI delineated two distinct positions within the

132 rbid., p.302.
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ranks of the PCP in the period immediately preceding his
leadership. One of these positions claimed that ideological
education vras not very important since such education would

automatically arise in the everyday work associated with the

struggle. Àt the other extreme, there existed the naive

view that proper ideological training would turn anyone,

irrespective of personal qualities, into an invincible
communist militant. Cunhal, adopting his usual consensual

perspective, observed that only through an examination of

the member' s pract ical work can hi s ass imi lat ion of

Marxism-Leninism be discovered.l33 Close supervision of

cadres v¡as necessary prior to making a promotion to higher

Party organs because the Party had to be certain that if the

individuals were arrested, they would demonstrate exemplary

behavior under police interrogation.

Such an obsession with the political education of cadres

and the accompanying close supervision of these people was

more than justified. To

survival of the Party which was at stake during this period.

The centraL clandestine apparatus of the party had to be

maintained at almost any cost.r3a If the pCp's analysis of

the "democratic and national revolution" was correct in

claiming that the movement against the regime had reached a

near-crucial stage, then the preservation of the party to

133 Thid_ rì ?03.ë', lr/'¿

a large degree i t v¡as the very

I 34 The Party's own self-definition
that the PCP had been "forged" in
Relatorio, 9p. Cit. , p.9.
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lead the struggle s¡as the most important of tasks.

The need for improved organizational work was evident

when one considers that the majority of successful police
actions against the PcP "vrere not so much a direct success

of the enemy, but the conseguence of fail-ures in the work of

the Party.r'135 In the past these failures had been

attributed to the "anarcho-Iiberal deviation" that had

dominated the Portuguese Communist Party. Àt the time of

the writing of Rumo A Vitoria the vestiges of this tendency

had not been fully eliminated from the ranks of the party;

many militants continued to accept the conceptions and

practices of the "anarcho-liberal" tendency.136 As a result,
Cunhal clearly stated that the failures of 1961 1963

demonstrated the errors of the "anarcho-liberal tendency"

and its emphasis on "democratism" and petit-bourgeois
conceptions of equality. For Cunhal, p€rhaps the most

detrimental result of the infruence of this current was the

damage inflicted upon the orthodox Leninist conception of

democratic centralism.

It was at the Central Committee's Reunion of August 1963

that the new guidelines for political work were formally
adopted. In addition to some of the changes outlined above

the strengthening of the organization and the selection and

13s Rumo A
proper
Party' s

136 rhì.?¿ v¿g a a

Vitoria,
methods
ja i led

p.305.

Þ. Cit. , p.305. Cunhal stated that i f
had been observed, only 20% of the

members would have been captured.
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promotion of cadres two other important steps were taken

to improve the Party's clandestine apparatus. One such

change was intended to improve the methods of conspiratorial
work; a war against "trai tors" and "provocateurs" was

initiated along with the establishment of internal "iron"
discipline. These methods had to be implemented at the lower

Ievels of the Party in order to dynamize the local organisms

and their militants. l 37 Indeed, it was logical that this
task be undertaken in Lhe aftermath of Cunhal's victory over

his opponents within the PCP.

"ar¡archo-liberaIs" had to be uprooted from the lower-leve1

organs. This is not to say that there were no longer any

deficiencies in the work of the central organs and its
leadership. The main task at the top level of the Party

apparatus vras the supervision and execution of the Party

1ine. Inevitably, such

concentrated in the hands

A1varo Cunhal.

The priorities established by the PCP at the Kiev

Congress targetted certain sectors of the population for the

implementation of PCP influence. These sectors included not

only the industrial proletariat and the rural worker, but

also certain service sectors, "the barracks, the schools,

the intellectual circles.'r138 While certain elements within
the Party, cognizant of the successes of the police in the

The influence of the

a

of

task demanded that power be

the Party's Secretary-General ,

137 rbid.,
138 rbid.,

p.306.

p.306.
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years prior to 1964r criticized the policy of extending the

reach of the Party, the leadership concluded that those

police successes resulted from inadequate organization and,

hence, the principle of increasing the Party's influence was

not to be questioned.

Central Committee abol i shed the "Organ izational Plans"

previously in existence; the "Pl-ans" established a target
number of cadres each Iocal organization vras to recruit by a

given date. That type of recruitment h'as not seen by Cunhal

as real-istic within the context of clandestine activi¡u.1 3s

Committee vrere not greeted with overwhelming enthusiasm by

all levels of the Party's apparatus. Indeed, months after
the Central Committee met certain "comrades responsible for
larse sectors of the Party speak as if. they had not even

discussed the resolutions of the Central Committee.rtl 4o

While the resolutions of the Central Committee were passed,

the problems of implementation remained unresolved. Despite

the optimistic tone of some of Cunhal's statements in Rumo À

Vitoria regarding the PCP's role as the vanguard of the

proletariat and of the mass struggle, the facts seemed to
indicate a very different reality. There can be very litt1e
doubt that the PCP's reluctance to intensify the political
struggle against Salazar at that moment vras as much dictated
by its political and organízational weakness as by the

The conclusions of the aforesaid Reunion of the Central

The August 1963 Reunion of the

I 3 s I bid. ,

14o rbid.,

p. 307 .

p.307. Author's emphasis.
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theoretical considerations enumerated above. Cunhal himself

seemed to recognize this when he wrote that ".. . the party

is not in condition to de facto lead and direct to a

superior Ievel the mass struggle at a national leve1.rrl41

It then appears that the self-proclaimed prestige enjoyed

by the Party within Portugal was, to a large extent, merely

fictional. Glorified by individuals opposed to the regime

who saw it as the only alternative, coupled with a

relatively effective propaganda network, the PCP was heard

and supported but failed to establish a concrete presence in

the everyday activity of the population. Since "on1y the

active presence of communists in the midst of the masses

will permit the leadinq of any movementtt rl42 the def f iciency

of the Party's work was demonstrated by the moderate

successes that could otherwise have been transformed into
great successes if the Party had been a factor in the daily
reality of the masses.

1 4 1 Some of the numbers that indicate the weak
organizational position of the PCP are illustrated by
Cunhal in the following passage:

If, in a certain sector, where dozen of important
factories exist, the party only has one or two
comrades in one of them; if in concelhos where
2r}o0 to 5r000 rural workers live ñ-party does
not have even one member, if the same occurs in
various important fishing ports and military
unities. Ibid., p.308.

Ibid., p.308. Cunhal's emphasis.
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The concern with recruiting new members yras symptomatic

of a lack of adequat.e cadres trained to f uIf iIl the

necessities of a clandestine communist .party. This did not

however mean that the PCP foresaw the creation of a mass

party along the lines of the Italian Communist Party. The

criticism made of the "anarcho-Iiberal deviation" and their
system of quota f ulf i l lment r.Ias ample proof of Cunhal ' s

rejection of any trend leading to a mass party.

clandestine conditions there was no question that the only

effective form of organization was that of a cadre party.la3
The issue was certaily not the character that the Party

should assume; this was certainly indisputable. What was

needed was further organization and recruitment to make the

Party relevant in the society.

If this problem was of an immediate nature and could be

addressed by adopting concrete measures, a potenLially more

serious problem was the ideoJ-ogical heterogeneity of the

Portuguese communist left. It is not an exaggeration to sâyr

as Cunhal himself did, that there was a great deal of

"disorientation" and uneasiness arising from "the complexity

of the national and international situation. 't 1 44 At the

I 4 3 ibid. r Þ.31 0. Cunhal offered some insight on this
matterr âs well as the strength of the Party in 1964:
"Even if the Party had five times the militants than it
presently has, it would still be a "party of cadres"."

1 44 ibid. r p.310. Cunhal not only recognized the
"disorientation"; he v¡as much more specific when he
stated that there are "doubts, there are questions,
there is, even at times, despair on the part of some of
our comrades. "

Under
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time, the PCP was not immune from the repercussions of the

Sino-soviet dispute and the questions it raised. The

"complexity" of the international situation profoundly

affected the ranks of this small party. This situation arose

not only as a consequence of the complex nature of the

international situation, but also as a direct result of the

errors committed by the pre-CunhaI leadership.

The Central Committee of the Portuguese Communist Party

vras not to be exempt f rom the c r i t ic i sms of Alvaro Cunhal .

Quite simply, the Central Committee itself had failed to

establish a political line and explain it correctly to the

lower echelons of the Party. Not only did the leadership

fail . to issue documents that could have clarified the

ideological complexities, but the Party press "appears to

hesitate in regards to the political line of the Partytt.145

Thus, in. order to deliver a correct ideological line to the

masses, the Party vras required to "defeat the variations,
the doubts, the deviations"146 within its ovln ranks. Solid
party unity on all political and ideological matters had to

be assured.

145 Rumo À Vitoria, OÞ. Cit., p.311. Given the emphasis that
communist parties place upon questions regarding the
role of the Party press since Lenin's time, this is a
very serious defect in the workings of a communist party

especially a clandestine one.

146 Thirt-. n-311.: ., LJ.¿
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At the time this would mean a two-front battle. The pcp

had Èo purge itself of both "left" and "right" deviations.
The "Ieft", a much more serious threat, was to be fought

primarily on ideological lines as well as the poritical and

tactical lines that were the outgrowth of the ideorogical
errors. The "right" needed to be defeated in those matters

relating to organization and other internal questions

bearing upon the functioning of the party. To realize these

ends, the PcP did not only have to persuade the sympathizers

of these currents, but also had to "energetically" carry out

the battle in more concrete forms:

It must energetically combat, not energetically in
terms of disciplinary measures, but energetically
in the political realm, the negative tendencies,
the errors and deviation that manifest themselves.
It must go from a "defensive" position to an
"offensive" position which will educate,
enlighten, and sweep the Party of the influences
of bourgeois and petit-bourgeois ideology, (a
position) that will unite the entire party and
Iead all of its activities. l 47

Arthough the 1961 criticism of the "anarcho-riberal
deviation" effectively made that current unviable, it
continued to exert a certain amount of influence within the

Party. The overarl influence of this rightist current had

been reduced since 1 958, as a consequence of the

opposition's disillusionment with lega1 and constitutionaÌ
methods. However, it was the potentiar revitarization of
this current that so disturbed cunhal and his arlies.
Liberarization of the authoritarian regime would once again

147 rbid., p.311.
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encourage the "right" if Cunhal's current s¡as incapable of

maintaining its predominance over the Party apparatus. The

struggle against the "right" was unavoidably ongoing since

the triumph of this orientation would debilitate the Party

and guide it to passivity. rf such a situation came to

fruition the PCP would once again find itself in a political

wi lderness.

Despite the ominous threat to the Party from a "right"
deviation, the "Ieft' was a much more immediate concern.

with the defeat of the "right", the augmentation of of the

regime's repression, the initiation of the colonial lvar, and

other developments in Portuguese society after 1961,

"leftist" sentiment began to manifest itself in the interior
of the PCP; particularly amongst the students and the

intelligentsia. "Right" and "Ieft" deviations possess,

according to Cunhal, a class basis that cannot be divorced

from the political positions espoused by either deviation.

In essence, both tendencies are petit-bourgeois "reflexes"
to changing socio-political conditions. r a I

The communists insisted that the steadfast influence of

the "l-eft" s¡as amply explainable by a "foreign stimulus"

which

petit-bourgeois ideology. In other words, Cunhal suggests

that the Chinese conceptions of Marxism-Leninism accounted

for the influence of the "left" within the PCP.r4e Given

ut i 1 izes Marxism-Len ini sm

r48 ibid., p.313.

to disguise
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that this vras the main concern

to actively engage in the growing polemics that
characterized the Sino-soviet dispute. The reaction to

Maoism was informed by the threat within the PCP which,

under clandestine conditions, $ras clearly more detrimental

to the Portuguese communists than it was to the other

communist parties of Europe. The PCP's rigid pro-Sovietism

in the 1970 's was conditioned by the life and death struggle

that defined its internal battle against Maoism.

It vras within this context that the def iciencies plaguing

the PCP's propaganda and agitation were once again raised.

According to Cunhal, Ävante simply did not fuIfiIl the

functions of a communist newspaper; it was not "the leading

voice of the Party" and neither was it "directed toward

action. " More signi f icantly from an organ ízational
perspective, Àvante merely announced the elaboration of a

Central Committee resolution without either discussing or

printing it in its pages. The Party's theoretical organ, Q.

Militante, restricted itself to publishing the text of the

resolutions without any further elaboration or theoretical
work.lso Needless to sayr this situation seriously hampered

the Party's overall efforts. In clandestine conditions,
where the ties between the leadership organs and the

militants are exceedingly tenuous, the role of the Party

of the PCP, the Party began

newspaper, as well as the theoretical organ,

14s rbid., p.314.
rso rbid., p.314.
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critical. To strengthen both the role as well as the

organízational and ideological cohesion of the party, these

shortcomings had to be rectified as rapidly as possible.

The Party statutes adopted at the Sixth Congress t{ere

eraborated and approved by the central committee in November

1962. The discussion of the said statutes had been derayed

as a consequence of police action against the pCp. yet, the

timing of the discussion proved to be fortuitous since it
was being conducted during the 1964 ideological offensive
against the left. The said discussion served two principal
purposes; both of which were intimately related. The

implementation of the rules of democratic centralism would

centralize the Party which in turn would allow the

leadership to effectively battre the "reft". simultaneousry,

the discussion arising out of the said confrict with the

"1eft" would "educate" the cadres and make them more

resistant to the deviations.

As far as cunhal vras concerned, democratic centralism had

made the victories of socialism and the internationar
working-class movement possible. Furthermore, the pCp's

significant politicar role within portuguese society could

rargely be attributed to the correct application of these

Leninist principles. l s 1 Those periods during which

democratic centralism was applied correctly by the pCp

coincided with a stronger Party presence in portuguese

lsi rbid., p.315.
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society. Obedience to the rules of democratic centralism

assumed an even greater signi f icance given that the

"democratic" Iife of the Party waS necessariIy constricted

under the conditions imposed by clandestinity. Democratic

centralism, under these conditions, was the sole method that

ensured the continued survivat of the Party. There was no

absence of problems within the Party as far as the practical

application of these principles $¡as concerned. On the one

hand, criticiSm was not encouraged. The other problem arose

when "neutrality" developed in certain Party organisms that

turned these Same SecÈors into 1ittle more than debating

societies where the officiat line of the Party was often

treated as being insignificant. 1 s 2

The PCP's orthodox conception of democratic centralism

had fully triumphed within the Party by 1964. Nonetheless,

the influence of the "right" continued to be present in

matters relating to the organization of the Party. CaIIs for

the establishment of internal tendencies and the right to

dissent from majority decisions vrere repeatedly forwarded

prior to the Kiev Congress. Cunhal's response to these

demands vras unequivocal: factional work was to be combatted

and purged.ls3

1s2 this h'as especially true in intellectual ceIls. In many
cases the Party line was not even referred to at these
meetings. Debate was restricted to what should be the
orientation of the Party. Ibid. , P.317.

153 rbid., p.319.
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The "democratic and national revolution" was made

possible by Portugal's peculiar economic development. The

"fasc ist " regime had allowed the monopolists and

Iatifundists to accumulate capital to such a degree that

Portugal could be characterized as having a highly developed

form of capitalist relations. On the other hand, Portugal's

dependence upon foreign irnperialism codemned the country to

a state of dependence that placed it at the periphery of

European economic Iife. Às a result of this situation the

Program adopted by the PCP at its Sixth Congress declared

that "Portugal was not an independent country. 't 1 s 4 I n

addition to the above, it could not be overlooked that

Portugal was also a colonial pov¡er. However, Portuguese

colonialism only survived because of its dependence upon

foreign imperialism. Portugal's dependence and its col-onial

status led the PCP to cfaim that the nation was a "colonized

colon ízet ."

This condition, of "colonized colonizer", was to prove to

be the determining influence on the PCP's developmenL of a

revolutionary strategy. I s s while the high degree of

capitalist development in Portugal made the socialist

revolution feasible, the country's status as a dependent

nation made a socialist revolution quite impossible. The

solution to this paradox was the adoption of a strategy that

was to be the "first and indispensible stage towards

54

55

Gaspar, OÞ. Cit. , p.71.

I bid. , p.72.
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socialist revolution't. 1 s 6 The "democratic and national

revolution" was neither whol1y an "anti-monopolist"

revolution nor was it completely a "national-democratic"

revolution. The former, the strategy characteristic of

communist parties in the advanced capitalist countries, and

the latter, characteristic of dependent nations, simply did

not apply in their entirety to PortugaI. The PCP's

revolution would be both and neither.

The reasoning for t.his line has been coherently

elaborated by Carlos Gaspar and is worthy of summation at

this point. The "democratic and national revolution" is

democratic because it is a popular revolution but not a

bourgeois revolution. It is national because its objective

is the attainment of genuine national independence.

Therefore, the revolution is democratic and national because

it fulfi1ls both aspects simultaneously. l s7 Portugal's

status as a "colonized colonizet" makes this process

inevitable. The "democratic and national revolution" and

socialist revolution. However, Portugal's transition to

socialism cannot be secured without the complete success of

the "democratic and national revolution".

1s6 Programa do PCP, 9p.
Sciences, OÞ. Cit., P.

1s7 cunhar, @.,
Cit. , p.73.

cit. ,
416 .

9!.. cit.

p.17 I Institute of Social
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The practical political and tactical implications of such

a definition were not lost upon the PCP. The inherent

generality of the "democratic and national revolution"

facilitated the development of alliance policies.

concept would also avoid a restricted theoretical outlook

and, consequently, was immune from schematic conceptions so

often common to communist parties. The absence of such a

schematic framework allowed the PCP to pursue a number of

policies no matter how complex or banal, that coufd not

contradict the Party's ambiguous theoretical framework. The

"democratic and national revolution" was a "grey areatt I s I

that lent itsetf to great tactical flexibility. This point

was also evident to Soviet theorists,
The PCP not only defined the stases of the
revolution but also proved that each stage
consists of different phases which do not conform
to any pre-determined rigid patterns. These phases
contain something new and unforseen. The
direction of the main blow and the main.immediate
qoal must be determined in order to further the
revolutionary process. I ss

The tactical flexibility allowed by an adherence to such a

conception vras clearly inspired by Leninist precepts. It was

also this flexibility that allowed the PCP to carry out a

role during the Portuguese Revolution that often seemed

anything but consistent. Às long as the PCP adhered to this

theoretical outlook there was no possibility of the PCP

accepting Eurocommunism as anything more than a tactical

The

lss The expression is
lse rnstitute of Soc

emphasis is the I

Gaspar' s.

ia1 Sc iences ,
nstitute's.
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shift, if at atl. Às the next chapter will demonstrate, the

regime that was created in the aftermath of the Portuguese

revolution sealed the PCP's position as an orthodox party

quite out of step with its fraternal southern European

communist parities in the 1970's.
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On April 25, 1974 the Portuguese armed forcesr ãcting under

the leadership of the Àrmed Forces Movement (ltfa), overthrew

the authoritarian regime that had ruled for forty-eight

years. Perhaps iL is more accurate to describe this

occurrence, âS well aS the following months, not aS a coup

d'etat or a revolution, but as a rupture with the former

regime. In other words, the process that developed in

Portugal following ApriI 1974 was a complete and total break

with the institutions, social organization, and political

order that had hitherto characterized the nation. One cant

however, delineate three Specific periods in the Portuguese

revolutionary process: the first, from ÀpriI 25, 1974, to

September 28, 1974; the second, f rom Septembet 28 to l'larch

11,1975; and lastly, from March 11 to November 25, 1975.

Each period witnessed an intensification of the process as

well as a radicalization of the same. With each successive

period, the Portuguese Communist Party came closer to

capturing Lotal political power. It vras only on November 25,

THE PCP AND REVOT.UTIONARY CHANGE

Chapter V

1975 that the radicalization,

Portuguese experiencer wâs terminated by moderate military

officers. Between April 1974 and April 1976 Portugal faced

a national crisis that threatened to result in the

so characteristic of the
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establ i shment of the f i rst
Europe. During this period,

traumatic and chaotic effects
em Curso the PREC. l The

initiated with the April
events of November 25,

promulgation of the Constitution of

1976. Although more

results of the PREC continue to be felt in

polity. The profound transformations that

communist regime in Western

the country experienced the

of the Processo Revolutionario

aspect of Portuguese society during that period continue to

Ongoing Revolut ionary Process v¡as

25, 1974 rupture, slowed by the

affect the capacity of the Portuguese state to respond to

various pressures and demands placed upon it.2 The PREC was

also the period during which the Portuguese Communist Party

1975,

attempted

rer¡olut ion " .

than a decade has transpired, the

and terminated with the

the Republic on April 2,

revolutionary process led

regime" prescribed in

to real ize

The Ongoing Revolutionary Process (pneC) was meant to
denote that the revolutionary process was geared to the
establishment of a socialist order. The military actions
of November 25, 1975 halted the intensification of the
revolutionary process without establishing a
constitutional regirne. Therefore, it is with the
promulgation of the Constitution of the Repubicr oD Àpri1
2, 1976 that the PREC reached its conclusion.

For an extremely interesting analysis arguing that certain
structural changes, dating from ÀpriI 1974, continue to
impede the state's ability to formulate and implement
decisions. See Jose Durao Barroso, "O Estado portugues
desde 1974: capacidade de adapÈacao e incapacidade de
decisao't. Analise Social Vo1.20, No.83, 1984. pp.453-465.

Throughout this r,¡ork the use of quotation marks around the
phrase "democratic regime" is meant to differentiate this
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The transforrnations that arose out of the

its "democrat ic

the Portuguese

touched every

to the creation of a "democratic

the 1976 Constitution.3 This

and nationa-



"democratic regime", and the PCP's defence

guaranteed the Portuguese Communist Party

Portuguese political life far greater than it would

otherwise deserve. In fact' many Portuguese scholars agree

that the 1976 Constitution in effect "institutionalized" the

PCP in the nationrs institutions and economic organization.

This chapter wiIl consider the "institutionalization" of the

communists in the Portuguese regime and the "conquests of

Apri1" that allowed for the development of such a situation.

UntiI September 28, 1974 the Armed Forces Movement

maintained an inconspicuous role in Portuguese political

life. On ApriI 26, 1974 the Movement that overthrew Caetano

established a number of political organs each with Iimited

capacity to intervene in the decision-making process. The

only guide available to the various decision-making centers

was the ambiguous, and often contradictory, Program of the

Àrmed Forces Movement. The Program called for a solution to

the colonial question without specifying the particulars of

thaL solution. It was this question that tended to dominate

the relationship between the MFA and the appointed head of

state, President Antonio SpinoIa. Spinola favoured the

elaboration of a compromise solution that would not

necessarily grant immediate independence to the colonies.

More radical sectors of the MFA' âs well as the PCP'

demanded the immediate recognition of the right to

of

a

it, have

place in

concept r âs
(bourgeois)

understood by the PCP'
democratic regime.
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independence of the colonized peoples. During the months

that followed Àpri]- 1974 spinora's moderation and attempts

to reach compromise solutions led to his poritical
marginalization. rt was becoming increasingly clear that the

leftists within the MFA were beginning to set the agenda in
the country"

In Lhe days following the April rupture a provisional

Government was established with professor palma carros as

Prime Minister. In order to ensure tranquility on the

industrial front the pcp was assigned ministerial
responsibilities in this government. Cunhal, who was

appointed Minister without portfolio, had satisfied one of
his Party's demands. one assumes that spinora believed that
the PcP could ensure industrial peace since it controlled
the central trade union federation rntersindicar. The

coming months prove.d spinola \.¡rong. while it is true that
the PcP discouraged the working-class from striking or

taking any other measures against the governmenc,

spontaneous action and the demand for vrage increases did not

end. simurtaneousry, the Portuguese communist party began to
ally itserf closely with the MFÀ. Meanwhile, the party began

to organize political fronts, designed to act as

transmission berts, in a concerted strategy to capture
povrer. The crassical Leninist approach to revolution was

adopted by the Portuguese communists.
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The conflicts that had become mani fest since Apri r
reached their conclusion on september 28, 1974. Given that
Spinola' s posit ion v¡as

precarious, he called for a massive demonstration, in his
support, to be held in Lisbon. The communists, and other
left-wing sectors, immediately denounced this manoeuver as a
counter-revolutionary coup. To prevent the demonstration the
PcP, r ntersindical , and the pcp' s fellow traverrers, the
¡{DP/CDE, established barricades around the entrances Eo

Lisbon. The PCP's action succeeded not only in preventing
the demonstration, but initiated the downfall of Spinola and

the moderates. Buoyed by their victory, the pcp and its
a11ies further intensified the revolutionary process. In all
spheres of civil- societyr âs werl as in the state apparatus,
the PcP sought to consoridate its power. rt is also in the

becoming increasingly more

aftermath of September

conceptualize itself as a national Iiberation movement t or¡
in the lexicon of the military radicalsr âs the motor of the
revolution. The alliance between the pcp and the MFÀ was

solidified and expanded.

The dynamic initiated with the defeat of spinola and the
moderates curminated with the murky events of March 11,
1975.

attempting to launch yet another counter-revorutionary coup,

Spinora vras forced to seek exile. Forlowing the events of
March 11, the Pcp and its alries raunched a campaign

28 that the MFÀ began to

Accused by the military left and the pCp of
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designed to nationarize large sectors of the economy as werl
as to consolidate their poritical power. The massive

socio-economic transformations that occurred in the
aftermath of March 1 1 cannot a1l be ascribed to the
intentions of the pcp. It is true that much of this process
was spontaneously demanded by the underprivileged strata of
the society. Nonetheless

revol-utionary process was inspired and motivated by the
Portuguese communist party. As we shall see in this chapter,
the transformations that occurred during this period came to
be referred to by the pcp as the "conquests of ÀpriI".

By the rate summer of 197s the pcp was poised to seize
power. À1lying itself with the pro-communist prime Minister,
vasco Goncalves, the party attempted to monopolize the
media, the trade unions, and other sectors of the society
and the state. when Goncalves formed his rast provisional
Government, the Fifth, the communists had succeeded in
capturing much of the state apparatus at the expense of the
moderate political parties. The Fifth Provisional Government

created a popular backlash that led to rarge-scare strife
throughout the country. The communist party was praced on

the offensive and eventualry withdrew its support from
Goncalves. The turbulence of the revolutionary process
continued after Goncalves resigned his position. The

military Ieft, with the tactical support of the pcp,

the radicalization of the

prepared itself
1975, moderate

for

of

the seizure of power. On November ZS,

ficers under the leadership of General
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Ramalho Eanes

authority in the

to say that the

terminated, but

one realizes that the above summary does not do justice
to the complicated events that characterized portugal during
the revorutionary period. This summary has attempted to
provide a brief overview of the pREc. However, what is
important for our purposes here is not a detailed
description of the process itself, but rather the pcp's

understanding of that process as welr as the Lessons derived
from it.

removed the leftists from positions of
military and state apparatus. This is not

influence of the pcp and its allies was

the momentum had definitely passed.

The MFA's

December 31,

situation in the aftermath of sepLember 28. rt was at this
press conference that vasco Goncalves, speaking in the name

of the MFA, âttempted to delineate the ideologicar position
adopted by the MFÀ. Goncalves asserted that the MFA was not
favourabre to either the sociarist or capitarist road to
development. However, it was to be clearly understood that
the MFÀ supported a socializing (socializante) orientation.
rn other words, while not making any formal political
comrnitment to socialist development, it was to be understood
that the socializing of the means of production v¡as

first official press conference, held on

1974,4 served to clarify the political

inevitable.

a various representatives of
Commission of the MFÀ were

I n this wây r the MFÀ asserted its

the newly-created Co-ordinating
present at this conference.
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anti-monoporist character, a step that was in futl
accordance with the MFA Program. The conclusion derived from

this new MFA position was that capital would either
co-operate with the regime or the sociarist option wourd be

adopted.

This was not the only serious re-definition undertaken by

the MFÀ in the aftermath of september 28. The events of
september 28 convinced many erements vrithin the I,ÍFA that it
was necessary to institutionalize the movement in one form

or another if the MFÀ's rore vras not to be jeopardized. Às a

result, closer co-operation between the MFÀ and the J.s.N.
was seen as one crucial element leading to the movement's

implementation in the society. the decraration read by L.

colonel- charais at the December 31 press conference makes

the point reratively cIear. He stated that the MFÀ program

cgn only be considered ambiguous or irrelevant bythose who give it a formal reading, without
understanding its spirit, a spirit v¡hich is clearby a careful reading, without prejudices, withour
integrating it in the geopolitical conditions in
which Portugal is inserted.s

rn the short months foltowing the aborted "spinola coup",
the MFÀ actively attempted to define itself within the
context of a changing Portuguese reality. rt l¡as obvious

that the Movement was becoming radicalized at a rapid pace.

significantly, the MFA ceased to define itself as merely a

military movemenL, but began to think of itserf as a

liberation movement. carlos Fabiao illustrates this new

s Interview, Expresso, December
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conception, arbeit one stil1 relatively ambiguous, that the
MFA had of itself:

The MFÀ is not only a military movement it istoday, above all, a spirit that all progressive
forces have adhered to that genuinely v¡ánt, torenovate our homeland. 6

rn addition, Fabiao asserted that Lhe MFÀ would not
disappear from the portuguese political scene, regardress of
whether it !¡as to be institutionalized or not. This officer,
no doubt expressing the view of many MFA of f icersr sârrr the
military's continuation in portuguese poì-iltics not as a new

development, or policy, but as the correction of a process

that should have been followed from Àpril 25. In other
words, the events of september 28 had merery served to
resolve the ambiguities present within the MFA since its
inception and to set the revol-ution on its proper path. z

It is important to note that in early March 1g7s three
main currents could be discerned within the Àrmed Forces

Movement. The first of these was identified with Vasco

Goncalves andr âs would become most apparent over the summer

months, the PcP. officers identified with this current could
be found in the J.s.N., a majority of the co-ordinating
commission, the Engineers and large sectors of the Navy. À

more conservative wing of the armed forces rallied around

spinola prior to March 11, but then rost much of its
dynamic.s The third, and certainry the most amorphous of

b Interview, Expresso Revista, January 18, 1975.

1 Dr. cl.
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these three

positions. s

By early 1975 part of the MFÀ's plan to institutionalize
itself foresaw a

currents,

constituent Assembry. The Air Force rejected the proposal

that the MFÀ establish itserf as a poritical party and

supported political pruralism. In effect, the Air Force

rejected overt participation in

supported Melo

position suggested that only active non-participation would

prominent role for the

give the MFÀ

other words,

a rejection of

influence the political process.

Antunes and his

conception a clear concern that the MFA's participation in

sufficient prestige to influence events. In

the Àir Force's position vras that only through

formal political participation could the MFÀ

the Constituent Àssembly would be

PCP and the MDP a rnajority in the Constituent Assembly.

movement in the

the political process. Its

In the aftermath of March 11

Council of the Revolution. lo The

t This group derived its strength mainly from the calvary
and the commandos. Many officers not directly involveã
with the MFÀ, the conservatives, supported Spinola.

g fhis current has often been given the name "terceiro-mundistas" (ttrird worrdists). They derived
support from influential off icers and had reasonable
support within the Àir Force.

10 It was made up of 24 members: the president of theRepublic; the three chiefs and the three vice-chiefs of
the three branchesj of the armed forces; seven members ofthe Co-ordinating Commission of the MFA program
(including charais); and eight representatives of the
armed forces four from the Àrmy and two each from the
Navy and the Air Force.

18s

There was present in this

a cover for providing the

the MFÀ established the

new organ granted itself



the povrer formerly reserved for the J.s.N., the councir of
state and the council of chiefs of the General staff. The

most significant aspect of the newry-created organ was its
power Lo legi slate " r ndeed, immediatery forlowing i ts
establishment the council nationarized the banks. The

council of the Revolution and the Àssembry of Delegates were

the two organs that attempted the institutionalization of
the MFA.

Àt the same t ime that the MFÀ $¡as engaged i n the
af orementioned process, there v¡as grol¡ing concern that the
endress all-night meetings that characterized the council of
Ministers as well as some of the MFA organs vrere

counter-productive. hlhile it was practically impossible to
resolve this
Pr ime-Min i ster Goncalves

efficiency demanded an end to the marathon sessions and

their endless discussions.

estabrished a restricted councir composed of the
Prime-Minister and his ministers without portfolio cunhal,
soares and sa carneiro. The various ministers would submit
proposals that wourd be discussed individuarly without it
becoming necessary for the full cabinet to ever meet.

problem within the

The ÀpriL 25, 1975 constituent Àssembly elections had

a profound impact upon the MFA. Gradualry, the MFÀ had come

to see itself as a genuine riberation movement. otelo
suggested that the idear soLution to the probrems of the day

announced that

To that end,

MFA organisms,

government

Goncalves
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would be to transform the MFA into a liberation movement

that could overcome the divisions created by the political
parties. This conviction led otero to craim that the MFA

would "go beyond" the political parties, especially the

coalition parties i"e" the pCp. He said,
I am convinced that the MFÀr âs the real motor ofthe Revolution, at a certain point wiIl overcome
the political influence of the parties in relation
to their bases of support. l 1

carvarho did propose an intriguing solution as to the future
of the militants of these parties. rn essence, he suggested

that these individuals wourd become the "political
technocrats" of the MFA riberation movement. 1 2 Àny

Marxist-Leninist party would certainly not accept such a

solution with great enthusiasm. The pcp's difficulties with
otelo were further compounded as a result of this and

similar statements.

The coPcoN (continental operation command) was created on

Jury 8, 1974 by Decree-Law. The primary duty of copcoN was

to intervene in internal crises and to rescore order on

those occasions where regurar armed forces intervention was

inopportune. Led by junior officers closery identified with
the Àrmed Forces Movement, and under the overalr command of
oteIo, the coPCoN was to support the creation of a dynamic

armed forces.l3 This idea of creating a dynamic armed forces

1 1 Interview granted
12 rbid.
I 3 otelo interview to

to Expresso Revista, May 17, 1975.

Expresso, July 27, 1974.
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seems to have been inf
operation that Otelo had

duty in Guinea. Indeed,

been what Otelo had in

having COPCON work Ì.¡ith

The military movement that woutd eventualry designate
itself as the Àrmed Forces Movement v¡as formed in reaction
to Decree-Law 353/73 of Jury 13, 1973 issued by caetano's

luenced by the "hearts and minds"

participated in during his tour of
such an operation appears to have

mind at the time when he spoke of

the population. 1 a

Minister of Defense

the movement was composed of junior military officers
interested in debating the Decree-Law and expressing their
professional grievances within the framework of the
authoritarian regime. with the publication of the Decree-Law

in July 1973, the miliciano issue became a secondary

consideration, replaced by the concern over the
restructuring of the officer course at the Military Àcademy.

The traditional four-year course, equivarent to a secondarv

- General Sa Viana Rebeto. Initially,

education degree,

tr{o semesters. The professional concern arising out of the
miriciano issue and the duration of the Military Academy

course were the immediate causes that 1ed to the formation
of the MFÀ. 1 s

could now be successfully completed in

14

15

rbid.
This was the analysis of Otelo
ExÞresso Revista, July 27, 1974.
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Behind these immediate causes there was an overriding
politicar question that had troubled the junior officers. It
became increasingry apparent to many of the junior officers
that the colonial wars could only be resorved politicalry.
Having lost faith in the abirity of vanquishing the national
liberation movements through a military solution, these
junior officers became increasingly disenchanted with their
role as the Pretorian Guards of the authoritarian regime.
After December 1973, the movement went beyond a concern with
professional grievances to an authentic, anti-regime
movement. 1 6

The anti-regime character of the MFA became increasingly
pronounced as the armed forces sare their prestige within
Portuguese society become increasingly compromised.rT Às the
armed forces, and the army in particurar, saw their prestige
eroded the demand for drastic measures became increasingly
felt. The political radicalization of the MFÀ went hand in
hand with the down-grading of their formerry prestigious
status within Portuguese society.

The caetano government suspected that a conspiracy was

underway within the ranks of the armed forces. on March 16,
1974 an attempted coup failed due to poor pranning. As a

resul-t, many of those officers suspected of involvement in
the aborted coup were to be transferred either to the

16

17

r bid.

This is especially
January 17, 1974.

true after the Beira
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colonies or to the isrands. The caetano government intended

to remove the threat of a coup by physicarly dispersing
those elements suspected of involvement. rn light of this
situation, the projected date for action against the regime

wourd have to be established with due haste. Therefore, the
coup d'etat that successfulry overthrew the forty-eighc year

ord authoritarian regime was hurriedly planned and executed.

I ndeed, the failed Ì'iarch 16 (cardas ) coup and its
consequences v¡as to be

carry out its plans. on March 24, 1974 the co-ordinating
commission of the MFA met and decided to take the steps
necessary to overthrow Caetano.

conclusion with the promurgation of the constitution of the
Republic on Aprir 2, 1976. In effect, the nevr constitution
brought into being a regime that the pcp would come Eo

designate as a "democratic regine". The 1976 constitution
envisioned the creation of a regime whose fundamental

purpose was to steer the country to sociatism. As such, the
political order outlined in the Constitution was considered

as a transitory one that would be repraced when the
political aims enshrined in the Fundamental Law were

rearized. Because it enshrined fundamental socialist
principles, Portuguese democracy was understood by the

The Ongoing Revolutionary process (pnnC)

decisive in the MFÀ's decision to

communists and others on the left
different from, and superior to,
democratic European regimes.

came to a
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For the PcP, the revolutionary process initiated in 1974

had been extremely irregular, contradictory, uncertain and

dangerous. Despite the nature of the process, its finality
r.¡as a series of profound political and socio-economic

transformations that successfully altered portuguese society
for the better. 1 I While at

claimed that Portugal was the reast developed nation in
Europe, this description was no ronger apt by the time that
the PCP held its Eighth congress in 1976. rndeed, in the two

years following
radically transformed almost beyond recognition. Not only
v¡as the nation no longer the most underdeveroped and

retrogressive in Europe, by 197G

both in poriticar and socio-economic terms, among all the

18

the April coup

its Sixth Congress the pcp

The PCP's strength cannot be measured onry in erectoralterms. Fl-uctuat ing between 12% to 1g% in electoralsupport, it exercises a virtual hegemony over certainregions of the country. This is particulaily true in theAlentejo province. Here the party has hisloricar roorsdating back decades, and, in this region of ÀgrarianReform, has been the staunchest supporter õt thecolrectivization of the rand. The Þcp's electoralstrength in this region of agricurturar workers, reaching50% in some areas, is premised on a network ofsocio-cultural organizations that allow the pcp to have apronounced sociar imprementat ion. rndeed, one canaccurately describe this as a sub-culture. The notion ofa communist sub-culture can also be applied to theindustrial zones surrounding Lisbon where tire pcp is arsostrong. rn this area, primariry in the south bank of the
Tagus riverr. the pcp is the "þarty of the proretariat".
rt derives its support from the industrial proletariat
who see the PCP as a champion of their inteiests. Thenotion is reinforced by thè fact that the pcp controrsthe country's largest and most militant trade unionfederation ccîP-rnter. As we can see from this briefnote, the PCP i", in some ways, a different party in theArentejo than in Lisbon's industriar bert. see Bermeo,
Nancy 9ilu, Reyolution within the Revolution: worker'áControl in RuraI Portuqal. Princeton, N..i; pñIrrceton
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non-socialist European states.

The adoption of the 1976 constitution must be considered
as the most important poritical mirestone in post-Àpril zs

Portugal. The document, which continues to pose very
concrete problems for portugal's development today,
guaranteed the tegitimation of the portuguese communist

Party in that society. The document guaranteed that the pcp

would maintain a role and exercise an influence in the
system far greater than its real politicar strength would

warrant. Having lost its opportunity for seizing comprete

poritical power, the pcp solidified and institutionalized
its position in the system through the 1976 constitution.

Às far as the Portuguese communist party was concerned

the military action of Àpri r 2s, 1974 could not be

characterized as a mere coup d'etat; it was to be understood
as a military uprising. To suggest that Aprir 2s was simpry
a military affair would be an admission of theoretical
deficiency on the part of the portuguese communists. The

last chapter of this work considered the pcp's position in
reration to the question of a military coup as a means of
deposing the authoritarian regime. To admit in the aftermath
of 1974 that the events of ApriL 25 constituted a vurgar
coup wourd be an admission that the conception of the
"democratic and national revolution", and the strategy

University Press,
Pereira, Conflitos
Lisbon: Publicacoes

1 986. Às well, see Jose pacheco
Ssciais Nos Çampos do Sul de portuqal.
Europa-Àmerica, n.d.
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arising out of that analysis,
1965 congress the pcp craimed that the "fascist" regime
wourd collapse as a result of an uprising. By rabelring the
Àpril 25 military coup as an uprising, the pcp proved that
it had been correct in its analysis. rn turn, the precepts
of the "democratic and

bedrock for the pCp's behavior in post-Apri1

According to the pcp,

immediately followed by a

rmportant to note that the pcp does not consider the

had been erroneous. At its

military coup an

understood as the

national revolution"

on May 1, 1974. The mass demonstrations of May Day were the
culmination of the mass movement,

uprising, that sealed the overthrow of the authoritarian
regime. while the overthrow of the "fascist government" v¡as

the work of the military, the overthrow of the "fascist
regime" was the consequence of the alliance between the mass

movement and the military. As cunhar stated at the party's
Eighth Congress,

The overthrow of the fascist government yras thework of the MFÀ. However, the eftective defeat offascismr. the installation of the liberties, thedemocratic Lransformations, the revolutíonaryconguests, were the work of the great people-MFÀ

i solated occurrence. The mi 1 i tary act ion i s

initiation of

the mi 1 itary upr i sing was

popular uprising. l e It is

constituted the

25 Portugal.

a process that was completed

1 s To label the enthusiasm that occured on Àpril 2s as an
lprising is nothing less than an "*aggeiation of thefacts. Yet, it became necessary to labeÍ the spontaneoussupport for lhu coup as an uprising in order tõ maintainthe theoretical consistency of the "democratic andnational revolution". sincã the pcp had led the "nassmovement", Èhe "popular uprising" had to follow.
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alliance i the alliance
revolutionary movement
soldiers of the MFA.2o

when analyzing the pcp's role in, and understanding of, the
Portuguese Revolution this is a fundamental point that
cannot be ignored in any interpretation of those events.

In retrospect Cunhal

committed two historic errors on Àprir 2s, 1g74. The first
of these was to look for support arnongst those officers that
had been alien to

of the orsanized popular
with the revolutionary

anti-fascist struggle
this group of soldiers for support, they aLso placed them in
positions of political power. If the MFÀ's first mistake v¡as

not having assumed the levers of pov¡er itserf, the second
was remaining in the shadows for

was to suggest that the MFA

trl'o errors marked the revol-utionary process and facilitated

the Àrmed Forces Movement and the
Not only did the Captains 1ook to

the divergences

movement and the

20 ÀIvaro cunhal r- À Revgrucao portusuesa: o passado e of utt:ro. Lisbon: Eaf coes A,/anre, -1976; T-E- =ri
emphasis. This. book, which is thé central committee'sReport to the Eighth congress, held in 1976, is thã-mosrdetailed and important document that éonsiders themeaning of the pREc for the pcp. The "popularrevolutionary movement" did become organized in- trr"aftermath of thg coup. However, the dals reaàin! up toMay_ D?y can best be characterized as a spontaneousexplosion of support for thg military. rt is not onryinaccurate to suþgest that the *orr.*"ñt $¡as organized atthat point; it is arso inaccurate to claim that themovement was in alliance withr âs opposed to in supportof, the military.
i bid. , p. 59.

Ibid., p.60.

that developed between the revolutionarv
centers of political power.22

as long as it did.21 These

21

22
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These two errors have their origins in the nature of the
MFA itself. The pcp is correct when it claims that the "MFÀ

was a movement politicarly very heterogeneous."23 rt was so,
according to cunhal, because it was the product of a series
of broad compromises within the ranks of the military. on

one side were those miritary men that saw the survival of
capital-ism as necessitating the overthrow of an

authoritarian regime that no longer ensured the efficient
preservation of their interests; opposing them were those
officers that shared the aspirations of the revolutionary
masses. Àlthough rather simprisLic, this explanation is
essentially correct in positing the claim that the MFÀ was a

heterogeneous poritical movement. It is arso correct in
posturating that it was this broad alriance, whose unity
extended onry to the overthrow of the caetano regime, that
made the coup a success.2a

The tensions that
by an examination of

short-lived agreement

Program evaporated in

23 Ibid., p.60.

Ibid., p.60.

The Program of the Armed Forces Movement that vraseventually published and referred to as the officialdocument vras amended numerous times so as to make itacceptable to 
".11 

groups and individuals, includingspinora. The_amÞiguitiãs of the Movement's progrå*-"oongave rise to fundamental interpretive diffeienð"s. Thedocument demonstrated the "comþromise of the "capiains"with the "generals" as werl as à lack of foresight'a- faras the role of the mass movement l¡as concerñed. The
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existed within the MFÀ can be discerned
the celebrated program of the MFÀ. The

that preceded the elaboration of the

the immediate af terrnath of the couÞ.2s



The retrospective elaborated at the portuguese communist

Party's Eighth congress maintained that the struggre of the
masses was the "determinant factor in the revorutionary and

democratic transformations"26 accomplished in portugal. This
factor gave the portuguese Revolution its own special
character. since the organs of poritical power were

reructant to maximize the revorutionary process, the
initiatives arways surged from berow. The transformations
impremented wouLd then be belatedly be accepted by the
var 1 ous

transformations" Ì,¡ere given lega1 recognition by being
implemented in the 1976 constitution of the Republic.27

without the persistence of the mass revolutionary
movement the "democratic conquests" that surged forlowing
Aprir 1974 would not have been possible. The pcp observed

that the liberties initiarry obtained would not have endured

for any length of time in the absence of the revorutionary
movement. These freedoms did not arise automatically out of
the ashes of the fascist regime; but "in each case the
people conquered the liberties by exercising them."2s The

right to assemble, demonstrate, speak, strike, and so forth
were all solidified in this vray. The pcp understands these

governments. FinaIly, these

demands imposed
modi f icat ions to
implementation of

26 rbid., g.64.
27 rbid., p.64.
28 rbid., p.64.

"democ rat ic

by the mass movement necessitated
some parts of the document and thethe remaining sections. Ibid. , p.51 .
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liberties not as having been simply proclaimed by the MFA,

but as being attained and consoridated through their
exercise. Therefore, "democratic liberties" are understood
as deriving their legitimacy not from any concrete form of
poriticar power, but from the wirr of the masses. A change
of regime does not, and by definition cannot, invalidate any
of these freedoms.

By way of exampre, the pcp points to the existence of the
political parties forlowing the Àpri1 coup. According to
cunhal, the freedom of the political parties was de facto
realized in the first few days of the Revorution. zs The

secretary-General of the pcp is correct in asserting that a

dynamic was created that made the existence of political
parties irreversible. Àgain, the legitimacy of political
parties, at least those of the ref t, Ì.ras derived f rom the
peopre and not any one government. The problem for the pcp,
when it approaches the matter from this perspective, is one

of coherence- rf regitimacy is accorded to the parties of
the left by popular wilr, this is certainly no ress true for
those parties whose ideology placed them on the opposite
side of the spectrum. whire these questions of consistency
may not have been particurarly important to the porcuguese

communists, their positions did have practical consequences.
while the Pcp could have seized polrer by itself, it could
never exercise it legitimately without other poritical

2s rbid., p.6s.
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parties in a broad front.3o

If the right to assemble and demonstrate h,as the one most

important freeåom for the party, followed by the right of
poritical parties to exist, the rights of trade unions
followed in this hierarchy. It
Intersindicar simply imposed itserf upon the trade union
scene as a reality immediately following the corrapse of the
authoritarian regime. However, the pcp's conception of trade
union freedom was rather peculiar. Genuine freedom vras

dependent upon the maintenance of a united trade union
movement. This meant that the existence of one, and only
one' trade union confederation vras considered the concrete
expression of this notion of freedom.3l while this is not in
itself a surprising position for a communist party to adopt,
the PcP took this rationale a few steps beyond. The party
opposed the creation of an alternative confederation because
it would mean that such a body would come under the control_
of either a political- party, the government r or the
employers. The communists rearized that other political
influences existed and competed with the pcp for the
leadership of the various unions. To meet this charlenge the

is interesting to note that

30 Às this chapter will irlustrate this was indeed the pcp's
vision. The political model for the party was thepeople's democracies and their use of froñts. Moreprecisely, East Germany was the model par excellence asfar as the Portuguese communist party was concerned.There is no doubt that the GDR's experience- with"anti-fascist fronts" and "murtiparty sociaiismi ""r seenas an appropriate modeL for portugal.

Cunhal, Op. Cit., p.66.
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PcP suggested that any such changes in the political
orientation of the syndicates shourd transpire within the
"democratic procedure" of the one unitary confederation
rntersindical. Given the pcp's organizaLionar strength and

influence in the portuguese trade union movement, a1r unions
wourd become bound by a confederation controlled, in its
toÈality, by the Communist party.

rt was this communist objective that became one of the
principal issues that set the stage for a battle whose

outcome wourd be fundamental in determining what type of
political model portugal was to eventually adopt.

Freedom of the press, and of the other information
organs' was one of the most bitterly-fought batttes of the
revolutionary process.

media ï¡as not onry tightly regurated, it was arso the
property of many of those interests thaL controlled the
national economy. The overwhelming majority of the country,s
most important newspapers were owned by the monopolists. rt
was therefore essential, from the pcp's perspective, to
remove the ner{spapers from this monopolist contror. This was

done through the saneamento (purging) of editors and other
individuals responsibre for the orientation of the media.
The estabrishment of commissions and councirs to operate
and, more importantly, control the editorial policies of the
newspapers lras the preferred method of affecting the desired
changes in the media. Much of the country's national media

Under the authoritarian regime the
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came under the control or infruence of the pcp in this
manner. Just as the issue of unicidade became a major issue
of contention during this period, so did the control and

manipulation of the mass media by the pcp. ln a country
where newspapers and other media pray such an important rore
in the political processr âDy poJ-iticar party that could
exercise hegemony over the organs of information was greatly
benefitted.32

By 1976 the pcp claimed that two reasons accounted for
Lhe difficulties encountered in establishing a "free" media.
First, "reactionary" circres attempted to maintain otr, in
other cases, regain control of the organs of information.
The second reason for the irregular process was due to the
positions adopted by the extreme reft. The political actions
of the right, including the ps, are not to be understood
independently of the broad politicar aims of these parties.
The political activity of the radical left created, through
its provocations, the necessary preconditions that the right
utirized to recuperate its former positions in the media.
The communists justified their attempts to monopolize the
free flow of information on the grounds that onry their
version of political rearity was genuinely revorutionary.
Non-revolutionary positions could therefore be suppressed

32 For a different perspective on this matter seePiml0tt and Jean seaton, "political power andPortuguese Media", in Lawrence s. Graham and Douglaswheerer, Iî search of Modern portuqal: The Revolutíon
,S. con?equences. Madl son,llEããsiñf unF&:si r:yWisconsin Press, 1983. pp. 43-57.
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under the pretext of genuine freedom of the press. The

self-justification provided by the pcp was that in a

revorution, "no norm can oblige collaboration with the voice
of the counter-revorution."33 It was this type of logic that
red to the confrontation over the social-ist newspaper 34

Another "freedom" that the pcp actively advocated and

attempted to implement was the "democratization" of 1ocal
government. such a process was understood as an essential
element in the overall democratization of the state. This
concern with local government was not new to the party; it
had long advocated the penetration of locaI administration
as a means of increasing its presence at that revel of
society. In the months following the coup the MDp/cDE was

the prefered vehicre for the pcp's penetration of the said
administrations.

The imprementation of the above-mentioned freedoms vras

not to be free of severar contradictions. Inherent to the
popular and democratic movement were not only the pcp's

"correct" conceptions,

conceptions of both right and reft. Rightist opportunism,
understood to be the sociarist party, claimed that the
formal freedoms established were in themselves sufficient to
characterize the new regime as democratic. Às a result,
radical modifications to the social and economic structures

33

34

Cunhal 9p. Cit. , p.69.

Fepgblica. Refer Èo Appendix
incident and the nurocommunist
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of the country were unnecessary. Leftist opportunism
outrightly rejected the idea that these freedoms were in any

way significant. The radicar reft argued that as long as

capitalism remained the dominant mode of production the
defense of democratic liberties was an inconseguential
matter. The PCP held these two positions responsible for the
divergences and contradictions experienced by the popular
movement . 3 s

rt is quite natural- to expect a communist party to battre
both of these positions and take an intermediary position
between them. The pcp maintained that the democratic
freedoms were, in themselves, a positive deveropment. Às

such they should not only be defended, but consoridated.
However, unlike the sociarists, the communists Ì{ere adamant

in claiming that the defense and consolidation of the said
freedoms must be strengthened by radicar socio-economic
changes. The democratic liberties were the precondition for
a greater aim - the completion of the "democratic and

national revolution" and the eventual_ construction of
sociarism. rn themselves these freedoms were a positive
factor since they weakened the power of the monopolists and

latifundists by disrooting their poritical pov¡er. In summing

up this position Cunhal writes,
The revolutionary process came to demonstrate thatthe liberties are defended by the destruction ofthe dominion and poyrer of the monopolists andlatifundists; and democracy is constructed notonly in the political realm, but also in the

3s rbid., p.71.
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While the destruction of the political power of the

monopolists was underway, the revolutionary mass movement

undertook a series of actions designed to improve Iiving
conditions in Portugal. This aspect of the revolutionary
struggle was an inseparable component of the ongoing

political struggle directed against the capitalist groups.

The struggle for better living conditions served two

cardinal purposes. First, demands for a better standard of

social and economic realms.36

living, often manifest

diminished the

working-classes was subjected to. Consequently, capitalist
domination was weakened proportionately to the success of

demands for a better standard of living. The second purpose

vras one of increased political pressure upon the dominant

political forces. The problem for the PCP, which presented

itself quite early on in the PREC, Ì,¡as one of balancing its
responsibilities in government and its obrigation toward an

increasingly forceful working-class intent upon maximizing

their economic well-being.

The PCP claims that the working-classes managed to secure

a better standard of living in the period following the

April coup. To a large degree these gains were the direct
outcome of the Party's control of the Ministry of Labour in

the first five Provisional Governments. 37 Notwithstanding,

level of

in the form of increased wages,

exploitation that

36 rbid., p.72.

the
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it is more accurate to suggest that the benefits obtained by

the working-classes were acquired not as a resul_t of the
PCP's co-operation, but despite it. Throughout the first
five Provisional Governments the pcp crearly attempted to
impede the militancy of the trade union movement for its own

specific potitical reasons. The communists allowed
rntersindical to act only in those instances where poritical
considerations dictated the prudency of such a course. Any

other attitude would have been a negation of the pcp's

Leninist conception of the trade union movement as a

"transmi ssion belt " .

Throughout the pREc many of portugal's political forces
were surprised by the revel of union militancy generated

outside the orbit of the main poritical parties. one result
of this miritancy was the process that conctuded with the
establishment of worker's contror over numerous enterprises.
Never an articurately preconceived pcp plan of action,
worker's contror developed either as a spontaneous response

to a given problem or under the guidance of the radical
left. onry when the occupations appeared to achieve some

degree of implementation did the pcp penetrate and influence
this process. Às the pCp would l_ater claim,

37 The communist Àvelino Goncarves was Minister of Labour inthe First Provisional Government. Major costa Martins,
who v¡as very crose to the pcp, occupied the post from thestart of the second until the collapse or the FifthProvisionar Government. carlos carvarhãs, a pcp member,occupied the position of secretary of state in the sameMinistry during this period.
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Worker's control appeared, in the portuguese
revolutionary process, not so much as theapplication of a plan or political program, but as
+ irnperiouç neceçsitv Eg thä ãefeáce oi
democracv, of economic activitv, and eñãEGËnt s

The saneamentos (creansings) gave rise to the worker's
contror movement. The cleansing of various enterprises was

aimed at removing "fascists" from positions of economic

activity. Not onry did the purges accomplish this aim, but
fnany managers and employers whose connections to the
authoritarian regime did not extend beyond passive
acceptance were removed from their posts. In effect, the
saneamentos removed an entire body of managers whose

expertise v¡as desperately needed to confront the economic
problems faced by portugal at the time. In order to filr
this vacuum the exponents of the saneamentos proposed a

system of worker's control and management. The same

political considerations that dictated the purging of
management logically 1ed to this conclusion.

For the pcp, the saneamentos "constituted indispensibte
measures for the defence of the Revorution."3e Faced with a

fait accompli, the pcp adopted worker's control as its ovrn.

Regardress, the saneamentos were certainty a mixed bressing
for the Portuguese communists. The expursion of "fascist"
managers demonstrated that the working-class possessed an

exceptional level of militancy that courd prove to be an

3 8 itself. ibid. , Þ.77 . Cunhal's emphasis.
3s rbid., p.77.
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important resevoir for the pcp's total assault on power. The

saneamentos also reduced the influence of the monopolists in
the economic tife of the nation. However, the inherent
danger , f.rom the communist perspective,
movement vras surpassing its vanguard in the rearm of
practical revorutionary activity. paradoxically,
working-crasses' radicarism, and the pcp's seeming inabirity
to prevent its momentum, provided the party with a certain
margain of manoeuverability in its attempts to pressure the
government and other political forces. rn Leninist terms,
the working-crass movement deepened the crisis leading Eo a
more pronounced revolutionary situation that could be

favourably exploited by the vanguard party.

By 1976 the pcp contended that the saneamentos had been

an important aspect of the mass revol-utionary movement. They

served as an offensive means of weakening capitalism's hold
over the economy. Having achieved this end, worker militancy
became an essentiar element in the defence of the democratic
situation and later, the democratic regime. yet, despite the
contribution of the purges to the revolutionary process, the
communists recognized that the question of economic

management remained unresolved. rt r,ras the attempt to
resolve this matter, while preventing the return of
capitalist managers to positions of authority, that led to
the estabrishment of worker's control_ in large sectors of
the economy.

Ìras that the

the
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worker's control v¡as estabrished in the wake of the

abandonment of industries by their former owners and

managers.40 within the PCP's perspective, worker's control
was the result of the worker's vigilant attempts to
Èerminate fraud and economic sabotage in the private sector.
rt is therefore to be considered a genuinely democratic and

patriotic process that made an essential contribution to the
country's economic stabilization. i{orker's control vras

substituted by worker'5 management, of co-management with
the stater âs the objective situation demanded. At any rate,
this form of intervention was presented by the porcuguese

communist Party not as a universal solution, but as "an

emergency solut ion. " 4 1

These events constitute the background that led to the

institution of worker's contror and management within the

framework of the worker's comrnissions. The role of the cr's
was therefore varied dependent upon the concrete conditions
of the particular enterprise where they functioned. since
the commissions vrere an objective response to economic

sabotage and did nct function in accordance with any

pre-defined political project,
defined. This attempt to define these organisms yras

addressed

4o rbid., p.78. Many ov¡ners did desert their enterprises.
However, these did so after the revolutionary crimate
made normal business operations difficult to ðontinue.
Transfers of currency outside Lhe country and a host ofother measures were also common.

41 rbid., p.81.

by the Encontros

their scope needed to be

das
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Trabalhadores/sindicais in 1975. Theoretically, the

Encontros ?rere an attempt to have the workers analyze the

experiences of the movement and define it.42 rn rearity the

movement came under the influence of the pcp and its
syndical organization. The main proponent of the worker's
control movement, the radical left, was quickly
marginalized, but did manage to retain some influence at the

organizational level.

There is no doubt thaL these concrete expressions of
cLass soridarity and unity were important political
victories for the PcP. perhaps just as important was the

symbol ic varue found in the aforement ioned form of
organization. worker's control appeared as "an integral
erement of a new dynamic of production."43 Àctive
involvement of the workers in the production process

demonstrated that economic activity could be undertaken

v¡ithout capitarists. In short, worker's control and worker's
management offered the possibility of economic activity
outside the realm of capitalist reraLions of production.

This fact vras a positive contribution in the developrnent of
increased class consciousness and militancv.
organizations Ì{ere a form of politicar education for the

working-classes. simultaneousry, the working-class movement

was part of the onsraught against "monoporisÈ property and

42 The PCP would later claim that
copying" of these experiences.

Ibid. , p.84.
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capitalist management of the basic sectors of the portuguese

economy. tt4 4

Much more important than worker's control, from the pCp's

perspective, were the nationalízations. rn the aftermath of

March 11, 1975 large sectors of the portuguese economy v¡ere

nationalized. This v¡as a tremendous poritical victory for
Portugal's communists since the corlectivization of the

means of production gras a primary objective of the

"democratic and nationar revol-ution".The national izations
were understood by the PCP as the logical resurt of the

intensification "of the class struggle that opposed the

monopolists groups,

Revorution. " 4 5 The rarge banks and industriar groups had

been the backbone of reaction prior to March 11. Às the

Revorution proceeded Lhese economic interests went from

passive opposition to frontal conflict with the pREc. March

11 was seen as the culmination of a series of class
struggles which led to the defeat of large sectors of

monopoly capital.

Àccording to CunhaI, the monopolists committed three
fundamentar errors that led to their defeat. The first of

these was not believing in the credibility of portuguese

democracy and, conseguently, attempting to liquidate it
through economic sabotage. Their second error was in

big capital, to the Portuguese

44 1D1(1.

r bid.45

p.85.

p.85.
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actively supporting the "counter-revolutionaries" and, in
some cases, becoming counter-revolutionaries themselves.

Thirdly, the monopolists continued to live as before as if
nothing had changed; in other words, they had ignored the
progress of the revolutionary situation. These three errors
led these interests to their defeat.aG

Three banks had been nationarized prior Lo the events of
March 11, 1975.47 However, it vras the monoporists' active
invol-vement in the violent actions of March 11 that brought

the confrict between monopoly capital and the revolutionary
process to its conclusion. rn the days following March 11,

the council of the Revolution decided to nationalize the

banks and the domestic insurance companies.aB rhis step was

soon forlowed by the nationarization of petroleum companies,

steer companies, electricity companies, public transport
companies, the conglomerate CUF, and so forth. a e However,

it was the short-rived Fifth provisional Government that

4 6 rbid. , p. B5-86.
47 These were the Bank of Portugal, Nacionar uttramarino,

and the Bank of AngoIa. À11 vrere nationalized on
September 15, 1974. This measure was, however, related to
the process of decolonization.

The banks were nationalized on March 13, 1975. However,
the Decree-Law of the council of the Revorution v¡as dated
March 14.

The PCP's figures indicate that until the end of the IVProvisional Government (august 8, 1975) lso companies
were nationalized. Of these, 19 were banks and oLherfinancial- institutions, 36 insurance companies, 61
transport companies, and 5 tobacco companies. See Cunha1,
9p. Cit. , p.87.
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accelerated the pace of the nationalizat.ions.s0 The sixth
Provisional Government also undertook some national izations,
but the pace and number were drasticarly reduced.

policy of

Goncarves-led Fifth provisional Government, succeeded in
placing large sectors of the economy under state contror. Àt

the PCP's sixth congress cunhar suggested that the
destruction of the political power of the monopoties had to
be forlor¡ed by their economic defeat. By the Eighth congress

the PCP's General-secretary could claim that,
rf the overthrow of the fascist dictatorship andthe nev¡ democratic situation riquiãated
state-monopoly capitalism and the politicál pov¡erof the monopolies, this series of nationalízations
liquidated the economic power of the monopolistgroups as well as the monopolist groups
themselves. 5 1

nationalization, especially

This great politicar victory was even more impressive
since the workers "had the decisive roIe"52 in the process

of nationalization. This v¡as true not only in the sense that
the proletariat objectively fought the monopolists and

supported the nationalizations; it $¡as arso true in the
sense that the working-class was directly involved in the
nationalizations in certain individual secLors. rndeed,

without the part ic ipat ion of the working-crass in the
anti-monopolist mass movement it would have been extremely

under the

The

50 Àgain using the pcp figures, during the Fifth provisionar
Government, from August.8, 1g7s to september 12, 197s, s4
companies were nationalized. Ibid., p.gZ.

Ibid. , p.88.

Ibid., p.88.

51

52
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difficult, if not impossibte, for the MFA to imprement its
"anti-monoporist strategy. " rn this way the proletariat not
only acted to protect the democratic situation, but arso
consolidated that situation. s3 consequently, the proretariat
vlas instrumental in creating and defending the preconditions
of the "democratic regime".

It was not by chance that
target of the nationalizations. The nature of portuguese

monopoly capitalism was characterized by an extreme
interdependence of financial and industrial capital. The pcp

had poinLed out this feature in 1 965.

centrarization of capital had created a situation where the
banks were owned by, or crosely associated with, the
industrial interests. The nationarization of the banks meanr

that a large portion of industry wourd also come under state
control. rt is a smalr wonder that the pcp would describe
the nationalization of the banking sector as the turning
point of Portuguese democracy opening the road to
soc ial i sm. s ¿ The scope of the nat i onar i zat i ons was so

extensive that the entire economy was indirectry placed in
the hands of the state. Light industry and the remaining

the banks were the primarv

private sector had to respond,

set out by the state sectors. Through the control of credit
and heavy industry the state was abre to exercise such an

extensive amount of contror over the economy that very few

The growing

53

54

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.88

p.90
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enterprises remained outside of its tentacles.55

co-operatives established after March 11 also contributed to
the reconstruction of the Portuguese economy along

non-capitalist lines. Herein Iies the significance of the

nationalizations for the PCP. On the one hand, the symbolic

value is similar to that of worker's control and management.

More concretely, by placing a large part of the economy in

the hands of the state, capitalism vras dealt a deadly blow.

Tn addition to the nationalized sectors,

On the other hand,

possibility of the development of a non-capitalist dynamic.

Às CunhaI writes.
Portuguese
alterat ions.
def initely
Portuguese
conguests a
progress i ve
socialism. s6

The nationalizations were, in the communist lexicon, one

of the most important, and one of the irreversible,
"conquests" of the revolution. However, Àgrarian Reform was

"one of the major conquests, if not the most important, of

the Portuguese Revo1ution."57 Part of this claim is based on

the PCP's assertion that Agrarian Reform was led by the

Party in collaboration with the workers orgenized in their

the nat ional izat ions created the

The capitalist dynamic could
cease being determinant in the

caoi tal i sm

the

economy 1r
re consolidated and developed in a
perspecc lve ,

suf fered

these revolutionary

qE

5b

the perspective of

I D10.

1D1cl.

57

radi ca I

r bid. ,

p.92

p. 93

p. 93
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rural unions. The process was essentially conducted by the

southern rural proletariati Agrarian Reform never did prove

to be a popular concept noth of the Tagus river.

The PCP claimed that Agrarian Reform in the ÀIentejo and

Ribatejo provinces was inevitable due to two main reasons.

First, the rural proletariat had developed a high level of

class consciousness and was determined to execute the

Agrarian Reform. MoreOver, it vras the consciousness of the

rural proletariat that was the determining factor in the

realization of the process. It s¡as as a result of the rural

workers' leading role that Agrarian Reform manifested itself

aS a profoundly revofutionary process demonstrating an

elevated degree of advanced characteristics.

Agrarian Reform was conceptualized not aS a bourgeois reform

designed to preserve capitalist relations of production in

the fields, but as a socialist option.58

Àlthough Agrarian Reform was inevitable given the rural

proletariat's advanced leve1 of class consciousness, it waS

not a spontaneous process. The PCP savr itself as the prime

force that fought for the realization of the reform. Cunhal

claimed that, " (T)here would have been no Agrarian Reform

without the PCP."ss As for the participation of the MFA, it

waS characterized by the communistS aS "important" and even

"decisive" in some cases. Nonetheless, the role of the MFÀ

cn

59

Ibid., p.94.

ibid., p.94.
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was not that of a motivator; the support of the MFA resulted
from the general politicar conditions that the Armed Forces

Movement had created as welr as its concrete intervention in

some cases. Despite this positive aspect, the contribution
of the armed forces was "irregular, reflecting internal
contradictions."6o Even coPcoN often intervened on the side

of agrarian interests, not on the side of the workers.

Agrarian Reform is then be understood by the communists

as a product of the rural proletariat's historical struggle.
In effect, Àgrarian Reform "liberated" large expanses of

Portugal's territory from the grip of capitalist domination.

This fact becomes even more relevant since Àgrarian Reform

was carried out under exceptional circumstances. The

exceptionality is derived from the fact that during the

reform process there did not

revolutionary government nor an established form of

revolutionary power. The government and other centers of
political power in 1975 Portugal v¡ere internally divided.6 1

This is not to suggest that there were no sectors of the MFA

or the Provisional Governments involved in the process, but

that there existed no cohesive policy determined by a

centralized governmental body enjoying sufficient authority
to execute such a policy.62

60

61

62

i bid. , p.94 .

Ibid., p.96.
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The PcP justified the occupation of the large southern

estates on the grounds that these were not being cultivated.
Having no other means of subsistence, the proletariat of the
Arentejo and Ribatejo occupied the land in order to ensure

their continued survival. Àgrarian Reform was initiated when

the "workers took the historic decision to advance into the

rands, occupy them and cultivate them."63 The defeats that
the mass movement infricted on the right during the

revolutionary process created the necessary preconditions
for the proletariat to initiate its action. Àgrarian Reform

was then seen not only as a program of action or as desire
to establish sociar justice, but as an"objective necessity
to resolve the problems of employment and production."64

The Portuguese communist party attempted to defend this
notion at its Eighth congress by forwarding a periodization
of the Àgrarian Reform.6s The first period was characterized
by the proletariat's takeover of abandoned and uncultivated
rands.66 This first period, which witnessed a rimited number

of actions, ended with the events of March 11. within the

communists. Antonio Bica held the post in the FourthProvisional Government; Vitor Louro in the Fifth.
Ibid. , p.97 .

Ibid. , p.97 .

Prior to March 11 , 1975; from March 1 1 to the pubrication
of the Àgrarian Reform Law on July 29, 1g7S; from thepubrication of the Àgrarian Reform Law to the downfarr ofthe Fifth Provisionar Government; and from the formation
of the VI Provisional Government onward. See Ibid. , p.97.
The first actions were in the district of Beia.
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perspective of the PcP, the defeat of the reactionaries on

March 1 1 created the necessary conditions to accelerate the
Agrarian Reform process. whereas the pcp claimed that only
approximately 9r000 hectares had been occupied prior to
March 11, when the Àgrarian Reform Law was published on July
29, 1975, 500 r 000 hectares vlere in the hands of the
workers. The publication of the aforementioned raw arlowed
for the confiscation of a further half million hectares by

october 1975.67 Àlthough the rate of the occupations under

the Vr Provisional Government v¡as drasticarly reduced, the
existing state of affairs proved difficult to reverse.

The Portuguese Àgrarian Reform created two types of
enterpr i ses :

Production (ucps). The former were defined as being

"fundamentally instituted by rurar proletarians, even though

ln many

agriculturalists."6s These are not state controlled and the

workers select their own managers. perhaps more importantly,
sarary levels vrere estabrished by the workers themselves.

Co-operatives and Collective Unities of

This characteristic, however,

cases they included srnall

conceptions often responsibre for removing incentive from

the process of production. 6 e The organization of these

co-operat ives $¡as

67 The Pcp f igures
report to the Ei

6I Cunhal, Ap. Cit.
6e Ibid., p.101.

distinctty dissimilar

can be found
ghth Congress.

, p.102.

and medium

led to "egaIitarian"

on page
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organization of co-operatives in socialist or capitarist
countries. The nature of portuguese co-operatives was unique

because they were formed by the rural proretariat. perhaps

due to this fact, one of the fundamental errors committed by

a number of co-operatives was the rapid assimilation of
smal1 and medium agriculturarists without considering the
consequences of such an assimilation. The incorporation of
these elements, with their sense of independence and

property, had a negative effect upon the cohesion of the
co-operatives.To

Agrarian Reform was restricted to the south of portugal

where latifundist holdings predominated. The "other"
Àgrarian Reform that the pcp had outlined for the north of
Portugal at its Kiev congress would have to wait for the
deveropment of more opportune conditions. The Revorution had

obviously failed in estabrishing that objective of the pcp's
program. Nonetheress, the Àgrarian Reform carried out in
southern Portugal, arthough regionar, had to be defended

because it
signifies a
transformation of agrarian structures in a Iarge
expanse of the territory, and the begining of a
n9w agriculture, liberated from the exploltationof the agrarians and capitalists, in the serviceof the workers and the count rv.7 1'

70 r bid. ,

r bid. ,
71

radical

p.

p.

103.

104.

and i rrevers i bIe
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Another of the PCP's "conquests of April" and perhaps the

only one that is trury irreversible !.¡as decolonization. The

termination of the colonial war and the granting of

independence to the former colonies l¡as, for the pcp, "one

of the great progrssive real ízaLions of the portuguese

Revolution. "7 2 The last chapter analyzed the theoretical
position of the PcP in relation to the coroniar question and

the relative importance that the party assigned to its
completion. The independence of the ex-colonies was seen

not only as a contribution to the soridarity between the

Portuguese people and the people of the newly-independent

states, but also as corresponding to the aspiration of the

Portuguese people to obtain their nationar independence.

Since the colonial war had contributed to portugal's

dependence upon foreign imperialism, the struggle for
national independence was "inseparable" from the recognition
of the right to immediate independence for the co1onies.T3

It must be clarified that for the pCp the process of

decolonization was much more than the formal granting of

independence to the oversees possessions.

understanding of decolonization included aIt of the

"positive" aspects of the process; namely, the recognition
of the Marxist-Leninist Iiberation movements as the

72 Ibid., p.104.

Ibid. r p.105
right to
significance.
redemptive at

73 . Cunhal writes that the recognition of the
independence had a great historical
"For our ovrn people it. vras a dignifying and

titude."

The PCP's
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legitimate representatives of those peoples. Domestically,

one of the destinctive traits of the said process v¡as the

struggle of the Portuguese people and the revolutionary

soldiers to end the war and grant immediate independence. It

Ì.¡as signi f icant f or the PCP that the f orces of

"colonialisfr" r "neo-colonialism" and " imperialism" inside

Portugal vrere defeated even though they permeated the

mititary and government apparatus.Ta

The PCP is certainly correct in emphasizing the

importance of the colonial issue during the PREC. It was

this question that became one of the most problematic for

the different currents within the MFA. Many sectors within

the MFA supported independence,

solution. 7 s General SpinoIa, who initially favored a

plebiscite to determine the future of the colonies, would

be pressured by other MFÀ elements to declare support for

the right of independence to the colonies.70 Since the MFA

Program was extremely vague in this respect, the issue did

not facilitate the development of a cohesive MFA.

The conviction of the Portuguese communists was that

immediate independence had to be extended to the colonies.

In retrospect the PCP was to claim that events overtook

but favored a gradualist

7q

Ibid., p.106.

I ndeed , thi s sra s
Carvalho before hi

This he did in a
1974.

/o

even the position of Otelo Saraiva de
s more radical transformation.

televised speech delivered on July 27,
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those elements in the armed forces who proposed a

neo-colonial solution. Às events overtook these elements,

the more radical MFA members were able to proceed with their

plans for decolon ízaLion.7 z 7t was the appointment of

Admiral Rosa Cout inho and other leftist off icers that

facititated the recognition of the MPLÀ, FRELIMO, and PÀIGC

as the legitimate representatives of their people. In this

sense "the Portuguese Revolution was also present in

Àfrica. " 7 8

For the PCP, the "conquests of Àpri1" delineated above

are all essential elements for the creation of a country

characterized by democracy and national independence. ÀpriI

25 was itself an act of national independence and, as such,

a provocation to foreign imperialism. The mititary uprising,

combined with the popular uprising' generated a uniquely

Portuguese revolutionary process. According to the

Portuguese communists, the natural reaction of foreign,

primarily Àmerican, imperialism was to utilize all means

available to it in order to prevent the PREC from

continuing. Thus, Cunhal writes that

imperialism insisted with particular vigor that
Portugal, a NATO country, should not pursue a path
that would remove it from the domination of
monopoly capitalism, whose defence is the reason
being for the existence of the Àtlantic Àl1iance

77 Perhaps the most notorious example of this $¡as the
appointment of Admiral Rosa Coutinho as Governor-General
of Angola in JuIy 1974. He replaced the more moderate
General Silvino Silverio Marques who himself had been
appointed in June of the same year.

Cunhal, Ibid., p.109.
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This position hras designed to prevent portugal from

liberating itself from imperialist dependency, to prevent it
from seeking to establish a poticy of peace and co-operation
with the peoples of the colonies and of the socialist
countries.so rt was the defeat of the right on september 2g,
1974 that eliminated the main obstacres to the pursuit of
such a policy. À month laterr oD October 29, 1974, a

governmental mission, headed by cunhal, visited the ussR in
order to set the groundwork for the strengthening of
rerations.sl PortugaLrs participation at the Hersinki
conference and the country's foreign policy were also

itself.Te

conc reÈe

independence. However, as far as cunhal and his party vrere

concerned, it was the continued presence of the portuguese

communisL Party in the nation's governments during the
revolutionary process that was the surest demonstration of
nat ional- independence. I 2

manifestations of

79

80

81

Ibid., p.113.

Ibid. r p.114. The exception being Cuba,Portugal had diplomatic relations.

the state's

Dipromatic rerations with the ussR had been establishedin July of 1974, the same month as porand. Rerations withczechoslovakia, GDR and Burgaria were estabrished inAugust. A month later portuguese-Hungarian diplomaticrerations were established. Relations-with Romãnia had
been in force since June of the same year.

Cunhal, Ibid. , p.1 1 5,
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Despite the advances discussed above, the PCP maintained

that the weakest aspect of the Portuguese Revolution was the

anti-imperialist struggle. In fact, the PREC enjoyed very

little success in this respecti a matter that had to be

successfully confronted in order to realize genuine national

independence. 83 9thile the communists belatedly recognized

that it would have been impossible to directly confront the

imperialist countries, measures could have been implemented

during the revolutionary process that were not. In fact, the

PCP goes so far as to suggest that:
In the political reaIm, the international
situation favored the Portuguese Revolution,
limiting the possibilities of open intervention. sa

I t can therefore be concluded that the Portuguese

communists were not only wiIling, but also believed that the

Party couLd assume state power and maintain it. The reason

for the fail-ure of a solid anti-imperialist policy is said

by the PCP to have been the collaboration of the political

forces to its righL with imperialism. In this wây, the

Portuguese communists condemned Mario Soares' Soc iali st

Party for the limited successes of the revolutionary

Drocess.

On balance the Portuguese Communist Party adheres to the

position that the Portuguese Revolution was globally
positive, despite the drawbacks listed above. Not only was

a1 .!.4.r
84 r bid. ,

p.117

p.117
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"faSciSm" destroyed and a "democratic regime" established,

but the events in Portugal weakened imperialism and,

consequently, shifted the correla.tion of forces further in

favor of the USSR and the international working-class

movement. What accounts for the drawbacks and limitations of

the Portuguese Revolution is the fact that a revolutionary

government did not exist in Portugal during the PREC. In

other words, the absence of a centralized revolutionary

povrer, with the capacity to enforce decisions, wâs the main

obstacle confronting the Revolution. What characterized the

Portuguese process waS "power divided between very diverse

political and military forces" with multiple decision-making

centers.ss The PCP is correct on this point, but if

multipolar centers of authority did not exist the transition

from authoritarian regime to communist dictatorship would

have been swift indeed.

Portugal's revolutionary transformations developed in a

setting where revolutionary measures were implemented

haphazardly and with IittIe direction from the top. It v¡as

this type of development, and the PCP's attempt to guide it,

that defines much of the Party's activity during the PREC.

WhiIe the communists were at times to play a predominant

role in the events of the day, they were never able to

consolidate this leading role during the Revolution. The PCP

implicitly recognized that it was not successful in becoming

the vanguard when Cunhal acknowledged that revolutionary

85 rbid., p.119.
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measures were "imposed by the revolutionary struggle of the

popular masses and soldiers, responding to concrete

situations. " I 6 This response to events accounted for the

irregular nature of the PREC and, ultimately, its failure.

The PCP's failure to fully ripen the revolutionary
situation existent in Portugal was criticized at the party's

1976 congress. The PCP's appreciation of its failure becomes

evident when one considers the Emergency platform adopted at
the PCP's Seventh (Extraordinary) Congress. while retaining
the demand for nationalizations and an Àgrarian Reform in
its Program, the Party did not include these measures in the

Emergency Platform elaborated at that Extraordinary

Congress. Even the nationalization of the banks was not

included in the above document. Given the analysis of the

"democratic and national revolution", and the prominent

place reserved for the banks in that analysis, the absence

of this measure is quite unbelievable.

nationalization of the economy's basic secLors v¡as also not

included in the Emergency Platform. Yet, barely two months

folLowing the Seventh Congress,

undertaken. while the PCP would claim that these measures

were adopted because of the moderate line adopted by the

Party at its Seventh Congress, such a position was IittIe

86 Ibid., p.119. Theoretically, if the pCp was the vanguard
then any revolutionary measure undertaken by the masses
was, in reality, credited to the Party. However, this
theoretical position was confronted by a very different
reality. Instead of leading the masses the pCp often
found itself outdistanced by them.

¿¿J
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more than a faint self-justification.

By early February 1975, the Party would assert that
Àgrarian Reform was an immediate possibility.sT However, it
was March 1 1 that carne to act as the "gigantic accelerator"
in the revol-utionary process. The alliance of the people

and soldiers that had prevented the "Spinola coupt' then

proceeded in the offensive against the right. It is in the

aftermath of March 1 1 that the revolutionary mass movement

and the revolutionary sectors of the armed forces

intersected, thus responding to a political and economic

imperative that demanded the radical measures adopted. If
these measures had not been adopted "the Portuguese economy

would have suffered a complete collapse and the freedoms

would have been liquidated within a short space of time."88

It is this emergency situation that lends the post-March

11 transformations their dual nature - they are both

offensive and defensive. The revol-utionary transformations

are defensive in the sense that they serve to protect the

economy and the freedoms established in the aftermath of the

ApriI coup. Inversely,

transformations not only seek to solidify the freedoms, but

expand these in both the political and economic realms. This

offensive character acts as a direct onslaught against the

87 For example,
Àgricultural I^iorkers, controlled by the pCp, came to this
conclusion in early February 1975 in Evora. The
occupations had begun in October of the preceeding year.

88 Cunhal, Ibid., p.120.
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structures of capitalist society and opens the horízon to a

soc ial ist soc iety. The PCP is not unassuming in

congratulating itself for this development:

In a capitalist Europe, accustomed to superficial
political changes, moving merely around electoral
results, it appeared to some a heresy that a small
people, barely out of the half-century nightmare
of fascism, could have dared to make a
revolution.ss

This Revolution not only profoundly altered the structures

of political power, it also altered the social and economic

structures of the country.

In addition to the abovementioned freedoms,

Revolution effectively undertook a number of fundamental

transformations, State monopoly capitalism vras liquidated.

This is perhaps the single most significant of all of the

revolutionary transformations. FoIlowing the Àpri1 coup, but

prior to the widespread nationalízaLions, the fusion of

state and monopoly capital had ceased to serve the interests

of the

nationalizat ions, in the PCP's view, rested with the fact

that they eradicated the basis for a monopolist

recuperation. Therefore, this aspect of the Revolution

serves to radically distinguish the Portuguese economy from

that of the remaining European states. Àlt,hough foreign

monopolies vrere left relatively intact, domestic monopoly

capitalism "suffered mortal wounds. "s0

monooolists. The

8e rbid.,
eo rbid.,

the

momentousness of

p .121

p.121

the
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In conjunction with the destruction of the power of the

monopolists, the latifundist property of the South was

expropriated. The establishment of the co-operatives and

UCPs in the Àgrarian Reform zone radically altered the

relations of production in that part of the country. The

defeat of the monopolists and latifundists gave ascent to

the origination of a large sector of the economy that could

no longer be described as being under the regiment of

capitalism. In turn this fashions the basis for a

"completely new wâyr outside of the capitalist dynamic're1 of

economic development.

The loss of the Portuguese overseas possessions also

profoundly altered the essence of the country. Deprived of

the African colonies, Portugal vras led to develop economic

structures based upon its ovrn resources. The loss of the

possessions was also a major defeat for monopoly power. Yet,

reducing Portugal's borders to Europe called into existence,

according to the PCP, an immense opportunity for the

country' s independent development.

These nelr circumstances presented a series of problems

that bore upon the nature of the new regime. The PCP

repudiated social democracy since it allowed the monopolists

to retain their dominance through a parliamentary regime.

Cunha1 claimed that in Portugal "such a regime cannot be the

successor of the existing situation. "e 2 At its Eighth

si rbid., p.122.
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Congress, Cunhal suggested that there would surge a certain

amount of capitalist recuperation in the new situation, but

the "conquered freedoms", including Agrarian Reform and the

nationalizations, could not be abrogated. Even a coup, and

the subsequent dictatorship, would not forestall grave

economic crises, ãs welI as social and political conflicts
if capitalist recuperation threatened the "conquests of

ÀpriI". Such a dictatorship would be unable to revive the

type of system existent prior to April 25r 1974. Às a result
of this posture, the PCP asserted that the "revolutionary
transformations and conquests achieved by the Revolution are

irreversibl-e. "e 3 It was this irreversibility that pointed

Portugal squarely on the path of soc ia1 progress and

soc ial i sm.

The 1976 Constitution of the Portuguese Republic

institutionalized the aforementioned "conouests" of the

Revolut ion .

significance for the PCP that is not shared by the political
parties to its right. Partially, it is so because the PCP

sees the 1976 Constitution, and the regime outlined in that

documentr âs the logical and legitimate outcome of the

The 1976 Constitution holds a special

revolutionary process. The PCP's position is summed

the following manner:

92 Ibid. , p.123

ibid. , p.123
later cease
"historical".

93 . Cunhal's emphasis
being irreversible

¿¿>
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and would become merely
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The democratic reqime resulted from the democratic
situation created and defended by the struggle of
the revolutionary forces. One cannot opposer âs
some have, the constitutional regime to the
previously existing democratic situation; it is
its continuation. The government formed after the
elections and with the Constitution in force is
not more legitimate than the provisionãT
Governments that preceeded it, nor is it more
legitimate than the politico-military povrer of the
MFA. 9 4

The PCP reasoned that since vr

would have been no democracy,

democracy is inseparable from

Thus, the new constitutional
impression of the said process.

the Party to presume that

the fundamental- character i st ic s of portuguese
democracy became irreversièle fealities before
havi ng béen consec ratea -lî' trre coñffiion .3-

Having reached this stage one could wonder what the

significance the PCP ascribes to the 1976 constitution. on

the one hand, the process leading to the promulgation of the

Constitution is, in itself, a victory of the progressive

forces and a defeat of the reactionary forces. The "biggest
merit" of the 1976 document is that it institutionalized the

struggle of the revolutionary forces.s6

ithout the Revolution there

then the post-Constitution

the revolutionary process.

democracy must sustain the

It is this claim that leads

94 I bid. , p. 183 .
Cunhal refers
Government.

Ibid. , p.183.
PCP's disdain

ibid., p.184.

95

96

The emphasis is mine. The Government thar
to is Mario Soares' First Constitutional

The emphasis is mine. We can see here the
for the rules of liberal democracv.
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One should not be inattentive to the role of the

Constituent Assembly in this process. The elections of 1975

for the Constituent Assembly l¡ere held in order to select

deputies whose sole duty was to prepare the document. Yet,

the radicalization of the Portuguese process manifested

itself at the same time that the Àssembly vlas entangled in

its work. Hence, the Assembly necessarily had to reflect
upon the changing realities of Portuguese society during

this period. According to the Portuguese Communist Party,

the deputies elected to the Constituent Àssembly did so.

Àccordingly, the document "ended by being the consecration

of the victories of the Portuguese Revolution and reflecting
the state of development of the revolutionary process. "sT

Although the Àssembly did not resolve issues such as

Agrarian Reform, it did recognize and formalize this and

other "conquests" in the Constitution.

This is not to suggest that the elaboration of the

document h'as free of ambiguities and contradictions. The

communists always emphasized that the end product of the

Àssembly's work reflected the political composition of the

parLies represented in it. And while the 1976 Constitution
was the consequence of numerous compromises, it was not the

outcome of a compromi se of equals. The combined

representation of the political Ieft was evident. Indeed,

the Constitution is correctly described by the PCP as the

product of a socialist-communist Constituent majority,

s7 rbid. , p. 184.
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augmented by the compulsion

revolutionary movement.

The Portuguese communists did not, however, always

measure the work of the Constituent Àssembly with favor. The

PCP went so far as to posit, under the pretext that the

spirit of April 25 had not reached the entire country, that

the elections for the Constituent Assembly should be

postponed. In truth, the bid to postpone the election l¡as

motivated by political considerations. The Party realized

that it was still handicapped by a relatively weak popular

base of support when the elections were called. When the

substantive strength of the PCP was made evident by the

eLectoral results, its efforts to monopolize political polrer

were met with a popular backlash. Furthermore, since the

combined MDP-PCP forces had failed to acquire control of

many local governments, especially in the north of the

country, it v¡as impossible to hold "genuinely free"

elections. These pretexts were not sufficient to inhibit
the elections, whose results were to prove devastating for

the Party. Having failed in its venture to prevent the

elections, the PCP simply altered tactics.

The tactical shift occurred on two fronts. Firstly, the

Party accelerated the revolutionary process in order to

further cement its presence in the political Iife in the

country. With respect to the Àssembly itself, the PCP

adopted a critical, often extremely hostiJ-e, position

of the extra-parliamentary
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towards its work. Essentially, the PCP was apprehensive that

the Assembly would convert itself into a rival center of

povrer compet.ing with the revolutionary organs; an especially

sensitive matter since the Constituent Assembly was the only

popularly elected organ. The PCP then censured Èhe Assembly

for endeavoring to establish itself as a rival center of

power seeking to restore the might of the monopolists. In

short, the comnunists were critical of the Àssembly because

the formulation of the Constitution was not as rapid a

process as they desired. Believing that a delay in the

process created favourable opportunities for the right, "the

PCP, many times practically alone, fought vigorously so that

it (ttre Constitution) could be quickly promulgated and

implemented". s I

The framing of the Constitution was of such importance

that President Costa Gomes went to the Assembly on ApriI 2,

1976 to immediately promulgate the document after that body

approved it. The new Constitution was characterized by the

PCP in the following terms:

The Constitution, essentially, is democratic, is
progressive and institutes a regime in which are
inherent, in terms provided by the Constitution
itself, the great revolutionary transformations
and real ízaLions of the Portuguese people after
ApriI 25.ss

98

99
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Since it was the content of this Constitution that

defined the democratic regime, it is worthwhile to ponder

the said content. It is not necessary to go beyond the

preamble of the 1976 Constitution to realize why the PCP

judged the document so favorably. The preamble is an

exaltation of the MFÀ's defeat of the authoritarian regime.

The MFÀ's overthrow of "fascism" $¡as described in the

preamble as an interpretation of the Portuguese people's

profound sentimenLs. loo More importantly, the preamble sets

the tone for the document when it asserts that Portugal has

opened the road to socialism.

The preamble would signify very tittle if the remaining

articles of the 1976 Constitution did not seek to

consolidate the road to socialism. In the Fundamental Law,

the elimination of the monopolists and latifundists is

declared to be irreversible. 1o 1 In order to assure the

transition to socialism, the Constitution pronounced all of

the post-25 April nationalizations to be "irreversible
conquests of the working-cIasses.rt102 In addition to other

limitations placed upon non-nationalized enterprises, 1o3 the

Constitution declares that the State must implement the

loo The relevant section of the preamble reads:
25, 1974, the Armed Forces Movement, setting
the Portuguese people's long resistance and
its deep-seated feelings, overthrew the Fasc

1 o 1 Article 290, f.
1o2 Article 83, no.1

1 o 3 For example see Àrticle 83, no.2,
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realization of Agrarian Reform as a futl priority. 1 o4

Agrarian Reform itself is defined as a "fundamental

instrument for the construction of a socialist society.ttlos
The 1976 fundamental Iaw also concedes a series of "workers

rights"rloG trade union rightsrl0T the right to strikerlos
the prohibition of lock-out, r o s the CTs and other such

measures that attempt to ensure the socialist nature of the

regime.

Subsequent to

Portuguese commun

consecrated the

democracy was an

socialism. 1 1 o Basi

that Portugal was

classless society,

alleged that the

the adootion of

i sts ins i sted that the document had

principle that the existing Portuguese

inherent component of the road to

ng itself upon the preamble's statement

in the process of transforming into a

the PCP, again citing the Constitution,
regime outlined in the Constitution vras

104

to5

106

107

lo8

lo9

110

Àrticle 81, h.

Article 96.

Article 51 in its entirety.
Àrticle 57. The Constitution did not recosnize
un ic idade .

Article 54.

Àrticle 60.

the Const i tut ion , the

For this discussion, see Cunhal, Op. Cit. r p.189-190.
This position is informed by the Party's understanding
of the Constitution. In part, the document reads: "
During the transition to socialism there shall be three
sectors of property in the means of production; lands
and natural resources, determined by their ownership and
the socialist form of management".
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transitory.1 1 1 In other words, the "democratic regime" is a

phase of the "democratic and national revoLution"

transcendable once the construction of socialism is
underway.

The political bias of the 1976 Fundamental Law certainly
lends itself to this type of interpretation. Perhaps more

alarming from a liberal democratic perspective, was the fact
that this political bias yras supported by the col-lectivist
socio-economic model outlined in the document.

organizational framework providing for the Republic's

socio-economic development, âs well as the responsibility of

the state, were designed to develop socialist relations of

production. Various articles of the Constituion specificatly
referred to the establishment of collective means of

croduction.

Given this understanding of the Constitution, the PCP

came to regard its adoption as an essential political task.

Not only vras it important from a theoretical perspective, it
gras also necessary from an instrumental point of view. The

communists !{ere adamant in claiming that the content of the

Constitution was responsible for the aggressive response of

the reactionaries to the document. Its adoption served to

"demoralize the revolutionary forces" as well as "halt the

counter-revolutionary conspiracy.rr Moreover, the retention
of the military as a political actor was fundamental to the

The

111 Àrticle 89.
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preservation of the Revolution's "conquests" outlined in the

document.

The PCP's conception of the democratic regime hras not

merely restricted to the above perspective. The upholding of

the Constitution lras to be ensured by the creation of a

number of governmental organs. There was no question that

the organs of traditional liberal parliamentary and

presidential political systems should be recognized in one

form or another. However,

military, .and specifically the MFA, that proved to be the

most contentious of issues. As was noted above, the MFA

curbeo the work of the Constituent Assembly and consol-idated

its ovrn polrer by imposing both MFA-Parties Pacts. As the

political situation stabilized in the aftermath of November

25, the civilian demands for a return of the mili.tary to the

barracks became more audible. Nonetheless, the armed forces

continued to wield sufficient power to prevent their rapid

exodus from the political life of the countrv.

The notoriety of the 1976 Constitution did not rest

solely with the socialist option that it prescribed; it
also rested with the unique system of power distribution
contained therein. Since one of the defining characteristics
of the Portuguese Revolution had been the People-MFA

alliance, the Constitution had to formalize this fact. The

dual nature of the process, the popular and military
components, could not be ignored in any formal delineation

i t vras the quest ion of the
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of power. Since the new regime was the practical expression

of the spirit of Àpril 25 and the revolutionary process, the

MFÀ was constitutionally preserved as an organ of povrer so

as to assure the maintenance

regime could not, according to the PCP' be divorced from the

revolutionary process. The maintenance of the MFÀ in the

political arena legitimized the

"conquests" of that process and, most importantly, the

privileged role of the Portuguese Communist Party in both

the political system and the society. The "democratic

regime" outlined in 1976 was'

regime of Portugal's Communist Party. Such a situation was

hitherto unheard of in Western Europe. l r3

of that spirit.1l2 The new

Despite the attempt of the non-communist parties to Iimit

the role

Con st i tut

revolutionary process, the

as an independent political organ. l 1 a In

of the military in political matters, the

1 1 2 Cunhal, oÞ. cit. ' p.1 90.

ion recognized the MFA's

113 The fact that the rtalian Communist Party, for example,
was instrumental in drawing up the Italian Constitution
of 1 948 does not negate this staLement. No other
communist party had ever claimed, âs the PCP did, that
their nation's respective Constitutions outlined the
framework for an "advanced" non-bourgeois democracy.
theoretically, Portuguese democracy waS worlds away from
European Iiberal democracy.

1 1 4 On August 1 1 , 1976 the Council decided that until the
revision of the Constitution the representatives of the
various services of the armed forces could only be
replaced in case of death' resignation, or permanent
inãUility to carry out these functions. The left-wing
orientation of the Council was thus preserved. Not
surprisingly the PcP described this measure as a
stabilizing agent for the regime. The revised 1982
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reversals that the military left had been subject to since

the summer of 1975, the PCP was elated by the establishment

of the Council of the Revolution. The communists believed

that if the military vras excluded f rom povrer it would mean

"an open door for the rapid conquest of power by the forces

of the right" and the subsequent "Iiquidation of the

revolutionary conquests of the Portuguese people.'t 1 1 s While

the Party suggested that the permanence of the Council would

prevent the establishment of a new dicatorship, its absence

from Portuguese political life would certainly have the

opposite consequence. Àlthough the second MFÀ-Parties Pact

was not as encompassing as the first, it allowed for the

maintenance of the Council of the Revolution an organ that

gave expression to the PeopIe-MFÀ a1liance.1 16 This factor

proved to be pivotal in the PCP's analysis of, and support

for, the Portuguese regime.

Constitutionally, the Portuguese armed forces were

attributed the role of guaranteeing the transition to

socialism. Article 273,4 of the Constitution stated that the

armed forces' mission was to "guarantee the conditions which

would permit the peaceful and pluralist transition of

Portuguese society to democracy and socialism." If this was

Constitution eliminated the Council of the
The revised Fundamental Law did create a
State that acts as an advisory body to the
the Republic.

11s ibid. , p.194.
116 rbid., p.194.
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the general aim of the armed forces as an institution, the

MFA was privlidged with a specific role in the new regime.

The preamble recognized the significance of the MFÀ's

action against the authoritarian regime, thus giving it the

status of founders of the new regime. Such a status

logically led to the precept that the MFA should become a

distinct organ of sovereignty. This was implemented in the

1976 document with, however, one caveat; the MFÀ's exercise

of sovereignty would be in alliance with the political

parties and democratic organízations. l 17 Perhaps more

importantly, the MFÀ was to be trusted as the guarantor of

the "democratic conquests and the revolutionary process.tt1 18

The all-military Council of the Revolution, in its capacity

as a distinct organ,

functioning of the democractic institutions.'t 1 1 e This

arrangement was to constitutionally endure for a minimum of

four years.

Recognizing that the revolutionary process had been

interwoven with contradictions, Cunhal acknowledged that

these same contradictions s¡ere present in the relationship

between the organs of political power. What was important to

the PCP was that the Council of the Revolution retained the

povrer to declare laws unconstitutional if these were not

within the "spirit of Àpril 25". Às long as the MFÀ and the

h'as to "guarantee the regular

117

118

r19

Àrticle 1 0, no.1 .

Article 4.

Article 142.
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Council retained that spiriL,
Revolution were relatively safe. At any rate, the Council

offered a firmer guarantee of the preservation of these

measures than did the universally elected bodies. The

communists attempted to justify their distrust of the

Assembly with the absurd proposition that in "vast zones of

the territory democratic liberties have not yet been

genuinely established and where the rights of citizens are

not assured or respected. t' 1 2o Consequently, the regime

required both the unfolding of a democractic life and the

existence of the Council in order to be protected from the

attempts of the right to subvert it.

It was during the legislative and presidential elections

of 1976 that the PCP unveiled the strategy that continues to

guide it, with slight variations, to this day. t" The

Portuguese Communi st Party posited that the f i rst

legislative election under the new Constitution was an

important political act contributing to the defense of the

democratic regime. That election would formalize the passage

of the polity from a revolutionary (democratic) situation to

a democratic regime. The elections, whatever their outcome,

would serve to legitimize a regime that the PCP had

zealously endeavored to create"

the "conquests" of the

20

21

rbid., p.

Àt this
December
the Party
anatomia

196.

writing the PCP is in a state of crisis. The
1 988 Congress may prove to be a watershed for
. On the present crisis of Lhe PCP see my "PCP:
de um crise." Risco. No.9, Spring 1988.
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The PCP's objectives for the legislative election were

defined by the PCP's Central Committee on January 14, 1976"

The Party's campaign was to act aS a means of educating the

masses and endeavor to prevent a legislative majority of the

reactionary right understood as aII of those parties to

the right of the Socialist Party. The PCP expected Lhat such

a campaign, combined with an advantageous electoral result

for the Party, would make a parliamentary alliance between

the PS and the parties to its right extremely difficult. The

Party hoped that its representation in the Àssembly would

increase to such a degree that it would be impossible for

the PS to refuse the creation of a left-wing majority

government. Therefore, the logic of a left-wing government,

with PCP representation,

socialists as a popular demand.

The result of this internal decision was then presented

to the Party's National Conference on March 14, 1976.122

NaturalIy enough, the National Conference accepted the

objectives of the Central Committee and defined the

orientation for the elect,ions. Recognizing that the

reactionaries had recuperated Some of their former ground'

the PCP opposed any attempt to boycott or abstain from the

electoral act since such conduct could only benefit the

political right. l 23

would force itself upon the

122 The Party printed
electoral program
well as 1 .5
Proc lamat i on .

for distribution 300'000 copies of the
adopted at the National Conference, as
mi 11 ion copies of i ts Electoral



The first Constitutional elections r¡ere indeed a victory

of sorts for the PCP. The defeat of the right, what the

communists considered to be the practical result of the

legislative elections, was to be reinforced in the upcoming

presidential elections. Again, regarding the presidential

elections, the stated objective of the Party was to ensure

that the righL did not capture the office. However, the

overall implications of this electoral act were much more

complicated than the Assembly of the Republic elections.

In their approach to the presidential elections the

dominant political consideration for the Portuguese

communists v¡as the military factor. The Constitution

assigned to the President of the Republic the chairmanship

of the Council of the Revolution as well as the post of

Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces. However, it was the

roLe of the armed forces in Portugual, described by the PCP

as often being decisive, that seems to have weighed

considerably in the Party's strategy. l 2a The concern that

the Party repeatedly voiced was that the newly-elected

President had to be acceptable to the armed forces in order

to prevent military action from being taken against him. The

Party realized that this observation applied to its

candidate as well âsr more importantly, OteIo Saraiva de

Carvalho. It !.ras this apprehension that led the PCP to

123 Partido Comunista Portugues,
PCP: Às eleicoes para a
Lisbon: Edicoes Avante, 1976.

124 Cunhal, Revolution, oÞ. Cit.,
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propose that a military candidate be fielded by the Council

of the Revolution itself. Such a consensus candidate should

not only have the support of the armed forces, but also the

PCP and the PS. Faced with the fact that more than one

military candidate belonging to the Council declared

candidacies, the PCP decided neither to support nor to

oppose any of these military candidates. Instead, the PCP

presented the colorless party apparatchik Octavio Pato.

The presentation its own candidate was not a particularly

gratifying prospect for the PCP. The leadership claimed that

it was only by v¡ay of such a measure that the communists

could continue to ensure the role of the armed forces in the

new democratic regime. The overriding consideration for the

communists was not to antagonize the military in general and

the Council of the Revolution in particul-ar. Alienating the

Party from the military would have been a serious political

drawback as far as the PCP was concerned. Such a development

would increase the influence and manoeuverability of the

right in relation to, as well as within, the military.

There trtas, however, one military candidate that the PCP

was more than willing to confront: Otelo Saraiva de

Carvalho. Not only r¡as Otelo undesirable given his

tremendous responsibility for the defeat of the military

left, he $tas also undesirable because he threatened the

PCP's base of electoral support. For this reason the Party

claimed that the launching of the Otelo candidacy was
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"directed fundamentally against the PCP.r125 Moreover, the

candidacy was considered to be an "adventurist" one whose

sole objective $ras to extend the strength of the radical
left at the expense of Cunhal's party.

One could speculate that if Otelo had not entered the

presidential race the PCP may not have presented its own

candidate. 1 2 6 What the Otelo candidacy could not be allowed

to accomplish was to present itself as the only alternative
on the political left of the Socialist Party. The PCP was

fully cognizant that with Otelo as the lone candidate

representing the Portuguese left, the PCP vote would be

difficult to transfer to a consensus candidate supported by

the Party. Àn electoraf outcome favourable to Otelo would

politically weaken the PCP and provide Otelo a new

Iegitimacy. Strong electoral support for Otelo and the

subsequent "confusion of the masses",

jeopardize the viability of the democratic regime, but the

authority of Cunhal and his party. The ideological and

political battle hitherto fought against the radical left
had to be actively continued if the PCP h'as not to be

weakened.

12s rbid., p.205.
126 while this is

that the Party
to obtain the
This has been
elections.

would not onlv

a possibility, it is
would have fielded a

free publicity granted
the tactic in the last
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These considerations led the Portuguese Communist Party

to present the grey Pato to the public. It h'as not necessary

to present a charismatic or even a good candidate since the

logic of the situation dictated that the Party would succumb

to an embarassing political defeat. A PCP candidacy could

only expect to capture the vote of the most dedicated

militants and supporters whose vote would otherwise be cast

for Otelo. Having bitterly fought on its left flank since

the early 1960s the Party could not simply l-ose by default.
To allow the popular and workers movement to be led by the

"petit-bourgeois radicals" must be the end of the movement,

as well as of the PCP, as autonomous movements. Therefore,

Pato's candidacy was not aimed at winning the el-ection, but

at preserving the PCP's position and manoeuverability for
future activity.l27 The campaign was then deemed to be

a great political battle of enlightenment v¡ith the
end of mobilizing the masses in defense of the
conquests of the Revolution and maintaininq theproletarian movement in the iust perspective of
consolidation and continuaton of Portuguese
democracy. r 2 I

The preservation of the status quo was the motivation and

the main objective of the Communist Party during this
ceriod"

The outcome of the aforementioned electoral act
profoundly affected the outlook of the Portuguese Communist

Party. Pato's weak showing was ample proof that the party

1 27 I bid.

1 28 I bid.

, p.206.

, Þ.206-207.
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had to maintain its position as defender of the "democratic
regime". The potential strength of the radicaL reft, ampry

demonstrated by otelo's popular vote, confirmed that the pcp

could not accompany the Eurocommunists on their road. Àny

attempt to do so would probably lead to a mass hemorrhage in
its ranks. Faced with a viable political force on its reft
that could outflank the pcp if the latter attempted to
moderate its position, the party fortified its defense of
the "democratic regime".

The PCP drew its political- conclusions from the resuLts
of the presidential elections at a reunion of the party's
central commiLtee on July 5, 1976. The central committee
maintained that the transference of the pcp vote to otelo
could be ascribed to a number of erroneous perceptions on

the part of the el-ectorate. one of these impressions v¡as

that a Eanes victory wourd return the country to fascism;
therefore, only another military officer - otero courd
prevent the armed forces from turning back the clock. The

PCP also suggested that much of the voter transference could
be exprained by the misconception that pato, a civirian and

a comnunist , vras unelectable and, theref ore, a ,'usef ul vote"
was a vote for otelo. Finarly, the communists conceeded that
due to otelo's intimate identification with the Aprir coup,
there existed a widespread berief that only a vote for that
candidate courd ensure the continuation of the process

initiated by the events of April. À1r of these factors
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contributed to the PCP's disasterous showing;

Central Committee reasoned.

The communists were genuinely concerned

number of their electorate that defected

Although the

particularly ominous was the crossover vote in the

traditional PCP strongholds in the south and the Lisbon "red

belt"" Despite the electoral outcome, the pCp insisted that
it had adopted

defections

alluded to previouslyr ôñ abstention by the party in the

electoral process would have led

reduced margin for action in the future. A non-communist,

anti-fascist candidacy supported by the Party would not have

allowed the PCP to express its positions before the

electorate.l3o The presence of Otelo in the race also meant

that the PCP could not desist in the last few days and

incite its militants to cast their vote for Eanes. The

to Otelo were nation-wide,

the correct strategy

or so

by the sheer

to Otelo. l 2e

latter course could not only weaken the Party in the

the

aftermath of the elections;

12s In his report to the Eighth Congress Cunhal is very
candid on this point. He writes that the party
readership rearized that many votes would be transferred
to Otelo, but the number was indeed greater than
expected. In addition, especially during the tast days
of the campaign "the information, opinions andpredictions of a large part of the party's responsible
organisms, by being overly optimistic, presented a
deficient evaluation of the masses' disposition and
acentuated subjectivism. " See Cunhal, À Revolucao
Portuquesa: O passado e o futuro, p.208.

in the matter. As

to "disorientations" and a

I 3o This option was
Committee. Ibid.

it would also mean that Otelo's

seriously considered
, p.208.

¿+ó

by the Central



percentage of the vote would increase and thereby give

credence to the "divisionist groups who supported him and

appear to want to lead the popular movement.rtl3l Once again,

the spectre of the radical left haunted Cunhal and his
party.

The dislocations to Otelo demonstrated that the

"positions of the parties are relatively fragl1.rt 1 s 2 and

easily influenced. Yet, the PCP suggested that the

communists could recuperate their Iosses i f correct
attitudes were adopted. CunhaI writes,

However,
examination by all the (Party's) organizaLions.
Experience shows that there are many deficiencies
in understanding the state of spirit of the
masses. 1 3 3

If the percentage obtained by Pato was any indication of the

Party's success in diffusing its message, the PCP certainly
failed in strengthening its bargaining position in relation
to the formation of a ruling alliance with the pS.

Objectively, so went the PCP's rationale, it was the

reactionary right that had benefitted from Otelo's excellent
showing at the poIls.

that question needs a profound

The political context of 1976 effectively prevent.ed the

Portuguese Communist Party from supporting General Eanes.

Yet, the Party's campaign, while severely critical of Otelo

131

132

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

IE.,133

p.209 .

p.209 .

p.209.
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and the other candídates, was unguestionably not overly
critical of Eanes. Next to an outright pato victory, the

erectoral triumph of Eanes vras the best possible result for
cunhal. The consensus of the Eanes candidacy, both civirian
and miritary, ensured the continued presence of the military
in Portuguese poritics. Eanes' decrarations that he would

respect the constitution also assured the communists that
under his Presidency the "democratic regime" would be

preserved. rt vras this factor that accounted for the party's

often enthusiastic support of General Eanes over his two

terms as President of the Republic.

The PCP's optimism about Eanes was tempered by its
concerns about soares and his Sociarist party. The years

following 1976 provided even more reasons for the pcp to
concern itself with Mario Soares. l 34

The 1976 Presidential elections effectively ended the

revolutionary chaos initiated with Apri I 25. For the

communists, the "democratic regime" was implemented and only
needed to be consolidated. This consoridation would be

consummated by a defence of the "conquests of Àpril" against
the pretensions of the right. rt $¡as this duarity that the

PCP presented to the population

option in Portugal: socialism or a new "fascist" regime much

more repressive than the Sal-azar-Caetano dictatorship.

134 At its Tenth congress the pcp would decrare Mario soares
the principal enemy.
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The dichotomy was informed by the portuguese communist

Party's conception of the democratic regime and the struggle
against capitalism.
transformed by the revolutionary process that the

reactionary forces were unable to liquidate the "conquests

of Apri1". Post-revorutionary portugal v¡as democratic,
progressive and free of the monoporists and latifundists.
The only path to be followed was one of defending and

consolidating the "conquests of Àpri1" and the progression

towards socialism.

This conclusion was reached by the portuguese communists

through an analysis of post-revolutionary portugail s

socio-economic character. The party posited that the

capitarist structures existent prior to Àprir 2s, 1974 had

been eriminated. while state monopory capitalism had been

destroyed, monopoly capital had only received, to use the

PCP's expression, "mortal wounds", but it !¡as not dead. with
respect to the latifundists, Agrarian Reform noL only
eliminated their polrer, it also introduced non-capitarist
rerations of production to the southern fierds of portugal.

Given that these sectors are the most important to the

nation's economy, their elimination means that the character
of the society is greatly artered. rn short, "capitalist
relations of production are stil1 predominant, but not

determinant.trl 3 s

Portugal had been so profoundly

r3s rbid., p.27s.
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Part of the criteria for this characterization was based

on the fact that the state controlled the principal sectors
of the national economy in post-April 25 portugar. rf these

sectors $¡ere to be administered by the progressive forces,
the v¡ay sras opened to non-capital ist accumuration and

socialist development. objectivery, the conditions would

then be created for the initiation of socialist deveropment.

This process was crearry strengthened by the fact that the

profit motive had ceased to have universal application in
Portugal. Moreover, capitarist accumulation was no ronger a
valid option in the collectivized sectors. As a result, the

fundamental contradiction of capitalism that between

capital and labour - ceased to have meaning in large sectors

of the Portuguese economy. Quite simply, portugal no longer

had, in general, a capitatist economy.l36

The Party's analysis of the economy concluded that the

economy vras in an "intermediary and transitory state between

a capitalist and a socialist economy. Arthough closer in
nature to the former, it was moving towards the rattertt.l37
rf the poriticar direction of the nationarized sectors is
conducted by the revolutionary forces, that part of the

economy is potentially a sector of socialist transformation.
This natural evorution towards sociaLism courd be peaceful

136 Ibid., p.
137 This was

economy.
from this

277 .

meant to
The class

equat ion.

be an objective analysis only of the
nature of political power t{as removed
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if political factors did not intervene to alter it.138

While the path to socialism could be peaceful, any

attempt to halt it would necessarily be violent" And it
would be so because it meant a return to a form of

development that was abolished by the revorutionary process.

such a return to monopoly capitalism and latifundism could

not be anything but viorent because of the advanced degree

of class struggle in the society. In short, a return to the

predominance of capitalist relations of production wourd be

a genuine counter-revorutionary process. l sg The defense and

consol idat ion of Portuguese democracy could only be

accomplished by pursuing the non-capitalist option.

This analysis leads the PCP to present a dichotomy for
Portugal. The rogic of the PCP's theoretical formura points
to the presence of two antagonistic dynamics capitalism
and socialism. since these two forms of deveropment are

mutually exclusive, Portugal had to opt for only one. The

restoration of capitatist rerations of production could only

be realized in the "conquests" of the revolution were

eriminated. such a restoration of monopoly capitalism wourd

be accomplished through repressive means and, inevitably,
the "effective Iiquidation of democracy."14o Such a process

would lead to an aggravation of both economic and social

138 rbid.,
l3s rbid.,
r 4o rbid.,

p.277.

p.278 .

p.278.
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confricts. confronted with a powerful communist party, the

bourgeoisie had no option but to imprement a repressive

dictatorship if it gained poritical power; what courd never

develop in Portugal was a bourgeois democracy on the western

Iiberal model.

non-capitarist path. The preconditions for such a dynamic

were created by the Revolution. If the correct approach was

forlowed, and if the PCP continued as the vanguard of the

revolutionary process, the preconditions wourd eventualry be

transformed into a socialist orientation. However,

non-capitalist dynamic need not exclude sectors of

capitalist economy such as private initiative.

The alternative dynamic would be the

It was the existence of the above dichotomy that created

a reality where the class struggle had actualry been

expanded. The resurt of the intensification of the class
struggle was evident from the political options available
for the future. The political right naturally favored the

restoration of monopoly capitalism. The socialists were,

according to the PcP, attempting to follow a poticy of cLass

collaboration that could not solve the fundamental choice

that needed to be made. only portugails communists nere

steadfast in their defense of non-capitalist development.lar

To this end, the communists proposed a "democratic

alternative" as a means of consolidating the "democratic
regime" and setting the stage for the brave neÌ¡ world.

the

the

141 rbid., p.281.
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The said "democratic alternative" was forwarded as an

answer to the dilemna posed by the existence of Mario

Soares' minority government.

proposed by the PCP was the formaiton of a left-wing-pCp-pS
government. soares and his socialists had adamantly rejected
such a solution as long as the communists maintained their
orthodox orientaton. Yet, the pcp suggested that the

socialists and communists had approximated their positions
to such an extent that onry such a solution could possibly
meet with overwhelming popular support. Ànother option lras

the formation of a government comprised of independent

personaÌities whose support was derived from the ps and the
PcP. These sol-utions would necessarily have to be worked out

in light of the concerns of the president and of the council
of the Revolut ion. 1 a 2

The PREC profoundry impacted upon the politicar ctimate
of Europe in 1974-76. The events in portugat not only
infruenced the orientation of the portuguese communist

Party j they also influenced the orientation of the

Eurocommunist parties. The intransigence of the pcp was a

primary factor in the growing autonomist trends within the

PCI, PCF, and PCE.

The obvious alternative

It is the contention of this author that the pCp could

not have subscribed to the Eurocommunist positions in the

aftermath of the promulgation of the portuguese constitution

142 rbid., p.327-328.
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of 1976. whire it would appear reasonabre to suppose that
the adoption of parliamentary democracy would have

encouraged the "eurocommunization" of the pCp, the logic of

the communists' position within the portuguese political
system, and the lessons drawn from that position,
effectively prevented the Party from following the example

of the fraternal Latin European parties. It v¡as the party's

analysis of the revolution, its conquests and the democratic

regime created in their wake that solidified the pCp's

orthodox perspective.

The abovementioned perspective placed the Communist party

in a privledged situation in Portuguese society vis-a-vis
the other social and political forces. The "democratic

regime" was, within the PCP's theoretical conceptions, a

direct result of the Party's vanguard role
revol-ut. ronary

institutionalized the Party in the system and the society
while opening the prospects for socialism.
accomplishments, and the potential accomplishments that
could be attained, had been made possible by the party's

adherence to Marxism-Leninism. The Party's organization
would need to be strengthened for the upcoming struggle.
Eurocommunism, seen as an orientation that liberalized the

organizational tenets of the communist parties, s¡as not at

all applicable to the immediate tasks.

process. Tharcfrrra_ v5 v , the

in the

reg ime

These
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No Eurocommunist party $ras in a situation remotely
similar to that of the portuguese communists. while these
parties operated within the

parliamentary democracies, the pcp did not consider that it
functioned in similar circumstances. Àccording to cunhat

and his Party, Portugar had unquestionably progressed beyond

bourgeois democracy. The pcp could not adopt an attitude
towards the parliamentary regime ttrat the respective
Eurocommunists adopted simply because that type of sysEem

was nonexistent in Portugal. How could one accept the rules
of parliamentary democracy, and work within that system for
the transition to sociarism, if it no longer existed?
Praxis demanded an attitude dissimirar, one could perhaps

say opposite, to that of the Eurocommuniscs.

It was not only the politicar structures of portugal Lhat

had advanced beyond the rest of the other European states.
The PcP also claimed that the economic structures of
Portuguese society were much more developed than anywhere

else in the western harf of the continent. whire the
Eurocommunists were attempting to eliminate state monopory

capitalism, this end had been attained in portugar.

Portugal's state monopoly capitalism was the product of

framework of Iiberal

fasc i sm;

revolutionary dynamic. The "advanced democracy" that the
Eurocommunists prophetized had, according to the pcp, become

a reality in Portugal.

Portugal's democracy the product of the
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what was in question for the Eurocommunists was the
transition from bourgeois democracy to socialism. while in
their respective countries the Eurocommunists benefitted
from the existence of longstanding liberal democracies that
had given rise to a polity that courd accommodate the
transition to socialism through democratic elections and
within the framework of those regimes, portugal's democracy
Ì.¡as inherently a component of the path toward socialism.
Parliamentary democracy in portugal $ras not feasibre given
that the rogic of the portuguese Revolution had created two

options socialism or fascism.

Given that Eurocommunism was

transition to socialism, the pcp did not need to adopt it
because Portugal had progressed beyond the bourgeois stage
of development. what r/as at stake for the pcp was not the
transition to socialism, but its construction. Given this
fact it was more appropriate to look for guidance where

" rea1 ly
conseguentry, it was no surprise that the pcp suported the
CPSU and its positions. This factor, combined with the pcp's
understanding of the "democratic and national revol_ution,,as
well as the party's historical experiences, did not arlow
the PcP to pursue the Eurocommunist option. The matter Ì¡as

not even on the agenda.

ex i st ing soc ial i sm"

a strategy for the

While the portuguese Revolution proved

the Eurocomrnunist's self -def inition, its

had been developed.
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the PCP from adopting lhat position. yet, the party did
adopt

crypto-Eurocommunism. la3 on the surface the party appeared

to have moderated its behavior in the aftermath of the
Revolution. However, this moderation was a defensive posture
designed to preserve its privileged position in the
Portuguese polity. The defense of the "conguests of Aprir"
epitomized this defensive position. yet, it must be

re-emphasized that this def ensive position Ì¡¡as, in good

dialectical fashion, also offensive. By defending the
"conquests" the pcp continued the consoridation of the
non-capitalist dynamic on the path to socialism.

Any changes undertaken in portuguese society that altered
the nature of the political or socio-economic systen were

explained by the communists as attempts to restore
capitalism. The revision of the constitution of 1gg2 and

Portugal's integration in the European community were

evidentry seen as part of this process. political rife for
the PCP became a highly antagonistic endeavor that continued
to inspire its orthodox behavior and identity. yet, it was

this inability to change and develop any theoretical
innovation that has led to its present crisis. The internal
debate that is threatening to divide the pcp is the direct
resuLt of this conceptual archaism. with the advent of
Gorbachev the pcp found itself defending positions developed

what has been charac ter i zed asa

143 
I.u Pedro santana Lopes and Jose Durao Barroso, sistemade Governo e Sistema partidario. Lisbon: tIæsertrand, T9õ-0,-pp. -iãg-j-'
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under the Brezhnev-Suslov leadership

acceptable any longer in the CPSU. The

to accompany the ongoing changes in the

successes during the Portuguese Revolut

its undoing in the long term.

that are not

derived party

center. The

ion may prove

even

failed
PCP' s

to be
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This work proposed the development of a number of themes

that could be instructive to our understanding of

contemporary European communism. This thesis has concerned

itserf with analyzing the reasons that led to the portuguese

communist Party's rejection of the Eurocommunist option in
the mid and late 1970's. I.le have now arrived at a position
to briefly summarize the results of this research.

chapter Two concluded that the Eurocommunist phenomenon

was part of an historical progression towards the attainment
of autonomy by certain west European communist parties from

the soviet center. The tension between periphery and center
is certainry not ner¡ in the annals of the international
communist and worker's movement. what is specifically unique

about Eurocommunism is that it was a concerted effort by

more than one party to challenge the authority of the

communist Party of the soviet union. Àlthough Lhe roots of

this tension between the GPSU and the fraternal parties have

long historicar precedence, it was the soviet invasion of

czechoslovakia in 1 968 that proved to be a watershed in
their rerations. rt vras virtually certain that Lhe cohesion,

as limited as it was, enjoyed by the internationar communist

Chapter VI

CONCLUSION
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movement could not be preserved after the suppression of the

Prague Spring. Not only was the sight of Soviet tanks in
Prague an ominous sign for such parties as the Italian
Communist Party, the Soviet intervention raised questions

about the relationship between democracy and socialism.

Specifically, v¡as the Soviet model the only viable form of

organization that socialism could develop? This critique
was, for the Soviets, perhaps the most difficult to accept.

The conflicts that characterized the stormy relationship
between the CPSU and the fraternal parties reached a climax

at the 1976 Berlin Conference. By the time that the Berlin
Conference was held, seven years after the 1969

International Communist and Workers Conference,

Eurocommunist parties were firmly poised to challenge Soviet

pretensions of ideological hegemony over the movement. The

Soviets desired to continue their ideological tutelage for a

nurnber of reasons. On the one hand, the traditional support

that the European communist parties provided for Soviet

foreign policy was perhaps even more necessary in the

complex setting of the 1970's. On the other hand, the

solidarity shown by the communist parties towards the Soviet

Un i on , the f i rst soc ial i st state ,

Iegitimation in that nation. Challenges to Soviet authority,
especially the questioning of the socialist nature of the

USSR, v¡as certain to be met with hostile polemics and

sanctions.

process.

Indeed, the BerIin Conference initiated such a

the

was a source of
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Eurocommunis¡h is to be understood as an orientation that
sought to break a number of its traditionar bonds with the

ussR and the CPSU. The reasoning behind these attempts were

as varied as the parties themseLves. There is, however, one

common element that informed the decision of numerous

parties to adopt the Eurocommunist stance.

1970's it. appeared to many that a number of west European

governments could soon come under the influence, if not the

dominance, of these parties. The historicar quest for
autonomy, combined with the very real possibility of
attaining potitical power, created the preconditions for the
polemics of that decade. To a large extent, Eurocommunism

r^¡as the logical conclusion to the de-radical ization of the

SouLhern European parties.

If one is to develop an embracing framework to explain
why the PcP did not opt for Eurocommunism, the search must

begin with the historical evolution of the party. rt is not

enough to merely suggest that the pcp's orthodoxy was the

result of long years of clandestine work. while this
experience certainly shaped the outlook of the party, it did
not determine it. The singre most important formative

experience of the PCP during its forty-eight years

underground was the internal factionarism that nearry

destroyed the organization on more than one occasion. rn

particular, it was the PCP's negative experience with
rightist currents vrithin the party that determined its

I n the mid
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attitude toward the Eurocommunist parties. One should recall
that tensions between the PCE and the PCP had their origins
in a fundamental disagreement over the question of "peaceful

transition" to socialism. What the PCP perceived to be the

direction of Eurocommunism in the 1970's was not very much

different from what had transpired with the pCp's own

"anarcho-libera1 deviation" .

It is of fundamental importance to consider the fact that
the Portuguese communists vrere isolated from the

international communist movement for a number of years

following its expulsion from the Comintern in 1939. During

that time a collective insecurity was rampant in the ranks

and leadership of the Party. Ìsolation from the fraternal
parties, for a party who valued internationalism as highly
as did the PCP, could not but reinforce the desire for
fraternal bonds with the sister Darties.
simple fact lies part of the answer to the portuguese

communists' unswerving devotion to the Soviet center.

Operating under harsh conditions at the Western extremity of

Europe, solidarity with the outside worl-d was perhaps more

important to the PCP than Lo any other European party.

While the above may provide a limited answer to the

research question we have posed, it is by no means

sufficient. It was not mere contingency that led the PCP to

strongly applaud the Warsaw Pact action in Czechoslovakia.

Not only was the PCP one of the few communist parties to

In this very
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support the invasionr. Cunhat was the first leader of a

European party to visit Prague after the "normarization" had

begun. Cunhal assumed this posture for two reasons. He

firmry adhered to the soviet model of socialism and savr the

Prague spring as threatening to undermine that conception.

In addition, the conception of proletarian internationalism
shared by the PCP and the CPSU was an important element in

the PCP's own struggle against the authoritarian regime.

unquestionably, these historical factors contributed to
the PCP's hostile reception of Eurocommunism. However, more

importantly, the notion of the "democratic and national
revolution", and all that it implies, impeded the pcp from

questioning the tenets of Leninism. The portuguese

revolution, the only one in Europe that v¡as to be realized
through armed insurrection,
Communist Party with unique tasks. Underlying portugal's

exploitation, in the communist's perspective r wâs the fact
that the country was a colonial power while simultaneously a

colony of imperialism

coronizer". Paradoxically, it $¡as the pcp's theoretical
innovation that prevented it from accepting the

Eurocommunist innovations of the 1970's.

History and ideorogical commitment intersected during the

Portuguese Ongoing Revolutionary process (pneC) of 1974-75.

During this brief span of time the portuguese communist

Party lras successful in accomplishing numerous

presented the Portuguese

the dilemma of the "coIonized



transformations that continue to

The PCP claims that while the Eurocommunists relinquished

the "cIass content" from their perspective, Cunhal and his
party steadfastly mainLained the Leninist approach to
politics. In short, Portugal's communists rejected the

baLlot box as a legitimate path to socialism. The aftermath

of the Portuguese revolutionary process vindicated Cunhal's

position. In less than two years, the PCP had gone further
toward seizing state por{er than any other European communist

party. Following the promulgation of the 1976 Constitution
the PCP adopted the position that Portugal could only

develop into a socialist society or revert to fascism. Such

an unambiguous choice would not lend itself to the inherent

ambivalence of Eurocommunism.

If there had been the slightest possibility of the PCP

adopting a Eurocommunist position prior to the PREC, it v¡as

eliminated in the aftermath of the revoLutionary process.

The Eurocommunist criticisms levelled at the PCP's behavior

during that period ensured that relations between the

Portuguese communists and their foreign comrades could only

deteriorate. Àt its Eighth Congress held in 1976, the PCP

virtually accused the French, Ita1ian, and Spanish communist

parties of having betrayed the Portuguese revolution. Given

this assertion it would only be natural for the PCP to

continue developing its ties with the CPSU.

reverberate to this day"
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In short, this work has analyzed the historical,
theoretical, and societal dimensions of the pCp's refusal to
adopt Eurocommunism. Perhaps it is more accurate to suggest

not that the PCP refused to follow the Eurocommunist path,

but that it had no need to. After all, the pCp had become

"institutionalized" in the Portuguese political system while

the Eurocommunists searched for a strategy that would take

them to Þower.
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The purpose of this chapter is to undertake an analysis of

the Portuguese Communist Party's foreign relations in
general, and its relationship with the Communist party of

the Soviet Union in particular. The foreign relations of a

communist party, especially its relationship with the cpSU,

are a pivotal element in the study of these parties. The

relations with the fraternal parties and the positions
adopted by a communist party in matters pertaining to the

international communist movement are as essential to Lhe

study of a particular communist party as are its domestic

and ideological stances. Indeed, during the Comintern and

Cominform periods these positions were often synonymous;

since a communist party's relationship with its sister
parties is a source of self-definition. fhis element is of
prime relevance in the study of such a party.

Chapter Three of this work pointed to some of Lhe

difficulties encountered by the Portuguese communist party

in its search for relevance. From its inception the pCp

posed serious problems for the Third International; the

presence of Jules Humbert-Droz in portugal is one such

example. With the PCP's expulsion from the Comintern, the

Appendix A

THE FOREIGN DIMENSION OF THE PCP
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Party came to depend upon the spanish communist party for
external contacts and ideological guidance. overshadowed by

its sister rberian communist party, the pcp was to remain a

smal1, irrelevant party for decades. Indeed, prior to the

ascension of Brezhnev to the leadership of the cpsu, the pcp

was indistinguishabre from any number of smarr communist

parties. with the initiation of the Sino-soviet dispute the

prestige of the PCP was enhanced; a prestige that would

develop following 1968 and deepen in the mid and late 1970s.

The PCP became, in effect, the CpSU's staunchest aIly in the

former's dispute with the Eurocommunists.

The Portuguese Communist Party obediently pursued the

foreign policy orientation outlined by the cpsu until and

including the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU. However, the

Twentieth Congress of the Soviet party was to leave a

profound impression upon the pCp as it did upon other
western communist parties. The Fifth congress of the pcp,

held in 1957, implemented the positions of the cpsu adopted

at the aforesaid Congress; including the critique of the

personality curt, and the concepts of of peaceful transition
to socialism and peaceful co-existence. l under the guiding

influence of the PcE, the PcP adopted positions very simirar
to those previousry defeated at the party's Fourth congress.

while the positions that came to dominate the party from

1 955-59 (the "anarcho-riberar deviation" ) naa domestic

1 rn effect the Fifth congress merely reaffirmed thesepositions, which were adopted at the Sixth Enlarged
Reunion of the Central Committee of the pcp.
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precedents, it was their adoption at the CPSU's Twentieth

Congress that legitimated them inside the PCp.2

The PCP adopted Khruschev's notion that the correlation
of forces had shifted to the side of socialism and the

forces of peace. The application of the theses of the CPSU

resulted in the adoption of domestic policies which v¡ere

subsequently criticized at the Party's sixth congress. while

some modifications to these poricies were implemented by the

PCP following the downfall of Khruschev, one important

stance adopted at the Fifth congress courd not be discarded

- the immediate independence of the colonies. This demand,

in conformity with Khruschev's emphasis on the

national-liberation movement as a component of the struggle
for socialism, is the sole position adopted at the Fift.h
Congress that the PCP acknowledges as still rel-evant today.

Jaime Serra, under the pseudonym of Freitas, delivered
the report on the colonial question to the pCp's Fifth
congress. while at the 1943 congress the party clairned that
the "peoples of the Portuguese colonies, underdeveloped in

al-I respects, cannot, by themselves, in the present

circumstances, achieve their own independence", the Fifth
congress recognized the right to immediate, unconditional

2 The PCP was not present at the Twentieth Congress of the
CPSU. It was primarily through the pCE, Radio Moscot¡, and
other official sources of information that the portuguese
communists came to rearn the conclusions of this congress.
Khruschev's secret speech was publicized by the regime's
media and published in Portuguese in 1956 by anarchist
elements. This state of affairs demonstrates the pCp's
isolation from the communist movement during this period.
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independence for those same colonies.3 Serra maintained that
both domestic and external factors had dictated the new

formulation. Àccording to Serra, the global correlation of

forces had made this new position possible. The prospects of

the national-liberation movement would create conditions
favourable to the anti-fascist movement in portugal.

Therefore, the PCP declared that an immediate task for the

Party was the establishment of indigenous communist parties
in the colonies which would fight for independence. This

position would serve to influence Cunhal's report to the

Sixth Congress and his conception of the "colonized

colonizer".

In Àugust 1963 the Central Committee of the pcp met to
contend with the increasingly violent clashes between the

Party's left and right wings. It is important to note that
the conflict within the PCP was conducted within the context

of a greater conflict within the international communist

movement. CunhaI and his supporters had adopted a centrist
line between the Khruschevian positions expounded by the

"anarcho-IiberaIs" and the Maoist positions of pCp elements

such as Fransisco Martins Rodrigues. The concept of the

"democratic and national revolution", including the call for
the violent overthrow of the regime, which was adopted at
the Sixth Congress, was partly a response to pressure from

3 guote from the report "Sobre o problema das colonias" (On
the problem of the colonies) presented by Jaime Serra to
the Fifth PCP Congress. Published in Estudos Sobfe o
Comunismo, Nos .2-3, t'tay-Oecernber, 1984, p.6F-
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the PCP's left. However, while the domestic policies and

theoretical formulations can be described as a centrist
attempt to balance the left and right wings of the PCP, the

Party's support for the CPSU became increasingly more

pronounced. Às the Chinese positions began to exert greater

influence within the Portuguese Communist Party, the

anti-Chinese positions became more definitive. The PCP had

always maintained its fidelity to the Soviet Party, but the

threat from the PCP's left further consolidated the

relationship.'

Support for the CPSU in the conflict with the Chinese

communists vras evident during the PCP's 1965 Congress. To a

large extent Cunhal identified the struggle against the

PCP's own left with the positions of the Chinese. In fact,
the Sino-soviet dispute became equated with the ideological
struggle within the PCP leadership. The Ieftist positions

were deemed to be the domestic "reflexes" of petit-bourgeois
radicalism that had penetrated the international communist

movement under the guise of Marxism-Leninism.s

If there is one single event that can be said to have had

the most impact upon the relationship between the CPSU and

the PCP it. would be the latter's attitude toward the 1968

This is not to suggest that this was the only reason it
vras not but it was the predominant one. Cunhal's stay in
the USSR, the historical identification with the CPSU, and
the October Revolution constituted po$¡erfu1 emotionaÍ and
political bonds. Many cadres had also frequented courses
in the Soviet Union.

Cunhal, Rumo ! Vitoria, OÞ. Cit. , p.31 4.
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invasion of czechoslovakia by the warsaw pact. untike the

PCI , PCE, PCF

communist party,

suppression of the Prague Spring. Not content with
demonstration of soridarity, cunhal became the first leader
of a foreign communist party to visit prague following the

Soviet intervention.6 Alex McLeod,

and almost every other Western European

suggests that the PcP demonstrated "guarded approval of

the Portuguese communists supported

Dubcek in May 1968" only

denunciation" in Àugust of

craims that the Pcp leadership hesitated in its decision to
support the Warsav¡ Pact in this regard.s

There is an alternative

consideration. The PCP derived

legitimacy within Portugal from

6 The PcP delegation that

to adopt a

writing on this matter,

Cunhal,
ventura, the PCP's representative to problems of peace andsocialismr rêsided in that city. The text or trre
communique produced in the sequence of this visit appears
in -Ava?te¡ No .411 , January 1970. The communique annõi:nced
"identical.points of view" in questions discuðsed, and the
PCP's "solidarity" with the Czech leadership.

the same yearz ¡rom this he

the

thi s

Jose Vitoriano, and Joaquim Gomes. Candida

position of "tota1

See À1ex Mcleod, "Portrait of a Model
Communist Party and the International
1 968-1 983". Studies in Comparative
No.1, spring lffiqz4l.

explanation thai deserves

a great deal of prestige and

its identification with the

Mcleod suggests that the pcp had backed a pcF proposar,
rnade on Jury 17r 1968, for a general conference tó aiscussthe czech situation. Às he points out, the pcp denied it.while it is true that pcp miritants riving in prague
wanted to condemn the invasion, cunhal hirnseli interveñed
to avoid such a condemnation. on this point see candida
venlura , I " Foc iar i smo" rc_ eu vivi . (Li sbon : Edicoes o
Jornal , 1984) , pp.1 52-1 55.
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ussR and the "worker's paradise".s As long as the Dubcek

regime did not stray from the

construction of socialism there v¡as no need to condemn the
Czechs for
decides if
rnvasion meant that the Prague spring had gone astray.
Hence, it not only becomes possible, but essentiar, for the
PCP to condemn the czech experiment. since cunhar shared

the conceptions of Ponomarev and suslov regarding most, if
not all, theoretical matters, hesitation Ìras not possible.

their experiment. Since

the general laws are being violated the Soviet

Indeed, a critical position on

leadership would have created numerous confricts and

"disorientations" within the ranks of the party.1o

"general laws" guiding the

it is the CPSU that

s Mcleod is correct in labelling this
Mcleod, OÞ. Cit. , p.32.

1 o Àn interesting clue to this problem is provided by
candida Ventura. when the pcp delegation visited pragué
at the end of 1969, ventura craims that cunhar demanded
that her signature be on the party communique supportingthe normarization. ventura, who opposed the invasiõn, wastold by cunhal that her signature would pacify "comradesthat had doubts about the decision of the rèadership".
While some, especially the intellectuals, may hãve
disagreed l¡ith the pcp's position, they could be pãcified(Ventura, op. Cit. r p .1ee-167)'. a õondemnatioi of theinvasion may have caused much more disorientation for a
smarr party operating in clandestine conditions. ThePcE, while also operating underground, could much moreeasily condemn the invasion than the pcp, since it wasnot as isolated from the communist movement as theformer. cunhal had controlled the portuguese party bycriticizing rhe posirions rhat stirl dominãted rhè pcÉ iñ
1968'before attacking the left and their position in thesino-soviet dispute. whire both the pcÈ and the pcp
shared the same underground conditions, the orientation
of the leadership was radically different.
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There are other reasons to support the contention that
the PCP courd not but otherwise support the rore of the ussR

in czechoslovakia. The portuguese communists adhered to an

orthodox conception of proletarian internationalism that
placed a priority upon the unity of the communist movement.

This was not merely a theoreticar option; the pcp was

adamant in claiming that the support of the cpsu and the
international communist movement were essential elements for
a successful overthrow of the fascist regime. Thereforer âDy

weakening of the international communist movement wourd be

detrimental to the revorutionary movement within portugal.

This simple proposition irrustrates why the pcp supported
the GPSU and its positions not onLy in czechosrovakia, but
also on aI1 matters relating to the international communist

movemenË.

The political and emotive significance of the pcp's

relationship with the CPSU in particular,
international communist movement in general, should not be

underestimated. The pcp considered itself in a unique

situation that necessitated a continued commitment to
proretarian internationarism. Given that portugar was a

member of NATO, the uN and EFTÀ during this period, the pcp

determined that it vlas operating in a hostile environment

the country was sotidly arlied with the west. The support
for the ussR and the cpsu's support for the pcp integrated
the PcP in the international Marxist-Leninist community.

and the
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This allowed the PCP to point to the USSR, and all the myths

that accompanied socialism, as an alternative model to
Portugal's authoritarian regime. Such a political claim

created emotional bonds that strengthened the party's rank

and file in its struggle against the regime.

The example of the Great October Revolution vras a

motivating force in the PCP's quest for revolutionary

change. If the October Revolution could not be repeated in

Portugal, it certainly did contain enough lessons for the

PCP to consider it a model for change in the country. À

close examination of the documents produced at the pCp's

Sixth Congress bears more than a passing similarity between

1960s Portugal and 1917 Russia. The socio-economic anaJ.ysis

of Portuguese reality undertaken by Cunhal had been greatly
infLuenced by Lenin's analysis of Russia. The strategy for
revolution vras also not dissimilar from what had transpired
in Russia.

appropriate as a model for revolution than any strategy of a

"parliamentary path" to socialism in Portuguese conditions.
For the PCP, the October Revolution was not merely one more

mythical event in the history of communism, but also a very

real model for change in domestic conditions.

Certainly the 1917 Revolution was more

It is evident, then, that all of the aforesaid factors
contributed to the position adopted by the PCP in relation
to the Czech question. The pracLical result of the pCp's

support was twofold: its prestige in the international
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communist movement was enhanced and, as a conseguence, it
became the major West European aIly of the Soviet Union. An

indication of this nevl-found prestige is that articles by

Alvaro Cunhal vrere relatively scarce in the pages of Wor1d

Marxist Review prior to 1968; fotlowing 1968 his articles
became more plentiful. The official rank of the portuguese

Communist Party al-so received a boost at the CpSU's

Congresses. Cunhal became an obligatory reference point in

disputes within the movement for his support of the Soviet
Party. His prestige and that of the PCP, was further
enhanced following the Portuguese Revolution and the

polemics generated by the PCP's behavior during that
process.

The PCP's new-found stature in the international
communist movement was further enhanced by the 1969

Conference of Communist Parties. The Conference, held from

June 5 to 17, 1969, gathered together seventy-four parties.
It was also at this Conference that the divergences that
separated the CPSU from its allies, and the parties that
came to be referred to as Eurocornmunist, became manifest.

The 1 960 Conference of Communist parties had recognized

the equality of all parties and respected their autonomy in

relation to the Soviet center, ât least theoretically. By

1 960 the communist movement was guided by the problems of

Peace and Socialism revie$¡.11 while this guidance was

11 on how
purposes

the CPSU utilized the editorial board for
consult Ventura, Qp.. Cit. r pp.172-74.
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qualitativery different from either the comintern or lhe
cominform, the cpsu continued to retain its position as

first amongst equals. Following the abolition of the
Cominform, the unity of the international communist movement

was centered on the problems of peace and socialism review
and the party conferences sponsored by the soviet
commun i sts .

The 1969 Moscow conference l¡as unable to rearize the
objectives of the cpsu. However, as the pcp pointed out¡ the
fact that the conference was even herd was ample proof that
"important steps have been taken towards the unity and

cohesion of the internationaL communi st movement. " i 2

Furthermore, the pcp maintained that the results of the
conference demonstrated that the process towards unity and

cohesion $¡ere proof of that deveropment. while such a

statement is true to a degree, the conference was an overalr
disappointment for the cpsu. The onJ_y real victories that
the soviets and their arries secured Ì{ere included in the
conference's vague finar document condemning imperialism as

wel-1 as the resorution supporting the struggle of the
vietnamese peopre. The soviets obtained the concession that
the communists and workers parties were determined to
further their co-operation.

12 The Resolution
International
Parties. Can
Documentos do
pp.1 79-183.

of the Central Committee of
Conference of Communist
be found in partido Comun
Comite Central 1965/74,
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rn its defence of the 1969 conference the pcp craimed

that proletarian internationalism had been strengthened as a

result of the meeting. Proretarian internationalism, as the

basis for relations between communist parties, h'as the onry

means by which the communist movement courd further its
co-operation and unity. Having established this principle,
the PCP went on to craim in its communique that a series of
tendencies "gravely damage the cohesion between the various
components of the communist movement and its common struggle
against

nationalism,

incompatibility of national and international interests, and

the conception that autonomy and internationalist
responsibilities were mutually exclusive.

Having outlined the general tendencies that posed a

danger to the cohesion of the internationar communist

movement, the Portuguese communists proceeded to delineate
specific orientations deemed suspect. The pcp criticized
both the right and the left in the internationar communist

movementr âs it had earlier done in its internal conflict.
on the right, cunhal's party recognized that imperiarism,

combined with social-democratic and other bourgeois

influences were pressuring individual parties to isorate
these from the rest of the movement. On the left,
"anti-soviet forces" were attempting to drive a wedge

between the movement and the cpsu. of course, these

imperialism."13 These tendencies

i sol-at i on i sm , affirmations
i nc luded

of

r3 ibid., p.180.

the
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ant i -Sovi et

foresaw Èhe

support of

fore f ront ,

and struggle

All of

positions were also common

same result. Needless to say

the socialist system, with
could the communist parties
for peace and progress. 1 4

question at hand - the invasion of czechosrovakia and the
subsequent "normalization" of that system. rt was this
question that proved to be the most difficurt issue for the
CPSU to confront. The pcp claimed that the battle against
Maoism prevented certain parties from recognizing the danger
on the right; hence, the criticar posture adopted by some

parties in regards to the ussR and the other [,Jarsaw pact

members" The pcp supported the czech party's position that
the crushing of the prague spring was not a topic for
discussion at the conference for two reasons. First, the pcp

abided by the wishes of the czechs and, second , ,,given the
position of some parties, the discussions wourd not be a

positive contribution" in attempts to overcome the political
crises in that nation. I s

The PcP then proceeded to criticize severely the
communist parties that had dared to question the soviet
intervention of 1968. Not content with merery stating that
the Pcr, the pcE, and the rest of the parties criticar of

these positions were a prelude to the real

to the right and

, only through the

the USSR at the

oppose imperialism

14

l5

r bid.

IDlCI .

p.

È).

180.

184.
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the ussR had contributed to the disunity of the movement,

the Portuguese communists went further. cunhal's party
suggested that those parties had "objectively stimurated the
anti-socialist forces in Czechoslovakia" and their continued
critical posture hampered the czech party's attempt to
battle the remaining anti-socialist forces active in that
country. The Portuguese communist party then reaffirmed its
solidarity with the czech communist party and the measures

it had adopted to "normalize" the situation and construct a

soc ial i st soc ietv. 1 6

However, the pcp cl-early considered the czech guestion as

secondary; the major problem for the communist movemenc was

china. In part, this concern was dictated by the party's
domestic considerations. The growing influence of Maoism in
Portugal, especially in the universities, was threatening to
usurp much of the PCP's influence. yet, a rivar center of
communist authority threatened the overall cohesion of the
movement. The PcP "considered it necessary and opportune to
severely condemn the orientation and activity of
Mao-Tse-tung's clantr. 1 7 cunhaI' s ongoing feud with Maoism

would prove to be a constant in the years to come.

16 Ibid., p.181.

rbid., p.182. ventura accurately points out that thequestion of china was not officiarry discussed at theconference. Many partig", forlowing the cpsu's example,engaged in verbal diatribes agãinst the chinäse.However, the language of the pcp's communique is muchharsher than the speech cunhal delivere-d at theconference. ventura, op. cit. , p.177. For the context ofthe Cunhal speech consult Avante, no.404, July 1969.
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The communique issued by the PCP also focused on the

question of autonomy within the movement. The PCP supported

the right of every party to speak and adopt positions
regarding the major issues of the movement; with one

caveat.rB These discussions should be aimed at resolving
problems. Attempts to impose the opinion of the minority
upon the collective were detrimental; as was "the consLant

demand for unanimity regarding all of those problems under

discussion and a subsequent right to veto."1e Given these

problems,

international initiatives, the PCP proposed a permanent body

that could ensure a more rapid exchange of information and

experiences. Naturally, in accordance with the jargon of the

day, such an international organization could not prejudge

the independence of any party nor would it act as a guiding

center.

The detailed examination of this document is imperative

in order to properly contextualize the positions of the pCp

in thi s matter . Whi Ie the French, I taI ian , and Span i sh

parties vrere demanding more autonomy from the CPSU, the PCP

demanded less. If there existed the possibility of the pCp

adopting positions that later became understood as

Eurocommunist before 1 968, the Party's support for the

Soviet invasion and the CPSU's positions at the Moscow

Conference effectively terminated those hopes. The PCp, and

and the difficulties faced in executing

18 rbid.
rs Partido Comunista Portugues, 9p. Cit. , p.182.
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cunhal in particular, left this meeting as the foremost
supporter of the cpsu in western Europe. one assumes that
with this status came a more. significant rore for the pcp in
helping the cpsu's International Department formulate policy
tor+ards the European parties. one arso accepts that loyalty
brought with it financiar gain for the party coffers.
Lastly, cunhail s own position within the portuguese

communist Party became unassairable. By so crosely alrying
the PcP with the cpsu any attempt to remove cunhal from the
leadership of the party wourd not be met with favor in
Moscow, and neither would it find political or financial
support from the Soviets.

The collapse of the caetano government on Àpri r 24, 1974

v¡as greeted with widespread enthusiasm by the communist
parties of western Europe. perhaps this support was more

pronounced in neighboring spain than elsewhere on the
continent. Àlthough rel-ations between the pcp and pcE

remained strained for years, the spanish communists could
not but be encouraged by the downfarr of a regime that had

so often, and in so many respects, paralleled their own. AL

any rate' the collapse of the portuguese authoritarian
regime brought increased pressure to bear upon the Franco
regime for a transition to democracy. The pcp developed a

far vrarmer relationship with the pcF than it did with either
the PcE or the pcr. A similar conception of the role of a

communist party' personal ties between the leadership, a



large number of working-class portuguese immigrants in
France all of these factors herped to soridify the ties
between the t$to part ies . The pcr sav¡ the def eat of the
Caetano government as a

development of Europe.

agreement over the downfatl of authoritarianism in portugar,
each would express its ambivarence or criticism of the pcp

over the next two years.

towards the pcp helped to define each party's attitude
towards Eurocommunism. rnversely, the pcp resisted the
Eurocommunist orientation as the criticism of the fraternar.
parties became more pronounced.

positive contribution to the
If all three parties lrere in

The reaction of the communist parties of France, ItaÌy,
and s¡iain to the behavior of the portuguese communist party
during the pREc vras informed by the former,s domestic
politicar postures. The portuguese revolutionary process
occurred within a particular political context that proved
to be decisive for the Eurocommunist parties. rn 1g74-7s it
appeared to many observers that the three south European
communist parties were poised to share political power in
their respective countries. However, for the communists to
share power it '¡as first necessary to convince their
respective a11ies, as well as certain foreign governments,
that they had accepted the rures of parliamentary democracy.
The Portuguese communist party was the first party of its
kind to participate in the government of a major European

In part, this critical posture
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state since the period immediately folLowing World War IL
The PCP was in a position to either help or hinder the

prospects of its fraternal partiesi depending upon how they

conducted themselves in relation to the other political
forces. Às the revolutionary process intensified it became

clear to the Eurocommunists that the PCP did not intend to
support the creation of a Iiberal democratic regime in

Portugal. As this began to have negative consequences for
the fortunes of autonomist parties, their criticisms of the

PCP became more frequent and more pronounced.

The attitude adopted by the Southern European communist

parties towards the PCP varied in accordance with the

various stages of the PREC.

became more radicalized, the Eurocommunists became more

critical of the PCP's attempts to exploit the process. The

criticisms of the Southern European communists v¡as

accentuated in the aftermath of March 11, 1975. Underlying

this conflict between the PCP and the oLher communist

parties s¡as the issue of proletarian internationalism and

its correct application.

The Portuguese communists conceptualized proletarian
internationalism both as a means of preserving communist

As the revolutionary process

solidarity and unity as well as

revolut ion.

internationalism meant an adherence

CPSU and its conceotions of revolut

For Cunha1 and

a posture vis-a-vis the

his party proletarian

to a movement 1ed by the

ion. Solidarity with the
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fraternal parties was the only means by which the

working-class could preserve its internationar character.
This position þ¡as informed by the conseguences of the second

International's disunity preceding World War I.
the establishment of revolutionary regimes,

working-class ruled, was dependent upon the solidarity of
the workers' movement. Disunity would weaken the favourable

correration of forces and, consequently, strengthen
imperialism. For a revorution to succeed, and the porcuguese

revolution was no exception, solidarity was an essential
ingredient. Disunity, in the form of criticism of the

actions of one or another communist party, objectivery
served the interests of the class enemy. In short,
proletarian internationarism outlined the framework for the

conduct of relations among communists.

Proretarian internationalism also incorporated a

conception of revolutionary change that the pcp tenaciousry
adhered to. rn respect to this matter, the portuguese

communists unconditionally supported the positions forwarded

by the CPSU. Since the Soviet Union v¡as the first socialist
state, its experiences in the construction of sociarism were

seen as exemprary as weLr as universally applicable. rn

other words, the PCP was unswerving in its support of soviet
conceptions regarding the "general laws of revoÌutionary
development". For the PcP this $¡as not merery a theoretical
i ssue; it was an immediate problem given portuguese

Therefore,

where the
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conditions. whire suggesting that a portuguese road to
sociarism was unquestionabre, the pcp conceived such a path
as being similar to the creation of East European-type
regirnes. A nationar path to socialism was understood by the
PcP in the same manner that it was understood by the cpsu.
The "general Iaws", and the socialist society, would be

similar to that of East Europe; regardress of the path
adopted to attain that end.

Às this work has demonstrated in the preceding chapter,
the PCP pursued a Leninist approach to the seizure of state
power. Moreover, this was to be folrowed by a Leninist
approach to the maintenance and consolidation of that power.
ïn short, the establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat would forlow the seizure of power. Although the
PCP had removed the phrase "dictatorship of the proletariat,,
from its program at its seventh congress, it was done only
for the sake of expediency. The phrase v¡as removed simply
because the word "dictatorship" carried with it negative
connotations in post Aprir 2s portugal. In his opening
speech to the seventh congress, cunhar stated that

The dictatorship of the proletariat, where theproletariat and its arrieã hord powerr ilây havedifferenr forms. rr can be a *irtipárty ãi=il;.
Th. organization of the state may lake-nuñe.o,rsforms. The dictatorship of the pioletariat is-amore democratic regime than the mõst democratic ofbourgeois democracies. 2o

20 Partido
(ETLraordinario) ao
p.46.

Comun i sta Portugues,
PCP. Lisbon:
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After expraining that the suppression of the phrase from the
Party's Program $¡as undertaken so as to avoid confusion,
Cunhal stated that

Nothing has been altered in our doctrine and
concepts. That should be ci.ear so as to avoid
errors.21

The PcP served notice at this congress that its conception

of state power was grounded in orthodox Marxism-Leninism;

the autonomous parties should not be under any irrusions.

At this same congress the pcp arso indicated that the
Party would continue to be committed to an orthodox

conception of proletarian internationarism. Àrthouqh the

Party's rules v¡ere amended on some matters.
self-definition that the pcp continued to adhere to did not.
The Portuguese communists reaffirmed their belief that the

Party was part of the internationaL communist movement. As

such, it was bound by the rures governing fraternal
rerations with like-minded parties; and it expected as much

in return. In its rules the pcp claimed to "defend the unity
of the internationar communist movement on the basis of the
principles of Marxism-Leninism". 2 2 Such a reaffirmation of
basic principles ensured that the pcp would enter into
conflict with the South European communist parties.

21 r bid.

r. DIO. , p.5 / 5.22

the
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In chapter Five a brief overview of the pREc, and its
various stages, was presented. The periodization delineated
in that chapter is an important factor in analyzing the
response of the Eurocommunists to the pcp and its role
during the revolutionary process. As important as it is,
this factor should be understood in the context of the
changes within the internat ionar communi st movement.

spec i f ically, the confl ict between the pcp and the
Eurocommunists, as well as the cpsu's position in the
conflict, was played out with the forthcoming Berlin
Conference as the backdroo.

we began this chapter by suggesting that the European

communist parties welcomed the downfall of the caetano

regime. As the Portuguese revolutionary process intensified
this support became increasingly criticar. At the same time,
the CPSU became a major prayer in the pcp-Eurocommunist

conflict as it attempted to barance state interests and

ideorogical guidance. In many ways the portuguese crisis of
1974-75 served to highlight the growing tensions within the
international communist movement.

The Portuguese communist party was brought into the First
Provisional Government for a variety of reasons. As a result
of its status as a governing party, the pcp vras f orced to
adopt certain moderate positions that it could not have

adopted had it remained outside of the provisional

Government . However , the party' s part ic ipat ion in the
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government $¡as seen by the PCP as a means by which it could

use its position to further the democratic revolution; it
was to be expected that the PCP would only continue its
moderate posture for as long as it was necessary. Àny

possibility of advancing the "democratic and national

revolution" would have to be weighed in accordance with the

existing correlation of forces. Prior to September 28, 1974

the correlation of forces, from the PCP's perspective,

dictated that the Party continue to pursue a moderate course

designed not to antagonize the other allies.
intensification of the revol-utionary process in the

aftermath of September 28 effect ively terminated the

necessity for moderation.

It is important to note that the PCP's conceptions of

"democracy" and "democratic freedoms" vJere l-oaded with an

ideological content that attributed a very special.meaning

to these notions. Not only was the PCP's notion of

"democracy" di fferent from that of the non-communist

political forces in Portugal, it vras also different than

that of the Eurocommunist parties. While the PCF, PCI, and

PCE stated that the transition to socialism could be

achieved through parliamentary democracy, the PCP supported

the creation of a political order superior to that form of

organization. It was primarily this question that separated

the autonomist parties and the PCP during 1974-75.

The
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During the crisis of 1974-75 the pqp adhered to the

notion that the rures of proletarian internationalism
dictated that the Portuguese party should obtain
unconditionar support in its struggle from the fraternal
parties. The party that came closest to the pCp's

expectations was the French communist Party. The rtalian and

spanish parties, concerned with domestic arriance poricies,
vlere seen as betraying the interests of the portuguese

working-class for opportunistic self-gain. yet, the

attitudes of these parties can be explained

facility.

The collapse of the chilean popurar unity experiment made

it obvious to the PcI that the transition to socialism had

to be supported by broad social sectors if it was to
succeed. In the Italian context the "historical compromise"

was designed to achieve this end. The potential success of a

historical compromise with the christian Democrats was only
possibre if the ratter party, which remained suspicious of

communist intent, was convinced that the pcr adhered to the

rules of riberal democracy. The pcI had to be perceived as

supporting plurarism not only in rtary, but throughout all
of Europe. The spanish communists, who carried with them

the historical stigma of the civil war, were invorved in a

process of transition in which they could not afford to be

arienated from the other opposition forces. For this reason,

and to secure for itself a prominent position in the

with relative
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political life of post-Franco spain, the pcE had to disavow
the anti-democratic behavior of the pcp during the
Portuguese Revolution. As we11, pCp-pCE relations had been
strained for years. Às the conflict between the cpsu and
carrillo's party intensified so did the conflict between rwo
different rberian versions of communism, enforced bv
historical and personal animositv. 23

rt is important to note that the pcr and the pcF adopted
two rather different positions towards the pcp during the
national crisis. The French communists were much more
supportive of the pcp and its goals than was the pcr. while
at t imes cr it ical of the pcp, when the l_atter , s acts
appeared to compromise its domestic objectives, the pcF

generally adhered

internationalism.

revolutionary process was never duplicated by Berringuer.
In addition, the pcF h'as a defender of the porcuguese

communist Party in France while the rtalians refused to
accept such a role in rtaly. The pcI remained much more
concerned about the impJ.ications of the portuguese

experience for the fortunes of the European communist
parties and their prospects to attain power than did the

to the

Marchais' visit to Lisbon during the

PCF.

different conceptions that these parties had in regard to a

number of issues being debated in the midst of the

rules of

These two distinct approaches demonstrated the

23 The pcp and the pcE did maintain formar relatihigh-level exchanges took place óiio, toRelations continue to be strained tã this ããv.
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international communist movement.

As the Portuguese revolutionary process developed the
rtalian and French communists adopted very dissimilar
attitudes towards the pcp.

Àpril rupture the pcp intensified its rerationship with the
Armed Forces Movement. The pcp-MFA symbiosis was manifest in
the former's emphasis on the people-MFÀ alliance. As the
military became increasingry radicalized, the pcp seemed

more unwilling to part company with the sordiers who began

to conceive the MFÀ as a nationaL riberation movement. The

rtalians were clearly uncomfortable with the close
rerationship that their portuguese comrades had developed
with the military. perhaps influenced by the rore of the
chirean military in the downfarl of Àllende, the pcr

preferred a return to civirian rule under a

communist-socialist al1iance. The pcF was much more tolerant
of the PCP-MFA alriance than its Italian counterÞart.

rt is worth noting that the domestic situation of the pcF

and Pcr played a significant role in their reaction to the
PCP's arliance poricy. The rtalian communists were involved
in an attempt to develop the historical compromise with the
christian Democrats. It was therefore natural to expect that
they would favor a return to civilian rule and co-operation
with the Portuguese sociarists rather than with the
military. on the other hand, the pcF was engaged in polemics

with the French socialist party and had no reason to

In the months following the
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criticize the pcp for not adopting a closer
Portugal' s Soc ia1 i st party.

The two positions became even clearer in the aftermath of
March 11 , 197s. The events of March 1 1 and the ensuing
radicarization of the pREc could not have occurred at a

worse time for the pcr. The pcr's Fourteenth congress was

schedured to start one week af ter the portuguese events r.¡ere

initiated. The historical compromise vras to be ratified at
this congress and the events in portugar could not be

ignored. During the Congress the Council of the RevoLution
outlawed the MRPP, Aoc, and the christian Democratic party
for their alleged involvement in the events of March 11.24
Gi ven that the r tar ian communi sts did not immediatery
pronounce themselves on this matter, the christian
Democratic delegation withdrew from the congress. The pcils
reaction was made pubric during Berringuer's closing speech
to the Fourteenth congress; not only was the banning of the
Portuguese political parties denounced but so was the
general direction that the revolution was following. The
French communists supported the pcp and criticized
Berlinguer for his statements, claiming interference in the
internal affairs of a fraternal party.

alliance with

24 The Movement for the
Party (unpp) and the
Lwo Maoist parties.

Re-Organization of the proletarian
Worker-Peasant Alliance (eOC) were
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The last chapter of this work discussed the posture

adopted by the PcP towards the Àpril 1975 elections for the
constituent Assembly. It must be remembered that the

elections were constrained by the parties-MFÀ pact. one

shourd arso recarr that the pact acknowledged the MFA as the

"motor of the revolution". Given the pcI position vis-a-vis
the miritary, this pact and the restrictions that it placed

upon the political parties $¡as not favourably received by

the rtalians. The rtarian communists saw the constituent
Àssembly from the same perspective as the portuguese

socialist Partyi the elections were seen as the first and

necessary step in the transi t ion to a parr iamencary

democracy. As has been pointed out above the pcp

de-emphasized the elections and their result. For the pcp,

and certain sectors of the MFÀ, the fact that the left-wing
parties had obtained a plurality of the popular vote meant

that the Portuguese peopre had chosen the path to socialism.
The very different conceptions of socialism held by cunhal

and soares vrere di smi ssed as meaningress, since the
electorate had made no such distinction because of its
inexperience with erectoral politics. The French

demonstrated modest approval of the pCp's position.

It vras necessary f or the

themselves from the PCp's

politics. However, it vras

crystallize the difference

autonomous parties to distance

blatant disregard for electoral
the Republica issue that came to
in approach between the pCp and
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the fraternal parties. Regardress of the detairs of the

Repubrica incident, the case was soon turned into one of
freedom of the press. while many observers suggest that the

Eurocommunist's pursuit of power through the ballot box was

nothing more than a strategy for attaining political power,

their "sincerity" in working within the framework of riberal
democracy could only real1y be measured by the positions
they adopted regarding basic democratic liberties; freedom

of the press constituting one of the more significant of
these freedoms. More than any other event the Republica

affair served to distinguish the positions of the European

communist parties.

The cause of the Portuguese socialist party was soon

taken up arl over the world, but nowhere did it reach the

degree of immediacy that it did in Europe. The parties of
the second Internationar brought this issue to the forefront
of discussion in their respective countries. The Republica

affair was utilized by the non-communist forces in France,

spain, and rtaly to weaken the growing influence of these

parties by questioning their commitment to democratic

freedoms. Nowhere was this strategy more effective than in
France. The PcF, as the PCP's closest arry, was suspect

since its own commitment to democratic freedom was only
recentry found. The Republica incident could not have been

more inopportune since the pcF had just pubrished its
"charter of liberties" outrining its commitment to, and
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respect for, liberal democratic freedom.25 The pCF, perhaps

out of a sense of respect for proletarian internationalism,
pubricly supported the PcP's position and pointed to soares'

socialists as the cause of political instability in

Portugal. Under attack from the French socialists, the pCF

maintained that the Republica

dispute. Even if the PcF was correct about the details of

the matter, the incident had become a question of principle
not addressed by the PCF.26

quest i on

incident

If the PCF did not address the Republica affair as a

party were careful not onry to distinguish themselves from

the PCP on this question, but also in their approach to the

path to socialism. cunhal's infamous interview with Fa1laci,
in which he stated that Portugal would never become a

of fundamental principles, the pCI treated the

in this manner from the start. Berlinguer and his

af f ai r s¡as merely a labour

bourgeoi s democracy, further
positions of Cunhal's party. As Alex Mcleod suggests,

The Italian Communist party discussed the
Portuguese revolution and the questions ofprinciple that it raised partly because the
democratic political scene prevented it from
acting otherwise. In doing so it was able to
clarify its positions on certain vital issues, and
asserted the priority that it attached to its
democratic interests over the restrictive demands
of Lhe international communist movement r âs
interpreted by the Communist party of the Soviet

2s See the chapter by Peter Morris entitled, "The French
communist Party and Eurocommunism" in David chirds (ed. )
The Chanqinq Face of Western Communism. New york, N.y.:
St. Martin's Press, 1980, p.161.

26 this point is made by McLeod, Þ. Cit. r pp.308-310.
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WhiIe the democratic concerns of the French, Spanish, and

Italian Communist Parties were an essential element in their
response to the Portuguese crisis and the pCp's behavior,

these events occurred in the context of a generalized debate

within the international communist movement. SpecificaIly,
the 1976 BerIin Conference of Communist and Workers Parties
l¡as the general backdrop for these events.

The CPSU had accepted the notion that each communist

party was responsible for outlining its own particular path

to socialism. It was even willing to accept the most

unorthodox of positions, as represented by the pCI, in order

to preserve the cohesion of the international communist

movement. Of course, the particular path adopted vras

dependent upon the analysis that each party made of

capitalism in their respective countries. It is in dealing

with the problem of revolution and the consequences of that
revolution that the differences begin to manifest

themselves. Although the revolution may take different forms

the CPSU maintained that the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the "general laws" governing the construction of

socialism were not negotiable; neither vras the nature of

"really existing socialism" in Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Union. It is within this perspective that the portuguese

revolutionary process assumes a critical importance for the

CPSU as well as for the derived parties.

Union and its supporters.2T

27 McLeod, Op. Cit., p.318.
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The Portuguese communist party maintained that state
monopoly capitalism no ronger existed in portugar by 1976,
as it did in the rest of Europe. rn its strategy the pcp

attempted to conguer the apparatus of the state by a direct
assault upon it. rf we contrast this idea with the position
of the Pcr, it becomes clear that the rtalians foresaw the
seizure of state power through the institutions of the
state. rf Àlrende's failure had convinced the pcI that this
was the correct approach, the pcp and the cpsu derived the
opposite conclusion. Zaradov and cunhal both agreed that the
revolution could only be made with a "revolutionary" and not
an "arithmetical majority.t'28

rn the aftermath of the revorution the cpsu clearly
favoured the estabrishment of the "people's democracy"

formura for western Europe as it had been applied in Eastern
Europe - without direct soviet intervention. The "people's
democracy" stage of the revolution vras in furl accordance
with dominant soviet conceptions of the "generar 1aws,' of
socialist development. under such an arrangement the
communist party was to retain its vanguard role in the
construction of socialism. Both the spanish and rtalian
communists rejected this formula while the pcF often
demonstrated an ambivarence in this matter. The portuguese

communists, in contrast to the aforesaid fraternar parties,
regarded this formula,

28 Zaradov outlined
Pravda, Àugust 6,

particularly in its East German

his position in
1975.
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variation, as the correct approach to the construction of a

socialist society.

obviously, the nature of the state structure in the
process of constructing sociarism would impart a certain
character on the socialist society. rt vras the cpsu's
contention that the ussR was the most advanced socialist
society. To counter alternative models of sociatist
deveropment, the soviet theorists coined the phrase "rea1ly
existing socialism". This expression vras meant to equate

socialism with the type of systern established in the ussR.

while it may have been pardonable for the Eurocommunists to
criticize, however voca11y, certain elements of socialist
construction, the CPSU courd not arrow the entire edifice,
the nature of sociarism, to be questioned. rn this respect
the PcP was an erstwhile ally; never did the portuguese

communists question the sociarist nature of the ussR and the
desireabirity of adopting such a model in western Eurooe.2e

By 1974 the CPSU deeply desired the realization of an

internationar conference of the fraternal parties to
reinforce its position in the internationar communist

movement. while the pcp supported the soviet position, the
Eurocommunists would onry agree to a conference congregating
the European parties. Giving in to pressure, primarily from

the rtarian and Yugoslav communists, the cpsu accepted a

2s À- very different posture was adopted by sergio serge, thechief of the Pcr rnternal Affairs cõmmit[ee, ,oñen heclaimed that the soviet moder no longer had aáy varidityfor the West. Interview, New york timãs, June 1ô, 1977.
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regional conference. However r ät the first preparatory
meeting in october 1974, it became evident that the soviets
could no longer dominate the affair as they had done at the
1969 conference. perhaps the two most important concessions
made by the soviets were that no party wourd be criticized
and that the 1976 conference wourd not continue the work of
any previous conference. However, the most substantial
victory of the autonomous parties v¡as the soviet agreement

to the principle of the unanimity of decisions.

These concessions relating to the work of the conference
itself were followed by other important poricy concessions.
National roads to socialism, a matter of grave irnportance to
the Yugosravs and rtalians, vrere recognized as valid.
Forrowing from this position, it would then be inevitabre
that the fraternal parties courd adopt postures that courd
place them in conflict with other parties. In order to
preserve the manoeuverability of each party, proletarian
internationalism, understood as soviet dominance of the
movement,

autonomy.

control, or dominant modeI, be formalized in the communist
movement. Having attained agreement on these matters from
the soviets, who desperatery wanted such a conference to be

heId, the next twenty-four months were spent in negotiating
the issues separating the Eurocornmunists and the communist
Party of the Soviet Union and its supporters.

had to be disregarded in favor of genuine

It vras therefore important that no center of
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rt was during the negotiation of these ïssues that the

Portuguese communists attempted to seize power. By late 197s

the PcF, for long the favorite of the cpsu, modified its
positions and began to support the critics. Given these two

important occurrences, the Berlin conference of 1976

resulted in a crear defeat for Moscow's theses. The final
declaration, unanimously accepted by ar1 participants, vlas

an uneguivocal affirmation of each party's independence. rn

short, such a decraration refuted any cpsu claim to
leadershipr or privileged position, in the international
communist movement. However, the cpsu did manage to secure

support for its foreign policy objectives.

However, the most important issues in which the cpsu and

the PcP capitulated on were those of a doctrinal nature.
Dialogue with non-communists was accepted at the conference.
Yet, the major setbacks for the cpsu incruded the absence of
a reference to proletarian

declaration; a de facto rejection of the cpsu's position
which saw this concept as the bedrock of its influence
within the movement. À further setback for the cpsu, and the

PCP as an active supporter of this line, vras the rack of
reference to the dictatorship of the proretariat.
Furthermore, both the pcE and the pcr , under the leadership
of carrillo and Berringuer respectively, made it clear that
their parties wourd henceforth not take part in such a

gathering of communist parties.

internationalism in the
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The results of the Berlin Conference were not greeted

with widespread enthusiasm by the pcp. The portuguese

communists had been unswerving allies of the cpsu during the

entire negotiation period preceding the conference. rn part

this loyalty to the GPSU can be attributed as compensation

for the Soviet party's supporL for the pcp during the

Portuguese revolutionary process.3o But there is clearly
more to this relationship than an exchange of political
support. The PCP was committed to the dominant principles of

the communist movement for two main reasons. First, the

Portuguese communists,

experience with dissent and because of the successes

achieved during the revolutionary period, firmly believed

that the construction of socialism in portugal could only be

accomplished within the ideologicar framework established by

the cPSu. The aforesaid position of portugal's communists

vras based on the presupposition that the interests of the

working-class, in its struggle with the bourgeoisie, had an

international character that continued to possess politicar
and ideological validity.

because of thei r hi stor ical

30 My position is not shared by a number of authors. One of
the best exponents of the view that the USSR was
ambivalent about the Portuguese Revorution is Joan Barth
Urban. Her position is outlined in the following works:
"Contemporary Soviet Perspectives on Revolution in the
West", Orbis VoI.19, No.4, Winter 1976; and "The Soviets
and the West European Communist parties" in Herbert J.
Ellison (ed. ) , Soviet Policv Toward Western Europe:
Irnplications for the Àtlantic alliance. Seattfe:
University of Washington Press, 1983.
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The official reaction of the Portuguese Communist ParLy

to the autonomous parties, and their positions vis-a-vis the

Portuguese revolutionary process were articulated at the

Party's Eighth Congress. The positions of the PCP adopted at

that Congress assume a special significance since they

occurred after the BerIin Conference. The PCP acknowledged

the positive contribution of certain parties the CPSU, the

East German Party, and the Bulgarian through their
solidarity. À clue to the PCP's isolation in Europe, as well

as to its staunchest European aIIy, is provided by the PCP

when it acknowledges only one European non-ruling party's

solidarity - the German Communist Party. The Portuguese

communists v¡ere correct in claiming that the experience of

1974-75 had created "profound interest" in the international
communist movement. However, the profound interest vras not

generally translated into political support.

Àddressing the autonomous parties, the PCP recognized the

fact that certain parties "adopted a negative posture in

relation to the Portuguese revolution and particularly in

relation to our Party".3 1 The PCP clearly rejected the

notion that their conduct during the process was in any way

questionable. Instead, the fraternal parties had been

critical of the PCP because they were " (I )ncapable ot

understanding a revolution that did not correspond to their
domestic schemes regarding the revol-utionary processrt.3 2

31 Cunhal, A Revolucao Portuquesa:
Cit. , p.429.
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underlying this accusation of myopia is a fundamentar

ideological question.

movement was to be strengthened, the fraternal parties had

to consider Lhe experiences of fraternal parties and derive
concrusions from these. r t wourd presumably then be

permissible to criticize a fraternal party, albeit in
private, in a comradly fashion onry after the fact. rf the

critics could not understand the portuguese experience, they

!,rere no ronger operating along the rines recommended by

Lenin and recognized by the communist movement. one of the

criticisms levelled at the pcp was that it did not

understand that its conception of an assault on state power

was outdated; in effect, the pCp was a dogmatic parEy

dispraced in modern Europe. By making the aforementioned

assertion, the PCP was able to reverse this charge and claim
that it was the critics of the party that were herd captive

I f the international communist

to the i r dogmas - thei r

attainment of poÌ.¡er.

The pubric criticism directed at the pcp during the

Portuguese revolutionary process served, according to the

PcP, to benefit the anti-communist objectives of the

revolutionaries and social democrats. rn other words, the

charges of the Pcr , PcF, and pcE were "objectively"
favourable to the interests of the enemies of the

revolution. Às if this objective service to the

counter-revolution r.ras not suf f icient, the pcp claimed that

domestic strategies for the

3 2 rbid.
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if it had followed the advice of some fraternal parties the

revolution would have been defeated and "faScism" would have

returned to Portugal.3 3 Not only had the Southern European

communist parties failed to make their own revolu|ion, but

they had betrayed and almost destroyed the Portuguese one.

The inherent dangers of abandoning proletarian

internationatism were evident for those that chose to look.

Fundamentally, CunhaI suggested that there existed an

irony, if not a contradiction, in the positions assumed by

the critics of the PCP. The argument put forth by the

Portuguese communist leader was that the parties who had

been the most vocal in their assertion of the independence

of each partyr äS well as the notion of non-interference in

the domestic affairs of fraternal parties, had themselves

practiced a naked interventionism.

autonomists violated their own positions by de facto

attempting to Iimit the PCP's ability to formulate its own

tactics. The logical conclusion that is derived is that the

CPSU had been correct in its struggle against these

orientations. The PCP simply suggested that a more profound

examination of the Portuguese experience, less infLuence by

immediate domestic considerations, would vindicate the PCP's

actions during the period.34

33

34

In this respect, the

r bid. ,

r bid. ,

p.430.

p.430.
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White a lack of understanding was the ostensible reason

given for the critical attitude adopted by the

Eurocommunists, this did not penetrate the heart of the

matter. A correct understanding of the Portuguese situation
presupposed a correct ideological perspective. The ItaIian,
French, and Spanish communists misunderstood the Portuguese

situation because they did not possess such a perspective,

unlike the CPSU and the German Communist Party.

following statement i s certainly one of the harshest

postures ever adopted by Cunhal towards the Eurocommunist

parties. He claimed that the attitudes of these parties were

informed by

on the one hand,
political conceptions that approximate those
parties, in certain respects, to the reformist
conceÞtions of social-democracy.
stimulated, on the other hand, by advantages or
disadvantages that our comrades believe they can
attain in their domestic policies from the
repercussions that the Portuguese Revolution and
the activity of the PCP may have on their
aIlies.3s

The shortcomings of the Second

varied manifestations, appeared

communist and workers' movement.

s¡as, in essence, the ac id test f or

manif ested thernselves f or a number

ideological positions and

The erroneous conclusions reached by the autonomist

parties was a result of their abandonment of the fundamental

tenets of Marxism-Leninism. Portugal's communists pointed to

The

3s rbid., p.430.

They are

International, in their
to be surfacing in the

The Portuguese revolution

the orientations that had

of years.
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a number of particulars that demonstrated the abandonment by

the PCI, PCF, and the PCE of class positions" It is
illuminating at this juncture to list a number of these

elements that the PCP considered to be part of the

abandonment of class positions. First, the Eurocommunists

abandoned their rore as the vanguard of the proletariat as

well as the vanguard role of the party during the

revolution. In part, this negation of the party as the

vanguard hras a consequence of the adoption of alliance
policies that resulted in the conciliation of crasses which

led these parties to compromise on essential ideological
questions. These alliance policies had demanded that the

autonomous parties exclude all other roads of achieving

soc iali sm except parliamentary democracy.

dependence upon the framework of bourgeois democracy

"emptied" the class content from their analysis of concepts

such as democracy and freedom. The PCP arso charged that the

Eurocommunists overvalued the question of the state during

the revolutionary process and assumed that the class enemy

would surrender its power to the working-cLass without a

ferocious struggle. In a broader sense, the autonomists

understood peaceful co-existence as "the necessity to
abandon revolutionary action in the capitalist countriestt.36

The abandonment of proletarian internationalism, repraced by

an internationalism without crass roots, red these parties
to support anti-working-c1ass forces in portugal and

3 6 rbid. , p.431 .

This total
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elsewhere. 37

The abandonment of these positions naturally led to

conceptions and models of socialism that were deficient. Not

only did these models of socialism not apply to Portuguese

conditions, they were not even "realistic" for the countries

whose parties proposed them. The PCP vras not opposed to

these parties making their ov¡n accords. However, since

Portugal was also a "European country", the PCP had

something to say about "European communism". Cunhal stated

that

"European communism" is not adaptable to
Portuguese conditions. It cannot be pretended,
based upon an idealist conception, that schemes
constructed in abstraction can be imposed upon the
rich exper ience and lessons of a successful
revolution or presently existing socialism.

The PCP v¡as simply not willing to devote itself to ten or

fifteen years of struggle so as to limit the power of the

monopolists; they had been liquidated in less than two years

of revolution in Portugal. The message being relayed by the

PCP was crystal clear. The PCP had in two years achieved,

through a Leninist conception of revolution, what the

Eurocommunists had not in rnany more years.

The Portuguese

its differences

consequence, bel

37 Ibid. These charges v¡ere all elaborated at the PCP's
1976 Congress. This section of Cunhal's report to the
Eighth Congress is perhaps the best summary of all the
disagreements that the PCP had with the autonomists.
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with the Eurocommunists and r âs a

ieved that they had demonstrated the



superiority of their own approach. They pointed out that
their approach had led to an advanced democracy that
destroyed the power of the monopolists; the Eurocommunists

could not equal that achievement. Cunhal and his party

attributed this success to the PCP's faithfur interpretation
of Marxism-Leninism. one can then concrude that if the pcp

had adopted a Eurocommunist orientation it too would have

failed. This appears to be exactly what Cunhal meant when he

stated that if the PCP had assumed an identical position to
thaL of the PCE its fate would have been identical.

The PCP concluded its critique of the Eurocommunist

orientation by reaffirming its internationaL commitment. on

the one hand, it reiterated its support for the Soviet Union

and the CPSU. The Party also caIled for the unity of the

communlsf movement

Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism. To that
end the Portuguese Party strengthened its efforts to battle
both leftist-Maoist conceptions and "right-wing opportunist
tendencies".3 s Àddressing itserf to Eurocommunist attempts

to forge links with non-communist parties throughout Europe,

the PcP claimed that it would not undertake such action
without consulting the fraternal parties concerned. rndeed,

to privilege the relationship between communist and

non-communist parties would be divisive for the movemenË.

based on the pr inc iples

38 rbid. , p.432,

of
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In !h. PCP's perspectiver âs well as in that of other

communist parties, the Portuguese revoLutionary experience

proved a number of things. The Leninist strategy for
assuming power in tlestern Europe continued to be viable.
Indeed, not only was it viable, it had produced profound

transformations in the society and had seriously weakened

capi taI i sm.

characterized by an advanced democracy far superior to any

other West European liberal democracy. By way of contrast,
the Eurocommunists had failed to secure any meaningful

change in their respective societies. If theory v¡as informed

by practice, as well as the inverse, the portuguese

experience should demonstrate plainly the superiority of

revolutionary strategy.

Portugal,

The fragíIe nature of the Portuguese Communist party's

relations with the Eurocommunists was evident. Indeed, the

PCP followed Moscow's lead in its positions on all matters

of consequence in the late 1970s and early 1980s, including

the suppression of Solidarity and the Soviet invasion of

Àfghanistan. The return of the PCF to orthodoxy also seemed

to vindicate Cunhal's criticism of Eurocommunism; as did the

virtual disintegration of the Spanish Communist party. The

PCI, taking the Eurocommunist option to its logical
conclusion, began to think of itself as a component of a

in the PCP's analysis, was

broad European Ieft.
Eurocommunists did not improve significantly for a number of

Yet, if relations with the
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years neither did they degenerate

so evident in 1976.

For the CPSU, the Portuguese communists continued to play

the role of privileged allies until the ascension of

Gorbachev to the leadership of the CPSU. From Moscow's

perspective, the PCP defended the Soviet theses in Europe

during a period of extreme difficulty. In fact, the polemics

of the 1970s were the last chapter in the breakdown of the

international communist movement. Prior to the rise of

Gorbachev, the Portuguese Communist Party enjoyed a prestige

in the international communist movement unmatched by any

other Víest European party. The PCP could not claim for

itself the status of a mass party as did the PCI . However,

to the antagonistic level

in Moscow's equation,

compensated by its ideological rigidity.

Two interrelated elements account for the PCP's rejection

of Eurocommunism. On the one hand, the Party's ideological

self-conception made it an unquestioning adherent of

proletarian internationalism and other tenets of Soviet

Marxism-Leninism. The Party contended that it v¡as the

application of these principles that accounted for the

"conquests of Àpri1". The Portuguese Revolution verified the

feasible application of a Leninist strategy for assuming

political power in Western Europe. The critical attitude

assumed by the autonomist parties to the PCPr s positions

during the Portuguese Revolution ensured that the Iatter

the PCP's lack of numbers was
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!¡ould remain arien to that movement, I^iith the triumph of the

revolutionary process, with the financial, moraI, and

political support of the pro-Moscow parties, Lhe pCp was

reassured that its adhesion to proletarian internationalism
was the correct 1ine. rf there were internal factions
calling for the adoption of the autonomist positions prior
to the Berlin Conference, that position was no longer on the

agenda following the gathering.

The ongoing Revolutionary process (pnec) helped to define

the i ssues that divided the internat ional commun i st
movement. For the Eurocommunists, the pCp's behavior

demonstrated that antiquated forms of struggle could only be

met with partial success. The Eurocommunists praced their
hope in the future to vindicate their positions. Inversely,
the substantial gains made by the portuguese communists

dur ing the nat ional c r i s i s convi nced many that the

autonomists were doomed to fai1.
forced the Pcr, PcF, and PCE to clarify their attitudes in
relation to bourgeois democracy and a host of other rerated

issues. By doing so: the Portuguese experience intensified
and polarized the positions of the European communist

parties during the period prior to the 1976 BerIin
conference. whatever erse can be said about the pREC and its
conseguencesr âs well as the role of the PCP during those

turbulent months, its impact upon the communist movement

cannot be ignored. &pubBIenv

Àt any rate, the PREC
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